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Abstract 

Energy storage is an important measure in efforts to improve buildings’ energy efficiency and 

reduce CO2 emissions from the building sector. Affording opportunities for better utilisation 

and management of building’s energy and reducing wastages, it can serve as a vital mitigant 

to the negative impact of electrification of energy systems, which the UK government has 

chosen as means of achieving its goal of reducing CO2 emissions by 80% by the year 2050. 

Energy storage with phase change materials, though capable of improving energy systems’ 

performance and reducing building energy demand, present challenges that necessitates pre-

analysis and study for which virtualisation and simulation with numerical models is the most 

cost effective and risk-averse method. This requires use/application of whole building 

modelling applications like ESP-r that have capabilities to model PCMs. Existing PCM 

models in the software lack ability to represent current available physical PCM based thermal 

energy storage systems. These form the basis for the work reported herein, which discusses 

solution methods and their implementations.  

Models of two PCM thermal stores were developed using the enthalpy formulation method, 

which is more reliable and devoid of many of the problems associated with the heat capacity 

method. The thermal stores were modelled as shell and tube heat exchangers where the PCM, 

contained in the shell, was treated as one of the heat transfer fluids with the main heat transfer 

fluid flowing through the tube/pipes. Energy conservation equations for the PCM were 

formulated in terms of the heat balance over a volume of material and time interval leading to 

development of representative equations for heat exchange between PCM and heat transfer 

fluid, and temperature and phase changes experienced by the phase change material. An 
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algorithm was developed employing iterative schemes to solve the discretised energy 

equations. 

The source code and algorithms were verified using structured walk throughs, debugging and 

consistency tests, and sanity test from ESP-r simulation of building model containing the 

plant models. They were also validated by comparing results from running simulation of the 

models with results reported for models of similar phase change thermal storage systems by 

Hosseini et al. (2012), Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury, (2014) and Seddegh et al (2016). 

Results from the verification tests show that the models were accurate to within expected 

range and for the intended purpose while results from validation show close agreement with 

reference materials. 

The models were also subjected to sensitivity analysis aimed at assessing impact of grid sizes 

and convergence criteria on models’ performance. These parameters, unlike other variable 

parameters of the model source codes, are determined internally within the codes while the 

others are determined by ESP-r. Results show that the models’ outputs, HTF and PCM, are 

unaffected by changes in both the grid size and convergence criteria. The models’ sensitivity 

to the convergence criteria is in regard to the code processing time. Additional sensitivity 

analysis was done for the fabric integrated thermal store to assess the source code’s 

sensitivity to type of materials with which PCM cells at extreme ends of the PCM block 

interacted. Results show that outputs are unaffected by type of materials with which PCM 

cells at extreme ends of the PCM block interacted.  

Installation/implementation of the models' source codes in ESP-r was afterwards done by 

writing algorithms for each plant model in line with source codes source formatting and 

description in ESP-r incorporating the software's common variables and parameters, building 
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up plant database entries and editing necessary code compilation and execution codes and 

programs within the software’s database and archives. 

Demonstration of the models were accomplished by deploying the plants in the heating 

system plant network of a 2-storey semi-detached building model, for which simulations 

were run over a winter week for analysis of impact of deploying PCM based thermal storage 

plant system on heating system’s energy consumption, energy cost and CO2 emission. 

Comparative analyses were also conducted between heating systems with employing latent 

heat thermal storage systems (PCM) for thermal storage and those employing sensible heat 

thermal storage systems. While results from the demonstration tests show improvement in 

performance of the test building energy system and the clear advantage of latent heat thermal 

storage systems over sensible heat thermal storage systems, in agreement with established 

findings and conclusions from similar systems, this was not its objective of the demonstration 

tests. Rather it was to lend credence to validation of the thermal storage models with regards 

to correctness and accuracy of the computer/numerical codes, and to show that they are 

comparable to similar systems in terms of application and usage. It was also a means of 

demonstrating usefulness of the plant systems for building energy simulation systems such as 

ESP-r.  
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH BACKGROUND 

1.0 Introduction 

Since 1987, after publication of the Brundland report, Our Common Future, the issues of 

sustainability and development has taken centre stage both economically and politically. The 

report defined sustainable development as "development that meets needs of the present 

without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs" (Brundtland 

Commission, 1987). Basic human needs (present), according to the report, are employment, 

food, energy, housing, water supply, sanitation, and health care. The report’s basic argument 

is that “sustainable development requires the conservation of plant and animal species” 

(Brundtland Commission, 1987), contending that ability of future generation to meet their 

needs rests upon availability of the earth’s resources (Holden, Linnerud, & Banister, 2014). 

Therefore, meeting basic human needs sustainably must involve preservation of the Earth's 

natural base. 

 

1.1 Energy Consumption  

One of the seven basic human needs, according to the report is energy. This has the potential 

to aid production and/supply of the other six. The supply and availability of energy affords 

opportunities for improving and increasing provision of comfort (housing), water supply and 

transportation, production of food and material goods, health care (including sanitation) and 
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employment. Energy is so vital to human development that its consumption is an indication 

of a country’s level of development, the per capital energy consumption. Demand for, or 

use/consumption of, energy has been on an upward trajectory over the years (figure 1.1), with 

figures for 2019 put at 5.492 x 109 GWh globally, an increase from 4.127 x 109 GWh in 

2005 (Energy Information Administration, 2019). It is projected to reach 7.978 x 109 GWh 

by 2050 if annual rate of increase continues at the current relatively steady average of 1.48% 

per annum (Energy Information Administration, 2019). 

 

Figure 1.1: Global energy consumption (2010 -2019) (Energy Information Administration, 

2019) 

 

Demand for energy, for many nations, often outweighs ability of local available resources to 

cope. Meeting, or satisfying, the demand is also one of the most significant factors 

responsible for the non-sustainability of present development, and of the environment. This is 

due, majorly, to the fact that for years supply has been the main approach to solving, and/or 

satisfying, energy demand problems. 

Understanding that human development tends to damage ecosystems, sourcing and 

consumption of energy has had one of the greatest damaging effects on the planet. The ever-
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increasing demand for energy has been, for the most part of human existence, with little or no 

regard for its impact on, or implication for, the environment. Devastation of arctic ecosystems 

and pollution of air and water resources by petroleum exploration processes are clear 

examples. Given that not every energy conversion process or device is 100% efficient 

(Narisada & Schreuder, 2004), it is not surprising that the supply driven approach has given 

way to a more environment friendly one, where emphasis is on reducing and utilising waste 

energy. 

According to European Commission (2020), final energy consumed in the EU in 2017 was 

about 50.4% of total energy input. This implies ample opportunities for energy savings in 

areas like generation and transmission (Luburić et al., 2018) and production processes (Onget 

al., 2017), as well as at the final end consumption (Chinese, Santin, & Saro (2017); Gai et al. 

(2019); Pablo-Romeroa, Pozo-Barajas, & Yñiguez (2017) as most of the waste energy is 

released as low-grade heat to the surroundings. 

 

1.2 Energy Consumption1 in Buildings 

Human dependence on energy stems, so it seems, from the desire to satisfy most, if not all, of 

the basic needs outlined in the Brundtland report within the confines of a limited space and 

with little physical effort.  Humans require an environment that is self-contained and tightly 

controlled, one wherein a wide variety of services can be accessed in comfort and 

(sometimes) effortlessly. Buildings provide warmth, place to prepare and preserve food, carry 

 
1 Energy consumption in buildings refers to total energy taken up by buildings from primary energy sources 
and not energy consumed within them to power appliances and maintain indoor environment conditions. It is 
sometimes interchanged with energy demand by buildings, referring to energy draw by buildings from the grid 
or other energy sources.  
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out industrial and commercial activities, entertainment and recreation. These are energy 

intensive activities. 

The building and construction sector accounts for over one third of total global energy 

consumption (International Energy Agency, 2020(a)) while residential buildings alone 

accounted for 26.1% of the global total in 2018 (Eurostat, 2020), with urban residential 

buildings taking up between 20%–40% of this over the past decades (Li, Koua, & Wang, 

2019). Estimates for the UK domestic sector was approximately 482645 GWh, that is 28.9% 

of total energy, in 2018 (Department for Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, 2019), 

with more than 80% of this employed for space and water heating (Watson, Lomas, & 

Buswell, 2019). Globally, about half of energy consumption in buildings is taken up by 

heating, ventilating, and air-conditioning (HVAC) systems (Young et al., 2018) in Faraj et 

al., 2020). According to Odyssee-Mure (2020), over 66% of households’ energy consumption 

in the EU in 2017 was used for space heating purposes and 13.2% for domestic hot water. 

Appreciation of the fact that the building sector is the third largest global energy consumer  

after industry and transportation (Nejat et al., 2015; Dong et al., 2018; Pannier, Schalbart, & 

Peuportier, 2018), and that it accounts for about 28% of energy related global CO2 emissions 

in 2019 (International Energy Agency, 2020(b)) (15.3% of the UK’s total (Department for 

Business, Energy and Industrial Strategy, UK, 2020)) some, like Nejat et al (2015), conclude 

that residential energy consumptions have “direct, significant effects on the world 

environment”, one of the factors responsible for its return, as noted by Li et al (2019), “to the 

top of the agenda in academia, business and policy”. The residential sector is indeed “an 

obvious target for energy conservation policies” (Aydin & Brounen, 2019) as there are huge 

potentials for energy reduction in urban centres through building energy efficiency measures 

(Commission to the European Parliament and The Council, 2014). 
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1.3 Building Energy Conservation and Demand Reduction  

A primary goal of recent research efforts, according to Liu et al (2019), has been the 

reduction of percentage of total energy (global/national/local) consumed/demand by 

buildings while creating “a comfortable thermal environment for humans”. This is because, 

Souayfane et al (2016) posits, energy consumption in the building sector, whose annual 

increase is estimated at 1.5% (Verbeke & Audenaert, 2018), could reach 150% of present 

levels by 2050 if buildings are not made more energy efficient. 

To this end, several measures have been suggested (even implemented) with the aim of 

reducing energy demand by buildings. According to Chwieduk (2017), the importance of 

energy conservation in buildings can be seen at the national energy policy level … in many 

countries. Prominent example is the EU’s 20–20–20 goals, which proposed a 20% increase in 

energy efficiency, 20% reduction in carbon dioxide emissions and 20% utilisation of 

renewable energy systems and sources for buildings by 2020 (European Commission, 

2020(a)), for which the zero energy buildings concept was adopted as a strategy. 

The zero-energy buildings concept implies reducing energy demand of buildings through 

various energy-saving measures, namely, energy storage, implementation of energy efficient 

technologies and utilisation of renewable energy systems and sources, to the point where zero 

amount of conventional energy is utilised (Li et al, 2013). It is sometimes referred to as 

Nearly Zero Energy Building concept (European Commission, 2020). This approach, Qian et 

al (2019) contends, is effective, and a practical one, capable of reducing overall energy 

consumption in the building sector. According to (Pacheco-Torgal, 2017) implementation of 

the EU’s directive on building energy performance, the European Energy Performance of 

Buildings Directive 2010/31/EU (European Parliament and the Council of the European 

Union (EUROPA), 2010), which proposes that all new constructions must be net zero-energy 
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building standards from 31st of December 2020 is implemented energy savings of up to 

755.95 MWh of energy can be achieved. 

Energy saving measures include heat/energy storage and heat loss prevention measures and 

systems while energy efficient technologies entail building energy systems, such as heating, 

cooling and ventilation (HVAC), lighting and controls, that are optimised for low energy 

demand and efficient energy utilisation. And, as the name implies, use of renewable energy 

systems entails sourcing some (or all) of the energy requirement for the building from 

renewable sources. 

An example of energy efficiency technology is the Passive House concept, or standard. The 

concept, established by the Passivhaus Institute in Darmstadt, Germany in 1996 (Passive 

House Institute (a), 2015), is a standard for energy efficiency in buildings focused on taking 

advantage of the “passive” influences of sunshine, shading and ventilation on a building. It is 

based on five basic principles of airtightness, continuous thermal insulation that eliminates 

thermal bridging, superior quality and performance windows, ventilation heat and moisture 

recovery, and minimal space conditioning system. Buildings designed to this standard require 

very small energy input to satisfy requirements for space heating and/or cooling (Passive 

House Institute (b), 2015). 

 

1.4 Energy Storage in Buildings  

Energy storage in buildings contribute to increasing buildings’ share of renewable energy 

utilisation and to reducing its energy demand (Heier, Bales, & Martin, 2015). They function 

to reduce energy demand by harnessing/capturing free and/or waste heat/energy from 

atmosphere, the building and/or its systems (Liu, Li, Chen, Luo, & Zhang, 2019) and using, 

or reusing to offset some of the building’s energy demand. 
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Energy storage affords opportunities for better utilisation and management of building’s 

energy. It reduces wastages because energy systems would not necessarily have to be 

designed for maximum load but for an optimum that is some mid-way between highest and 

lowest demand. Excesses during periods of low utilisation, or high resource availability from 

natural, renewable sources, can be stored away and utilised to meet up supply during periods 

of high energy demand, or little or no resource availability. This way energy demand and 

supply profile can be levelled. For natural, renewable energy resources, it provides 

opportunity for extending supply and making it appear continuous. 

While there are enormous potentials for energy savings with storage there are shortcomings 

which include requirements and cost of additional components and space, and of retrofits and 

upgrades of existing systems to accommodate storage system. Also, the energy storage 

system/material/substance amounts to additional load on the building’s energy source, which 

could lead to occasional increase in energy demand when storage in being charged. 

Nevertheless, it is an important measure in efforts towards improving buildings’ energy 

efficiency and reducing CO2 emissions from the sector. 

1.4.1 Energy Storage in Building envelopes 

One of the ways of employing energy storage to reduce building energy demand is by taking 

advantage of the energy storage capabilities of its envelope, made up of the walls, floors, 

doors, windows and roof. According to Meng et al. (2015), between 60–80% of the heating 

and cooling load is due to heat loss and gain through these building components while the 

walls alone, Abanda & Byers (2016) posit, can capture between 25–30% of thermal energy 

that would otherwise have been lost from buildings.  

Thermal performance improvement of building envelopes is achievable by applying thermal 

insulation to it. Materials employed for thermal insulation of buildings are of two types: (1), 
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materials that reduce rate of heat flow in or out of the building and (2), materials that capture 

and store heat flowing in or out which can later be used for heating the building. The former 

are materials with low thermal conductivities or high thermal resistance used for thermal 

insulation while the latter constitute substances/materials with energy/heat storing capabilities 

and include high thermal mass materials like concrete or bricks or phase change materials 

installed as panels or integrated into building envelope’s construction materials. 

Potentials for reducing CO2 and SO2 emissions by up to 50% and 54%, respectively have 

been reported by (Özkan & Onan, 2011) when insulation is added to building’s envelope and 

varying the thickness of glazing while Kuczyński & Staszczuk (2020) reported a reduction of 

between 67% and 75% in cooling energy demand with application of high thermal mass 

masonry construction as opposed to lightweight skeletal construction for residential buildings 

in temperate climate regions. These are indications of opportunities for energy and 

greenhouse gas emission reductions through building fabrics. 

1.4.1.1 Passive Building Envelope Thermal Storage Systems 

Energy systems/materials employed for capturing and storing heat flowing in or out of 

buildings are of two types, active and passive. A passive system is defined as one that takes 

advantage of available (free) energy like energy (heat or cold) from heating systems and 

appliances or (and) natural/renewable energy sources, like the sun (on hot sunny days), or 

cold energy from cold night air, without requiring a dedicated specific energy input or 

carrier/transport medium. The system employs high density construction materials that also 

have relatively high specific heat capacities, like concrete, rock and stones, or materials that 

store large amount of heat when they change from one phase to another (phase change 

materials), for capturing heat, or cold.  Energy stored is re-used in the building later either as 

main energy input or to augment the building’s energy supply. 
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These types of system work by absorbing heat transmitted through, say, the glazing and/or 

opaque enclosures during the day, thereby stabilizing indoor temperatures, and releasing the 

stored heat during the night when the indoor temperatures drop. In so doing they prevent the 

space temperatures from getting too low and indoor environment from becoming excessively 

cold at night (Peippo, Kauranen, & Lund, 1991; Mehling & Cabeza, 2008). No heat transfer 

medium is employed for removing stored heat from the storage material, rather the heat is 

removed by natural air flow within the building/space as it makes contact with the heat 

storage material/system. 

They are often referred to as thermal mass and find use and application in passive houses for 

heat recovery and reuse, being fundamental with regards to the Passive House concepts of 

ventilation heat recovery and requirement for minimal space conditioning system. They are 

effective in capturing heat and helping to stabilise indoor temperatures, as well as reduce 

overall energy consumption of buildings since they consume virtually no energy. However, 

their effectiveness could be compromised in the event of little or no availability of energy 

from the energy sources, for example on cloudy days. 

A review of PCM applications in building envelopes passive systems was reported by Faraj et 

al. (2020) and Zhou, et al. (2020) while an analysis and comparison of the different types of 

thermal mass employed for building envelopes passive thermal energy storage system were 

reported by (Kensby, Trüschel, & Dalenbäck, 2015; Reynders, Nuytten, & Saelens, 2013; 

Hurtado et al., 2017). 

1.4.1.2 Active Building Envelope Thermal Storage Systems 

Active thermal energy storage systems utilise, or require, dedicated heat input and output, 

and/or employ a heat transfer medium/system to transfer heat/energy to and from the storage 

material and to and from the building. The dedicated system is a separate system whose 
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function is to supply and/or distribute heat to and within the storage material. Heat release to 

the building’s interior is accomplished by either direct flow of the heat transport medium 

through the storage material into the building/space, or through a heat exchanger to a 

secondary heat transport medium (usually building’s internal air) flowing into the 

building/space. The system could be composed of any of the thermal storage materials 

employed in passive systems but would be in combination with a dedicated heating system 

and/or mechanical driven heat transport medium, which forces or distributes heat through 

them. The thermal storage materials still store heat as they would when used in passive 

systems, but heat delivery and removal of the stored heat is accomplished by the dedicated 

heat transfer medium. A well-known example is underfloor heating. Their potential use as 

demand side energy and load management tool was reported by Russell & Surendran (2001), 

Ellerbrok (2014) and Dréau & Heiselberg (2016). Faraj et al. (2020) and Zhou, et al. (2020) 

also did comprehensive reviews of active building PCM integrated energy systems. 

1.4.2 Energy Storage in HVAC Systems 

HVAC systems are mechanical systems employed for providing heating and cooling to a 

building with the aim of regulating the atmosphere within its interior for thermal comfort of 

its occupants. They are active building energy systems and function by moving heat from 

either the interior to the exterior of a building or vice versa using a heat transfer fluid 

mechanically driven into and out of it. They extract heat from one source and deliver heat to a 

sink, either of which can be located in the building’s interior or exterior. When coupled with 

thermal storage systems, they become a type of active thermal energy storage systems. They 

help utilise energy storage to manage building energy demand by storing away energy/heat 

from building energy systems, or from natural, renewable sources like solar, wind, wave and 

tidal energy, for use (later) to offset some (or all) of its energy needs. 
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They employ high density, large mass, materials like concrete or bricks for thermal mass heat 

storage in systems like underfloor heating system (Maivel et al, 2018), electrical space 

heating systems, water or water- based systems with hot water storage tanks, boilers and heat 

pumps, or phase change materials in combination with other heat storage or transport 

materials (Qiu et al., 2017; Frazzica, et al., 2016; Kumar, et al., 2016). The storage material 

may be alone or used as suplement to the primary heat store in active water and space heating 

or cooling systems (Labat et al., 2014; Mankibi et al., 2015; Navarro, et al., 2016). 

Using thermal storage with HVAC systems, especially when the energy source is a clean 

renewable source like wind, solar and geothermal, is a means by which overall building 

energy demand and CO2 emissions can be reduced. It is particularly beneficial and effective 

when phase change thermal materials are employed for heat storage (De-Gracia, et al., 2013; 

Real, et al., 2014).  

 

1.5 Utilisation of PCMs for Thermal Energy Storage in 

Buildings 

Applications of PCMs for thermal energy storage in building dates back to the mid-1940s 

(Kośny, 2015) and has grown considerably ever since. These materials store heat as latent 

heat during phase change, allowing storage of more heat/energy per unit mass and volume. 

Subsequently, storage systems are smaller, lighter and more compact, which results in 

reduced heat loss, heat loss being proportional to surface area. 

Change of phase, from solid to liquid or liquid to gas and back, occurs at relatively constant 

temperatures, implying that difference between heat storage and heat delivery temperatures 

need not be large. This implies heat supply and delivery at relatively constant temperatures, 
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which would reduce or limit heat loss or wastage from the system (Farid et al., 2004). This 

method is effective for smoothening out fluctuations in supply (Münster & Lund, 2007; 

David, Kuznik, & Roux, 2011). 

PCM energy storage systems offer huge benefits and opportunities for reducing energy and 

CO2 emissions from buildings (Tian & Zhao, 2013) and for enhancing buildings’ ability to 

stabilize and maintain steady internal temperature conditions (Singh, Muetze, & Eames, 

2010; Hong et al,, 2012; Halford & Boehm, 2007).  According to Arteconi, Hewitt, & 

Polonara (2012), phase change energy storage can ensure energy security, efficiency and 

environmental quality. 

Ability and potential of phase change thermal energy storage materials to improve heating 

and cooling systems’ performance and reduce energy consumption in buildings have been 

well established, being primary motivations for many research works. However, utilisation of 

PCMs for heat storage is not without shortcomings, relating mostly to their properties and 

applicability. There are also associated (additional) energy cost (Kośny, 2015). This is 

discussed in more details in section 1.7. 

1.5.1 PCM in Building fabric and construction – Passive Systems 

PCMs are employed in building fabrics to capture and save heat either flowing from the 

external or the internal of buildings through windows, roofs and walls. This is subsequently 

utilised to either provide heating directly for the building or supplement heating provided by 

the heating system. PCMs can be employed in either for passive building fabric heat storage 

or for active building fabric heat storage. 

Passive PCM based heating (or cooling) systems are systems employed for improving energy 

systems' efficiency without consuming any power or energy. They work to either transfer 
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heat to or from a natural heat sink or source from or to a living space, or by preventing heat 

from entering or leaving a living space from or to external heat sources or sinks. 

Passive PCM based heat storage systems have found applications in building structures like 

boards/panels and claddings for walls (Wijesuriya et al., 2018) and floors (Entrop et al., 

2016), roof/ceilings (Hasan, Basher, & Shdhan, 2018), and in building components like 

window shades and glass panels (Silva, et al., 2016); and in construction materials like 

concrete (Pomianowski et al., 2014) and bricks and blocks (Kant, Shukla, & Sharma, 2017). 

Impact of PCMs in external building walls on heating energy demand, energy consumption 

and thermal comfort have been reported by Sajjadian, Lewis, & Sharples (2015), Gassenfeit 

& Brüggemann (2014), Guarino, et al. (2015), and a host of others. Its applications in demand 

side management (Qureshi, Nair, & Farid, 2011), energy and load shifting (Muruganantham 

et al., 2010) and for analysing energy cost and implication to stake holders (Entrop et al., 

2016) is also well reported. 

Application of these type of systems suffer from one significant flaw. They do not perform 

effectively during cold seasons and may often require assistance from an active system 

(Kusama & Ishidoya, 2017) because the PCMs are unable to complete full thermal cycles. 

This can be addressed by adding a dedicated heating system, in which case, they become 

active. 

1.5.2 PCM in Building fabric and construction – Active Systems 

Active heat storage systems are systems that require dedicated continuous, or regular, input 

of energy (or power) to extract, store and release heat. They could be constituted by passive 

building structure/materials, or any type of thermal storage material/device, to which a 

dedicated heat energy supply and retrieval system, often assisted with mechanical equipment, 

has been added. The stored energy may be from direct or indirect energy/power consumption 
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and/or input of heat to the storage material. They have applications in space heating systems 

like underfloor heating (Lu et al., 2017; Barzin et al., 2015; Devaux & Farid, 2017) and 

ceiling plenums (Morovat, Athienitis, Candanedoa, & Dermardiros, 2019). 

Application of active PCM heat storage systems in building walls is, however, relatively new 

with very little reported research on the subject. A notable recent attempt was reported by 

(Kong, Wang, Li, Yuan, & Yao, 2020) who combined a passive PCM wallboard and active 

solar water heating system. Their system consists of thin pipes carrying hot water from a 

solar water heater embedded into PCM wallboards which they installed on the internal 

surfaces of walls and ceilings of a test building. This is one of the motivations for this 

research, a proposal to develop an active PCM based fabric integrated heat storage system 

using PCM as storage material. 

The addition of mechanical heat delivery and transport system to PCM based building fabric 

integrated heat storage system leads to improved performance during periods when 

effectiveness of passive systems would have become compromised due to little or no 

availability of energy from the energy sources.  

1.5.3 PCM in HVAC and Water Heating systems 

Use of PCMs in energy saving measures in buildings include application with mechanical air 

and water heating (HVAC) systems as well as in space cooling HVAC systems 

(Zeinelabdein, Omer, & Gana, 2018). Residual or waste heat from the heating systems, or 

cold energy from the ambient at night, is stored in the PCM. They may be employed as 

primary store/source wherein heat, or cold, supply to building is obtained directly from the 

PCM (Mankibi et al., 2015) or as secondary heat store/source wherein they augment the 

primary heat store/source. (Badescu, 2003; Talmatsky & Kribus, 2008; Canbazoğlu et al., 

2005) 
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Applications as secondary heat store with domestic water and space heating systems have 

been examined for assessment and/or determination of effectiveness (Frazzica et al., 2016; 

Cabeza et al., 2006; Kumar et al,, 2016); for quantity of PCM required (Chaabane et al., 

2014; Nkwetta et al., 2014), for impact on energy consumption and cost (Najafian et al., 

2015; De Gracia et al., 2011), load shifting capability (Moreno et al., 2014) and for 

environmental impact of buildings’ heating/cooling systems (De-Gracia et al., 2014) with 

encouraging results. 

 

1.6 Challenge of PCM Deployment in Building Systems 

There are challenges with use and application of PCMs in buildings for thermal storage and 

energy efficiency, which relates mostly with the negative and counter-productive properties 

of the material (Zhou, et al., 2020). Finding ways to overcome and/or compensate for these 

property flaws has presented researchers, building and energy managers with numerous 

opportunities for research and development in an ever-increasing area of selection, design, 

application and implementation methods. 

Virtually every PCM has at least one undesirable property, or as Cui, et al. (2015) puts it 

“there are scarcely any PCM that can meet all desirable criteria”. Highest thermal 

conductivity of organic PCMs is around 0.2 W/m2K (Fang, et al., 2014), which, according to 

Şahan, Fois, & Paksoy (2015), does not promote rapid thermal response and leads to some 

loss in energy recovery (Farid, et al., 2004). There are also problems of high volume variation 

and liquid seepage during phase change (Mehrali, et al., 2014; Schossig, et al., 2005), which 

could lead to undesirable wetness of structures and components (Almeida, et al., 2010). This 

is a particularly limiting factor for application of organic PCMs (Khadiran et al., 2015) as it 

can compromise the structural integrity of structural/construction materials, with negative 
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consequences on their strength, durability and safety. Liquid seepage is of great concern 

particularly for paraffin based PCMs, most of which are highly flammable.  

Inorganic PCMs, on the other hand, have high corrosive tendencies, incongruent melting and 

propensity for phase segregation upon melting (Akeiber, et al., 2016). Incongruent melting 

results from salts dissolving out of their water of hydration upon solidification and not 

becoming rehydrated after temperature rises above melting point while phase segregation is 

when the different components of the PCM change phase individually and at different 

temperatures resulting in macroscopic separation of phases with different composition after 

many cycles. The outcome is a thermal storage system containing two (or more) separate 

substances with different properties, leading to reduced overall heat storage capacity because 

the initial system composition optimised for design storage capacity will have been altered. 

These class of PCMs also have a problem of subcooling (or supercooling), a phenomenon 

whereby a PCM remains in the liquid phase at temperatures below its phase change 

temperature. Subcooling tends to reduce solidification rate and PCM is unable to release heat 

at the required temperature, resulting in overall reduction in energy storage capacity. 

Hysteresis is another phenomenon that presents uncertainties with PCM applications. 

Hysteresis is experienced by all PCMs and occurs when there is incomplete transition from 

one phase to the other due to either of the heat supply temperature being lower than the 

maximum melting temperature or the or withdrawal temperature being higher than the 

minimum melting temperature of the PCM before cycle reversal. This results in large 

amounts of heat that is neither stored nor released (Zastawna-Rumin, Kisilewicz, & Berardi, 

2020) leading to reduced effectiveness of the thermal storage system. 

Application of PCMs in buildings also presents uncertainties about reliability, cost, economic 

feasibility and safety, as well as design configuration and integration with other sustainable 

energy technologies (AL-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). So, deployment of the material into buildings 
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and systems require pre-analysis and study. This presents a challenge, as conducting 

experiments on buildings with uncertainties relating to properties like flammability, 

corrosiveness and chemical reactivity is risky and dangerous. Also, experimentation with 

buildings is generally costly, and sometimes require elaborate retrofitting and modifications 

to an existing structure, which may not be practicable or cost effective. An alternative to 

experimentation is employing numerical models which enables a building to be analysed 

without high cost of materials and the risk of damage to structure and/or rendering it unsafe. 

1.6.1 Building and Building System Modelling 

Numerical modelling refers to theoretical research methods that employs mathematical 

equations as representation of the studied system, or conditions within, to develop a 

numerical model/representation of the system. It entails development of an algorithm that 

enables the model to mimic behaviour of actual system and its response to changes in input 

parameters. This method is quick and less expensive. 

Mathematical models make it possible to analyse hypothetical systems which can easily be 

adapted and examined over wide range of scenarios (Crawley, et al., 2008). Also, there are 

vast advantages in terms of speed, cost (Pomianowski, Heiselberg, Jensen, Cheng, & Zhang, 

2014) and accuracy, and it is the cheapest way to conduct different analysis of designs and 

material innovations (Marin, et al., 2016), with combinations of all possible conditions, 

scenarios and control strategies required for effective optimisation of the final product. 

Numerical analysis of buildings with PCM installed in various parts, components and 

systems are reported by several authors like Sajjadian, et al. (2015), (Izquierdo-Barrientos, et 

al. (2012), Gassenfeit & Brüggemann (2014), De-Gracia et al. (2014) and a host of others. 
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1.7 Modelling and Simulation of Buildings with PCMs 

1.7.1 Building Energy Modelling and Simulation Tools 

Performance analysis and evaluation of buildings that have PCM deployed often requires use 

of whole-building simulation platforms. These tools have capabilities for analysing a 

building, its components and system’s dynamic thermal behaviour numerically. A list of 

various whole building modelling software packages, comparative assessments of their 

functionalities and reviews are reported by Saffari, et al. (2017), Madad, et al. (2018), Kylili 

& Fokaides (2017) and Crawley, et al. (2008). 

While there exists many programs and software with capabilities for conducting whole-

building simulations, very few have capacities to simulate buildings with PCMs (or PCMs in 

buildings). These are Trnsys, EnergPlus and ESP-r. Of them. Only EnergPlus and ESP-r are 

available as free, open-source software. These two will be examined in more details.  

EnergyPlus is based on some popular features of BLAST (Building Loads Analysis and 

System Thermodynamics) and DOE-2.1E (Corrado & Fabrizio, 2019); (Castell & Solé, 

2015), both of which were developed in the 1970s and 80s (Crawley, Hand, Kummert, & 

Griffith, 2008), and predicated on the integrated interactive simulation of zone and the air 

conditioning systems, while ESP-r (Environmental Systems Performance – r for the European 

Reference Program) is a general purpose, multi-domain building energy simulation program 

based on the mathematical model proposed by Clarke (2001). 

EnergyPlus works as a modular system integrated with a heat balance-based zone simulation 

using equations sets that define energy consumption of the building Torres-Rivas et al., 

2018). It employs a predictor–corrector scheme to estimate zone thermal loads in a heat 

balance engine, which passes its results onto the building systems simulation module. Input 

and output are via text files (ASCII texts), it is a stand-alone with no ‘user-friendly’ graphic 
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interface and is available via free downloads. There are, however, graphic user interfaces 

developed by private software developers for the tool, like Design Builder (DesignBuilder 

Software Ltd, 2021), Simergy (Energy Technologies Area, 2013) and a host of others. These 

are not part of EnergyPlus nor are necessary to run it but they make it easier to use. Some are 

available for free while others require purchase. ESP-r, on the other hand, models energy and 

fluid flows within a combined building and plant systems using advanced numerical methods 

to integrate the various equation types representative of the heat and mass balances within the 

building along with real time series climate data and control, and occupancy-related boundary 

conditions. 

1.7.2 PCM Simulation in EnegyPlus and ESP-r 

PCM modelling in building energy simulation packages have, for the most part, been 

focused, primarily on building structures like walls, ceilings and floors. This is because 

employing PCMs for energy conservation in buildings emanated from use of thermal mass 

storage systems, which generally involves these building structures. So PCMs are simply 

added or integrated into the structures and their models are representation of both the 

structures and the PCM. This is generally the case with PCM models in ESP-r. A building 

structure, or a plant, is modelled with provision for incorporating PCMs. Example of PCM 

incorporated into building structure was reported by Heim & Clarke (2004) using a special 

material modelling concept described by Kelly (1998). 

In the special material modelling concept, a mathematical function is employed to represent 

changes in thermophysical properties (like phase) of a material upon influence or excitation 

by an external source (like heat). This can then be applied to nodes within a building 

component or node of an entire component. 
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ESP-r also employs a method whereby the PCM is modelled separately for integration into a 

plant component.  A link is provided for calling up the subroutine containing numerical codes 

of the PCM model whose results are added to those of the plant component/system if it is 

specified as having PCMs in its configuration. This has been reported by (Padovan, Analysis 

and Optimization of PCM Enhanced Storage Tanks for Solar Domestic Hot Water Systems, 

2014). 

In EnergyPlus, PCM is modelled in a similar fashion to the treatment for plant 

component/system incorporation/integration in ESP-r, as a separate component which can be 

called up when required for both structures and components. 

1.7.3 PCM Modelling in ESP-r 

Modelling generally entails developing and solving mathematical equations representative of 

the energy transformation and change experienced by a substance. With problems involving 

phase change, solutions are quite complicated because there are two phases involved, whose 

equations must be solved simultaneously. Also, the phase change interface is not stationary, 

and latent heat absorption and/or released occur at the interface. It would require writing 

separate energy equations for all the phases involved and coupling their temperatures at the 

interphase. This is problematic, as it requires determining the interphase location, which is 

not easy if the problem is to be solved by finite difference methods (Ozdenefe & Dewsbury, 

2012). 

In ESP-r, modelling of PCM in the (passive) building structure, is accomplished by 

employing the apparent heat capacity method with explicit scheme where the nonlinear 

behaviour of the phase change is captured in definition of the apparent heat capacity term. 

Determination of this term is done either by experimentation or approximation, 

analytically/empirically (Fang & Medina, 2009; Faghri & Zhang, 2006) or numerically 
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(Comini, Del-Giudice, & Saro, 1990). There are problems with this determination, 

occasioned by the non-isothermal behaviour of PCMs during phase change (Mehling & 

Cabeza, 2008), which increases complexities even with the introduction of fictitious melting 

temperature range (Madad, Mouhib, & Mouhsen, 2018; Al-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). Also, there 

is the possibility of there being a ‘skipping’ of the latent heat contribution during phase 

change. One of the methods proposed for dealing with the skip is to apply a 'post iterative" 

correction which is expected to ensure all latent heat contributions are accounted for (Voller, 

1996). Additionally, the effective heat capacity method is based on variations of heat capacity 

with temperature during phase change. 

This is non-linear and requires the explicit numerical scheme for the determination. The 

variations of heat capacity with temperature during phase transition is equally changing, very 

rapidly over a very short temperature interval, introducing errors into the results (Sadasivam 

et al., 2011), a phenomenon that is even more pronounced for substances whose phase 

changes occur over a single, or fixed, temperature.  

Figure 1.2a and b are heat capacity-temperature curves showing variation of effective heat 

capacity with temperature, from which enthalpy change is determined, represented by the 

shaded area. Figure 1.2a shows the change in enthalpy over elapsed time, Δt, that would be 

obtained from application of the effective heat capacity method, equation 2.14, whereas the 

actual enthalpy change is somewhat different, represented by shaded area under figure 1.2b. 
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a      b 

Figure 1.2: Cp,eff –T curve, (a) erroneous calculation based on equation 2.13 & 2.14, (b) 

actual enthalpy change. (Sadasivam et al., 2011) 

 

Solution adopted to overcome, (or eliminate) the error is to assume or suggest a phase change 

(or melting) temperature range regardless of material’s actual characteristics. Since this is a 

guess, it cannot be standardised and there is no way to ascertain correctness, therefore it has 

the potential to introduce errors that result in underestimation of calculated properties of 

PCMs whose phase change temperature range is large and overestimation of calculated 

properties of PCMs with fixed, single phase change temperatures (Obitayo, 2011). 

1.7.4 PCM Modelling in EnergyPlus 

In EnergyPlus specific heat capacity of the PCM is determined from enthalpy of the 

substance, which is a measure of its energy level (or content), from which temperature is 

determined. Advantages of the enthalpy method is that by adopting enthalpy form of the 

energy equation, which is applicable to all phases, only one energy equation need be written 

for both (or all) phases. Subsequently, accurate temperatures and specific heat capacity can 

be determined from the enthalpy, which is easily obtainable even during phase change, at 

successive time intervals. 
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The method for determining the temperature and enthalpy values in the PCM code employed 

in EnergyPlus is somewhat complicated as it requires that the values (enthalpy and 

corresponding temperatures) be successively inputted into the program during execution. 

This could be done manually by user through an enthalpy-temperature curve of the PCM 

(Ozdenefe & Dewsbury, 2012) introduced before programme execution, or by coupling the 

program to an enthalpy-temperature function that reads enthalpy values at different 

temperatures (Crawley, et al., 2004; Zastawna-Rumin, Kisilewicz, & Berardi, 2020). 

Accuracy of the method/procedure depends largely on provision of these values for the 

system to model the PCM. 

 

1.8 Rational and Justification for Research 

1.8.1 Modelling Method/Approach 

The challenges with physical deployment of PCM in building or systems for analysis 

necessitates use of whole building modelling applications like EnergyPlus and ESP-r. The 

methods and/approaches to PCM modelling in these applications presents some challenges. 

In EnergyPlus for instance, enthalpy-temperature values for PCM, which are not readily 

available for most substances, must be loaded/inputted into the program manually or in the 

form of a chart. This is challenging prospect because while enthalpy values and 

corresponding temperatures are available for many liquids and gases, one would need to 

experimentally determine them for most solid substances. The fact that manufacturers of 

PCMs do not normally provide elaborate or detailed data about their products compounds the 

situation. Despite the various modifications and upgrades the software has undergone to 

improve PCM modelling, like introduction of CondFD algorithm and the finite differencing 

schemes, the user is still required to input enthalpy-temperature data (sample shown in 
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appendix D) that is expected to ‘cover the entire temperature range that will be seen by the 

material in the simulation’ (University of Illinois, 2021). In the most recent version of the 

sofware this data is read using an enthalpy-temperature function, which is unique to different 

materials. Subsequently, using the software (EnergyPlus) is a little technical and limits choice 

of PCM. 

The apparent heat capacity method adopted in ESP-r relies on variations of specific heat 

capacity with temperature, which is non-linear and not easy to determine during phase 

change, especially for substances whose phase change occur over a single, or fixed, 

temperature. One solution for this is to introduce a fictitious melting temperature range for 

the PCM (AL-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). The method presupposes that heat capacities of the solid 

phase is different to that of the liquid phase of the material. This is not always the case, 

particularly with the paraffins that have the same specific heat capacities for both solid and 

liquid phases. This implies that enthalpy change during phase change may not be adequately 

captured for some (or many) substances even with the introduction of a fictitious melting 

temperature range (Al-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). 

The requirements for inputting an h-T curve or data in the more accurate enthalpy method 

employed in EnergyPlus can be eliminated by utilising property values of the PCM at each of 

the phases it is expected to undergo during the process, as well as the phase change energy 

(or enthalpy). Subsequently, values of the specific heat capacity and thermal conductivity of 

the solid, liquid and gaseous phases of the PCM, the phase change enthalpy and phase change 

temperatures, are all that will be required to model the PCM as its temperature rises (or 

drops) to phase change temperature, its phase change process, and subsequent temperature 

rise (or fall) thereon. 

The method had been proposed by Sadasivam et al. (2011) as a replacement for the apparent 

heat capacity method employed for modelling PCMs embedded in building structures (fabric 
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integrated) in ESP-r but has not been implemented. It was employed for the stand alone PCM 

plant model whose subroutine is called up when required for integrated specifically into hot 

water storage tanks plant components models in ESP-r by Padovan (2014). This is primarily 

an ad on for existing models of hot water storage tanks in the system, with the aim of 

enhancing the tanks heat storage capability. The PCM code is a subroutine that is called if the 

hot water tank plant is configured to have PCM models.  

1.8.2 Benefit of Improved PCM modelling and Models 

ESP-r does not have a dedicated PCM thermal energy storage plant, one that has capabilities 

for substituting conventional hot water storage tank systems. This type of system is germane 

to efforts and research into ways of reducing energy demand and consumption, as well as 

CO2 emissions, from buildings and have been advertised by several manufactures and 

developers, the likes of Sunamp (Sunamp technology, 2020), CrodaTherm (Croda 

International Plc, 2020), Heatventors (HeatVentors Kft, 2020), etc., as available for 

deployment for both domestic and industrial applications. ESP-r would benefit a great deal 

and would be improved as a building energy assessment platform from having such systems 

in its arsenal of tools. 

Existing building fabric integrated PCM model in ESP-r is the passive type, which does not 

require a dedicated heat input or extraction mechanism. The concept of active fabric 

integrated PCM heat storage system, like that reported by (Kong, Wang, Li, Yuan, & Yao, 

2020), though relatively new, is gradually gaining attraction. This type of system has 

applications in both direct and indirect space heating as well as in water heating. It has not 

been implemented in ESP-r, nor any building energy analysis software package. 

The proposed models, with regards to modelling method and approach, are improvements 

over the cumbersome modelling method employed in EnergyPlus (Ozdenefe & Dewsbury, 
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2012; University of Illinois, 2021). The proposed modelling method seeks to eliminate the 

requirements for inputting an enthalpy-temperature (h-T) curve/chart or data before or during 

the simulation.  

 

1.9 Research Aim and Objectives 

1.9.1 Aim 

Aim of the research is the development of models of active PCM based heat/thermal energy 

storage plant system for integration/incorporation into ESP-r building energy modelling 

system. 

1.9.2 Objectives 

Employing the more accurate enthalpy method but eliminating the need for enthalpy-

temperature data input into the system as required in EnergyPlus, the research proposes to: 

1. To develop numerical model of a heat/thermal storage battery for implementation in ESP-r 

using PCM as heat storage medium. 

2. To develop numerical model of an active building fabric integrated heat/thermal store also 

for implementation in ESP-r 

3. To integrate/implement models in(to) the ESP-r building energy simulation software’s 

plant system/database. 

4. To demonstrate models with case studies, assessing for possible areas of application, 

effectiveness in building energy management with regard to cost and CO2 emission 

reduction and comparing with similar conventional sensible heat thermal energy storage 

systems.  
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Chapter 2 

MODELLING AND PCM REPRESENTATION IN ESP-r 

2.0. Introduction 

Using PCMs in buildings has challenges and uncertainties mostly relating to their properties. 

There are also uncertainties about their reliability, cost, economic feasibility and safety, as 

well as design configuration and integration with other sustainable energy technologies (Al-

Saadi & Zhai, 2013). Conducting experiments on buildings with uncertainties relating to 

PCM properties like flammability, corrosiveness and chemical reactivity is risky and 

dangerous. Also, experimentation with buildings is generally costly, and sometimes require 

elaborate retrofitting and modifications to an existing structure which may not be practicable 

or cost effective. By employing numerical models, a building can be analysed without the 

risk of damage to its structure or rendering it unsafe. 

Mathematical models make it possible to analyse hypothetical systems which can easily be 

adapted and examined over wide range of scenarios (Crawley, Hand, Kummert, & Griffith, 

2008). Also, there are vast advantages in terms of speed, cost (Pomianowski, Heiselberg, 

Jensen, Cheng, & Zhang, 2014) and accuracy, and it is the cheapest way to conduct different 

analysis of designs and material innovations (Marin, et al., 2016) with combinations of all 

possible conditions, scenarios and control strategies required for effective optimisation of the 

final product. 

The chapter discusses modelling and representation of phase change materials in ESP-r 

building energy modelling/simulation system, being one of the few programs and software 
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with capabilities for conducting whole-building simulation of buildings with PCMs (or PCMs 

in buildings). 

 

2.1. The ESP-r Building Energy Simulation System 

The Environmental Systems Performance, research version (ESP-r), is an open source 

building energy simulation program developed by the University of Strathclyde in the 1970s. 

The program is still undergoing development and improvements and was based on a set of 

mathematical models described by (Clarke, 2001). While it has gone through series of 

developments, improvements and augmentations, its core purpose and principle remain the 

same, the simulation of building energy performance in a manner that is both realistic and 

very close in resemblance to actual systems (Aasem, 1993; Heim & Clarke, 2004; Hensen 

1991). 

The objective is achieved by employing advanced numerical methods to simultaneously 

integrate several mathematical equations employed for representing energy, heat and mass 

balances, CFD and electrical domain of a building at successive time-steps in response to 

influences by climate, occupants and control systems. This way, an in-depth appraisal of 

factors that influence the building’s thermal performance is conducted while estimating the 

heat and moisture exchanges, and its thermal and electrical energy demand. 

Designed primarily as a research tool, ESP-r affords opportunities for exploring inter-

relationships between the geometry, construction, occupancy and air flow and distribution of 

a building, as well as interactions with plant systems, employing integral plant and zone 

control strategies. Its intention is ‘to allow users conduct a high integrity, first principle 

appraisal of buildings whilst modelling all aspects of the energy subsystem simultaneously’ 

(Jensen, 1993). It can be employed for simulating the thermal, optical and acoustic 

performance of a building, its associated energy use and gaseous emissions. 
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It has capabilities for assessing effects of weather, external shading, occupancy and various 

plant systems on building performance. It can address diverse problem types and 

configurations, which may range from a one zone enclosure with no plant to a full-scale 

building with many zones and comprising many plants. 

According to Hensen (1991) and Al-Mosawi (2011), some of ESP-r’s attributes include:  

• An objective to simulate real world as rigorously as possible to a level dictated by 

international research efforts and results.  

• Ability to assess building performance in terms of thermal comfort and gaseous 

emissions by taking all building and plant energy flows, and their interconnections 

into full account. 

• A modular structure that makes source codes available and accessible. 

• A robust repository of programs and codes (mathematical equations) and database 

representing every possible system and component that would compose a building, 

from construction materials that make up its walls, doors, windows, floors, ceiling and 

roofs to the types of boilers and heat radiators, and the pipes connecting them. 

2.1.1. Problem Definition in ESP-r - Control Volumes 

ESP-r uses control volume scheme to discretize problems into small discrete control volumes. 

Each represents a region of space (or, sometimes, a solid object or a plant, or part of a plant) 

wherein ‘‘local equilibrium’’ is (assumed to be) achieved at a time scale comparatively 

shorter than computational time step. It is denoted by a node and the value of a field quantity 

at its centre is assumed to be representative of the average over the entire volume. A typical 

ESP-r building model will consist of thousands of control volumes. 

For each node, between one (1) and three (3) conservation equations are developed for heat, 

mass and momentum flow depending on whether the node represents a solid structure/object, 
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water or air. One (1) equation – heat only – if volume refers to a solid object, two (2) – heat 

and mass flow – if water, and three (3) equations if air – one (1) for heat and two (2) for mass 

flow equations, one for dry air and one for water vapour. 

CFD domains are modelled separately as it allows more accurate representation of the air 

flow and temperature distribution withing zones. This is done by subdividing the zones into 

smaller control volumes and solving the associated conservation of mass momentum, energy 

and concentration equations. A similar approach is adopted for the electrical network/domain. 

The methods and solvers employed for solving the heat, momentum and mass equations for 

zones, mass and heat flow, CFD and electrical domain is discussed further in subsequent 

sections. 

As well as the variability of their nature, i.e., what they represent, control volumes also 

possess a flexibility that makes them applicable for modelling any of the various parts of the 

building and a variety of physical processes. Solutions to the representative equations of the 

control volumes ultimately lead to solution of the part of the building they represent, be it 

zones, plants or part of a plant, and, in turn, the entire building. 

A control volume would have as its boundaries other control volumes, which could represent 

solid constructions or fluid and would exchange heat (energy) or fluid (or both) with them. It 

would also experience exchanges and interactions with the exterior (fluid flow), occupants 

(heat and vapour gains) and plants. Sample interaction between control volumes is depicted 

in figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1: Control volume interaction in ESP-r (Kelly, 1998) 

Nodes i, i+1, i-1, i+2 and i-2 represent control volumes i, i+1 and i-1, exchanging energy, 

and possibly, mass flow with the surrounding, i+2 and i-2. 

 𝒎𝒊𝒄𝒑,𝒊
𝝏𝑻𝒂𝒗𝒆,𝒊
𝝏𝒕𝒊

= 𝒒𝒊 + 𝒒𝒊−𝟏 + 𝒒𝒊+𝟏 + 𝒒𝒊−𝟐 + 𝒒𝒊+𝟐 2.1.  

 The conservation equation for a control volume depicted by i takes the form (eq. 2.1). 

2.1.2. ESP-r Problem Processing - Matrix Equation Processor 

The core of ESP-r’s numerical engine is its customised matrix equation processor. This has 

the capacity to handle variations in time steps and can process mathematically ’stiff’ systems 

for which time variations is in large order of magnitudes. It is also able to handle complex 

distributed controls. It employs a special numerical technique that ensures simultaneous 

evolution of all flow-paths during simulation. This guarantees preservation of important 

spatial and temporal relationships that exists between components and systems.  

The general expression of the matrix equation is given in equation 2.1. 

 

 𝑨𝑻𝒕+𝜹𝒕 = 𝒁 2.2.  

If, 

 𝒁 = 𝑩𝑻𝒕 + 𝑪 2.3.  

 𝑨𝑻𝒕+𝜹𝒕 = 𝑩𝑻𝒕 + 𝑪 2.4.  

A represents matrix coefficients of future time step,  
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B is the matrix coefficient of present time step coefficients and  

C is the matrix coefficients of known terms and boundary conditions, 

T and t represent the column matrices of nodal temperatures and time, respectively. 

General form of the energy conservation equation derived for system shown in fig 2.1, with 

heat and mass flow between nodes (i-1), i, and (i+1) given in equation 2.4. 

 

𝑪𝒊(𝑻𝒊
𝒕+∆𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕)

= 𝑪𝒊
′(𝑻𝒊−𝟏

𝒕+∆𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕)+𝑺𝒊+𝟏(𝑻𝒊+𝟏

𝒕+𝜽 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕+𝜽) + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏(𝑻𝒊−𝟏

𝒕+𝜽 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕+𝜽)

+ 𝑺∞(𝑻∞
𝒕+𝜽 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕+𝜽) 

2.5.  

Where Ci (W/K, or J/sK) represents specific thermal conductance. This is a combination of 

mass and specific heat capacities per unit time. 

 𝑪𝒊
′ (W/K) represents specific thermal conductance and is a combination of mass flow rate 

and specific heat capacity. 

Si+1, Si-1 are the thermal conductance (W/K) between node i and the neighbouring fluid and 

air volumes, S∞ is the thermal conductance (W/K) between system/component and the 

environment external to it. These combine heat transfer coefficient/thermal conductivities and 

heat transfer surface area. 

Ci,, Si-1, Si, Si+1 and S∞ are naturally composed of thermo-physical properties, heat transfer 

coefficients and mass flow properties of working fluids. Re-writing in explicit and implicit 

forms, gives 

 [𝑪𝒊 + 𝜽(𝑪𝒊
′ + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏 + 𝑺∞)]𝑻𝒊

𝒕+𝟏

− 𝜽(𝑪𝒊
′𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏𝑻𝒊+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺∞𝑻∞

𝒕+𝟏)

= 𝑪𝒊𝑻𝒊
𝒕

+ (𝟏 − 𝜽)[𝑪𝒊
′(𝑻𝒊−𝟏

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕) + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏(𝑻𝒊+𝟏

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕)

+ 𝑺𝒊−𝟏(𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕) + 𝑺∞(𝑻∞
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕)] 

2.6.  
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[𝑪𝒊 + 𝜽(𝑪𝒊
′ + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏 + 𝑺∞)]𝑻𝒊

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝜽𝑪𝒊
′𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏

= 𝑪𝒊𝑻𝒊
𝒕

+ (𝟏 − 𝜽)[𝑪𝒊
′(𝑻𝒊−𝟏

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕) + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏(𝑻𝒊+𝟏

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊
𝒕)

+ 𝑺𝒊−𝟏(𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕) + 𝑺∞(𝑻∞
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕)]

+ 𝜽(𝑺𝒊−𝟏𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏𝑻𝒊+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺∞𝑻∞
𝒕+𝟏) 

2.7.  

 Matrix coefficient can be extracted thus, 

 𝑪𝒊 + 𝜽(𝑪𝒊
′ + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏 + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏 + 𝑺∞) = 𝑨 2.8.  

 

𝑪𝒊𝑻𝒊
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝜽)[𝑪𝒊

′(𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕) + 𝑺𝒊+𝟏(𝑻𝒊+𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕) + 𝑺𝒊−𝟏(𝑻𝒊−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕)

+ 𝑺∞(𝑻∞
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊

𝒕)] + 𝜽(𝑺𝒊+𝟏𝑻𝒊+𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 + 𝑺∞𝑻∞

𝒕+𝟏) = 𝑩 

2.9.  

 −𝜽(𝑺𝒊−𝟏 + 𝑪𝒊
′) = 𝑪 2.10.  

The state equations contain a self-coupling and cross coupling coefficients (represented by A, 

future time step matrix coefficient), previously calculated and known values (represented by 

B, present time step matrix coefficients), and C, known terms and boundary conditions 

matrix, (or Z, solved present time step combined matrix). Tt+1 and Tt are nodal temperatures 

column matrices for future and present time steps, respectively.  

For every building model, all the conservation equations representing the various nodes (be it 

zone or plant) are combined into a multi-layered matrix equation set. The future time step 

coefficient matrix, A, usually contains thousands of entries (most being equal to zero), which 

would consume large amount of processing power and time to invert at every time step. 

Therefore ESP-r brakes up the whole building matrix equation into smaller equation sets 

derived for zones: one each for every multi-layered construction and fluid volume enclosed 

within, and for plants. These are later grouped in a much smaller matrix equation and all the 

equations are solved by the matrix equation processor (Clarke, 2001; Hensen, 1991; Kelly, 

1998). 
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Fluid volume enclosed within a zone is transient, as there is constant and continual 

movement/flow of air (or fluid) in and out of zones. ESP-r uses a mass balance/flow network 

approach to model, or account for the fluid flow (Hensen, 1991). The method assumes that 

the zone/building (or plant) is composed of several zones (or nodes) that are connected 

through openings (doorways, cracks, ducts, pipes, etc.), for which relationship between flow 

and pressure differentials is nonlinear. The mass flow conservation equations is processed 

with aid of a dedicated standalone module/processor called mfs. Description of this and other 

ESP-r modules/processors are described in appendix A while description of fluid flow 

problems in terms of a mass flow network, as well as method by which the module/processor 

is incorporated into other ESP-r modules, is described by Hensen (1991) and Clarke (2001). 

2.1.3. Building/zone-Plant Integration 

While solutions of representative energy balance equations and processing of matrix 

equations for zones and plants are done separately, ESP-r also accounts for and processes 

interactions between them (such as an air conditioning system delivering or extracting heat 

from a zone), which is necessary for accurate simulation of the entire system. This interaction 

is accounted for by utilising one or more node(s) to represent the interaction point(s). The 

node could be located at an air point in the zone/building to indicate addition or removal of 

energy to or from the zone air (convective heating or cooling flux), at an intra-construction to 

indicate injection or extraction to or from some intra-material node or storage regions such as 

underfloor heating systems or electrical storage units. Addition coefficients, derived from 

energy balance equation for the interaction node are added to the zone's nodal matrix 

equation to represent the additional zonal content. Further explanation of zone/plant 

interaction and formation of consequent zonal matrix can be found in Clarke (2001) and 

Aasem (1993). 
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2.1.4. ESP-r Modules 

To simulate the whole building, the entire model – building, zones and components, and its 

interaction with other systems like weather and HVAC systems – needs to be solved 

simultaneously. ESP-r does this by applying a unified solution technique that incorporates 

solvers for every subsystem and equation sets (Aasem, 1993; Hensen, 1991). This is a 

bottom-up approach whereby solutions of energy and mass balance equations for systems and 

components are solved first at individual level, grouped according to subsystems and solved 

at this level separately, and then integrated into a single solution afterwards. Solutions at the 

subsystem levels are handled by solvers/modules, some of which are simple supporting 

codes, applications and/or interfaces. 

The method integrates all the energy and mass conservation equations that represent the 

building (fabric and zones) and components, and associated plants, with inputs from real 

climate data and boundaries imposed/defined by user via control strategies Almeida et al., 

2010; Kelly, 1998). The energy and mass flow equations are contained in source codes, 

which contain algorithms for numerical models of various components and plants saved as 

subroutines, program files, in the software’s database. 

These modules are twenty-one (21) executable files (supporting code or/and interfaces) that 

make up ESP-r’s solution and simulation package. Each is designed to perform specific 

functions. A brief description of the solvers is attempted below. 

These modules can be viewed as individual organs in the body, each performing different 

functions, with their combination, or linking together, resulting in mobility or activity of the 

body. Similarly, the combination of modules produces a unified solution process for the 

entire model. As with the body, not all modules are always engaged or utilised for every 

building model. The way the modules are combined is variable. The number and type of 

modules used, called up or invoked at any one time, and for any building model, is 
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determined by the make up or characteristics of the model, its components and associated 

plants, flow and CFD. This ensures that solution of the model’s energy subsystems is done 

using the most appropriate and efficient means. Compartmentalisation of the codes or solvers 

into technical domains, or modules, makes this possible, so that only required solvers, and 

codes, are accessed for any model and simulation. This is referred to as a modular solution 

method (Al-Mosawi, 2011). It allows flexibility of the simulation process. 

Advantage of the modular solution method is that it allows each equation set to be solved, not 

just separately but independently, at different and varying time steps, which enables effective 

capture of the system’s thermal dynamics by overall solution without constraining all solvers 

to a common time step or frequency. Combination of the solvers is controlled by the 

simulation controller, which provides the governing control algorithm. This forms ESP-r’s 

‘numerical engine’ (Kelly, 1998). Additionally, it gives the modeller opportunity to decide 

number and combination of subsystems to use for his/her model, as well as option to focus 

attention on any one subsystem for more detailed modelling. 

 

2.2. PCM Modelling Approach/Method in ESP-r 

Solution to problems involving phase change requires simultaneously solving two distinct 

problems, one involving pure heat conduction until the substance reaches melting 

temperature at a given time, t, and another involving two-phase Stefan problem after this 

time.  The Stefan problem is given by the expression, 

 𝝆
𝝏𝑯

𝝏𝒕
= 𝒌𝛁𝟐𝑻 2.11.  

where ρ (kg/m3) is density, H (J/kg) enthalpy, t (s) is time, k (W/mK) thermal conductivity 

and T (K) is temperature. 
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This is complicated by the fact that the phase change front is not stationary. It changes with 

time and its location needs to be determined at every time step (Ozdenefe & Dewsbury, 

2012). This is attributable to the geometric nonlinearity of the problem. Also, the phase 

change front may not be sharp but an extended mushy region. 

Two numerical approaches are employed to solve the moving boundary problem. They are 

the front-tracking and fixed-domain methods. Front-tracking methods, as the name implies, 

tracks the phase change interface while fixed-domain methods regard all the phases, solid, 

liquid and/or gaseous, as one continuous medium. Here the interface condition is determined 

from equations defining the enthalpy, effective heat capacity or heat-generation term. 

Fixed-domain methods have an advantage, in that they can handle phase change problems 

with a finite phase change temperature range (Lewis & Ravindran, 2000). The most common 

fixed domain methods employed for PCM modelling are the effective heat capacity method 

and the enthalpy method. 

In the effective capacity method, the effective heat capacity is defined as the slope of the 

enthalpy–temperature curve. Energy/heat absorbed or released during phase change is simply 

regarded as heat capacity. Whereas in the enthalpy method, a continuous and reversible 

function is defined for a given volume of the material. This function then returns temperature 

values based on values obtained for the enthalpy. Both methods have been employed for 

modelling PCM in ESP-r, see Clarke (2001), Al-Mosawi (2011) and Padovan (2014). 

2.2.1. Effective heat capacity method 

The effective heat capacity method is based on the relationship between enthalpy and 

temperature according to equation 2.8. 

 
𝝏𝑯

𝝏𝒕
=
𝝏𝑯

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒕
 2.12.  

Here, 
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𝝏𝑯

𝝏𝑻
= 𝒄𝒑,𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝑻) 2.13.  

So that the heat conduction expression becomes 

 𝝆
𝝏𝑯

𝝏𝒕
= 𝝆𝒄𝒑,𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝑻)

𝝏𝑻

𝝏𝒕
 2.14.  

where cp,eff (J/kgK) is effective heat capacity.  

This is a non-linear function of the phase change energy (latent heat of fusion). the 

temperature dependence of effective heat capacity can be removed by applying the Goodman 

transformation (Samarskij & Vabiščevič, 1995) to define a new dependent variable, thus: 

 𝝂 = ∫ 𝒄𝒑,𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝑻)
𝒄𝒑,𝒍

𝒄𝒑,𝒔

𝒅𝑻 2.15.  

A possible solution to equation 2.12 is equation 2.13 (Šavija & Schlangen, 2016), 

 𝒄𝒑,𝒆𝒇𝒇(𝑻) =

{
 

 
𝒄𝒑,𝒔                             𝒊𝒇                           ……   𝑻 < 𝑻𝒎 − 𝚫𝑻 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝒄𝒑,𝒔 + 𝒄𝒑,𝒍

𝟐
+

𝑳

𝟐𝚫𝑻
      𝒊𝒇   … 𝑻𝒎 − 𝚫𝑻 ≤ 𝑻 ≤ 𝑻𝒎 + 𝚫𝑻 (𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑝ℎ𝑎𝑠𝑒)

𝒄𝒑,𝒍                              𝒊𝒇                           …    𝑻 > 𝑻𝒎 + 𝚫𝑻 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 2.16.  

 

There are many other variations of the solution of equation 2.12 for effective heat capacity 

during phase change, a detailed compilation of which is done by Caggiano, Mankel, & 

Koenders (2019). These equations are solved using the explicit numerical scheme. 

This method was employed for modelling PCM-gypsum composite wallboard employed for 

internal and external walls of buildings by Heim & Clarke (2004).  

There are challenges with the method, such as approximated solutions which suffers from a 

singularity problem for both the specific heat capacity and the thermal conductivity when 

phase change occurs at a fixed temperature (Hashemi & Sliepcevich, 1967; Lerner et al, 

2007). This refers to points at which the terms are not defined or cease to be well-behaved 
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and not differentiable. One of the ways to circumvent this is by assuming the phase change 

occurs over a small temperature range (Civan & Sliepcevich, 1984), regardless of the actual 

PCM characteristics. The size of the assumed phase change or melting temperature range, 

however, requires some expertise and precision, as a wrong selection could produce 

indeterminate results. This temperature range is also expected to be maintained for the 

duration of phase change for the effective heat capacity to be directly applicable. These 

requirements have the potential to result in underestimation for PCMs whose phase change 

temperature range is large and overestimation for PCMs with fixed, single phase change 

temperatures (Obitayo, 2011). Besides, heat capacity during phase change can only be 

approximated either analytically/empirically (Fang & Medina, 2009; Faghri & Zhang, 2006) 

or numerically, which increases complexities with using the method for modelling of the 

phase change process, even with the introduction of fictitious melting temperature range 

(Madad, Mouhib, & Mouhsen, 2018; Al-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). 

2.2.2. The Enthalpy method 

As discussed in section 2.2, solution to phase change problems is complicated due to moving 

phase change and its width. However, by reformulating the Stefan problem in terms of 

enthalpy, it is possible to bypasses tracking the interface explicitly (equation 2.14). The 

enthalpy method utilises a continuous and reversible function to describe heat 

transfer/exchange process in the material. 

General heat conduction equation 2.7 can be written in simple form as, 

 𝑬𝒕 = 𝒒𝒙 2.17.  

with E being thermal energy density per unit volume, 

 𝑬 = ∫ 𝝆𝒄𝒑,(𝑻)
𝑻

𝑻𝒓𝒆𝒇

𝒅𝑻  2.18.  
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and q being heat flux, 

 𝒒 = −𝒌𝑻𝒙  2.19.  

The method applies enthalpy form of the energy equation, which can deal with both mushy 

and isothermal phase change problems (Kuravi et al., 2010), latent heat flow, and is 

applicable to both phases, accommodating sensible heat flows as well. Therefore, the phase 

change problem becomes much simpler, thus the need for separate equations for the phases is 

eliminated and the finite difference solution methods can be applied.  

It has been successfully applied and confirmed by numerous authors (Dutil et al., 2011). It 

was proposed for implementation in ESP-r by Sadasivam, Zhang, & Fung (2011) as an 

alternative to its effective heat capacity PCM modelling method but has not been 

implemented. It was implemented to model PCM as add on to an existing ESP-r plant model 

of a domestic hot water tank by Padovan (2014). It will be discussed in more details 

subsequently. 

 

2.3 ESP-r PCM Models 

The two existing PCM models in ESP-r are discussed within the context of active and passive 

systems. As discussed in chapter 1, passive heating/cooling systems do not consume power 

nor require dedicated heat/energy supply, They are energy-efficient and eco-friendly 

techniques used to improve the thermal comfort (Samuel, Nagendra, & Maiya, 2013) and for 

demand side management energy management of buildings (Rahimpour et al., 2017) while 

active heating/cooling systems require dedicated continuous heat/energy input. 
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2.3.1 Passive System PCM Models – Building Fabric/Envelope integrated 

Building fabric or envelope here refers to all building structures except the floor, i.e. the 

walls, windows, doors and roof. This characterisation is necessary to establish distinction 

from the well-established underfloor heating systems applied to floors. 

The existing ESP-r passive PCM model is PCM impregnated into the porous structure of 

gypsum and employed to make a PCM-gypsum composite wallboard. The PCM is introduced 

into gypsum (composite wallboard of building models) during model 

configuration/description by adding it as active (special) materials. The system allows user to 

indicate target layer within surface and within zone. There are other components for which 

there are provision in ESP-r to be added as special materials – wind turbines, thermo-chromic 

glazing and evaporating surface. 

The modelling approach treats the system (or component) to which the special material 

(PCM) is added along with the PCM as a single system/component having uniform 

equivalent thermo-physical properties, density, specific heat, thermal conductivity and latent 

heat. Adopting the control volume approach, physical elements of the PCM-component 

composite can be described using zones and networks elements as special material. 

Mathematical function representing changes in thermophysical properties, like phase, of the 

material upon influence or excitation by an external energy source is subsequently added to 

the energy balance equation via material property substitution. This is referred to as ‘special 

materials’ concept (Kelly, 1998; Heim & Clarke, 2004). The special material function is 

applicable to nodes within a multi-layered construction and any such node becomes subject to 

variations in its thermo-physical properties over time. 
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The model has provision for defining thermo-physical properties of the PCM, but no 

indication of what percentage of PCM is present in the composite. This limits ability to judge 

or ascertain optimum proportion of PCM required to achieve desired goal. 

2.3.2 Active System PCM Models – Space and Water Heating 

PCM is also modelled in ESP-r as an active system which is continually supplied with 

heat/energy from heating systems via a heat transfer medium. Employed as add on or 

supplemental heat storage system for existing models of a water storage tank, it takes the 

form of cylindrical modules which are immersed into the water storage tanks (Padovan, 

2014). Heat supply to the tank is obtained from either immersed heating coils in the tank or 

water heating system external to it such as a solar water heater or heat pump. Heat is 

delivered to the PCM from the tank water during charging when its temperature (water) is 

higher than that of the PCM and withdrawn from them by same when their temperature 

(water) drops below the PCM’s. The PCM model subroutine can be called up during 

simulation if tank is specified in the configuration as having PCM by user during plant 

description. 

The modelling approach employs the enthalpy formulation to describe transformations of the 

PCM. It calculates temperature values for the PCM modules using data from layers of water 

around them, as well as heat exchanged between them and water in the tank. 

The PCM model is included in the plant description for hot water tank with PCM and permits 

designation of number, size, length and positioning of the PCM modules from top and bottom 

of the tank. The last two parameters are necessitated by the stratified nature of the hot water 

tank. The model also has provision for user to define thermo-physical properties of the PCM. 
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2.4 Research gap with respect to the ESP-r Building Energy 

Simulation System 

2.4.1 Shortcomings of modelling approach/method 

Modelling of heat flow involving PCM often requires that values of heat capacity or enthalpy 

at any given time be determined using discretisation equations that are based on values of 

temperatures at a previous time. With the effective heat capacity method dependence of heat 

capacity on temperature during phase change, which is non-linear, entails employing the 

explicit numerical scheme for the determination. Because heat capacity change with 

temperature during phase transition is very rapid, changing multiple times over a short 

temperature interval, this introduces errors into the results (Sadasivam, Zhang, & Fung, 

2011). This is even more pronounced for substances whose phase changes occur over a 

single, or fixed, temperature. 

The solution adopted for overcoming, this error is itself problematic and likely to introduce 

more errors for materials that change phase over large temperature intervals. Likewise, the 

requirement for precision in suggestion of a phase change (or melting) temperature range, 

which must not be too small or too large, implies high probability for indeterminate results. 

Besides, heat capacity during phase change can only be approximated either 

analytically/empirically (Fang & Medina, 2009; Faghri & Zhang, 2006) or numerically, 

which increases complexities even with the introduction of fictitious melting temperature 

range (Madad, Mouhib, & Mouhsen, 2018; Al-Saadi & Zhai, 2013). 

Another shortcoming of the apparent heat capacity method is that it relies on the assumption 

(or expectation) that the substance has different specific heat capacities for each of its phases 

(liquid, solid, etc). This is not always the case, practically, with organic PCMs, especially the 

paraffins. Most have the same specific heat capacity for both liquid and solid phases. 
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Therefore, attempting to differentiate between phases using the property for these types of 

PCM might be met with some difficulties, and limit application of the method to only PCMs 

whose thermal conductivities differ from one phase to the other. 

2.4.2 Novel Building Envelope Integrated PCM Thermal Storage/Heating 

System 

The ESP-r PCM model for which the apparent heat capacity method is employed is a passive 

building fabric integrated PCM heat storage system. When employed for heating purposes, 

the phase change materials suffer from not being able to complete full thermal cycles because 

they often do not absorb enough heat to reach or complete melting. As discussed in chapter 1, 

this can be addressed by actively supplying heat to the PCM. 

Active building envelope thermal storage systems are not new. Active underfloor heating 

systems have been well established. A detailed review of building envelope thermal energy 

storage systems, types and application, can be found in Verbeke & Audenaert (2018). The 

concept of actively supplying heat to phase change materials applied to building walls 

(internal or external) for building heating applications is, however, relatively new. The only 

available literature on the subject is that reported by Kong et al., (2020) of an experimental 

analysis of a PCM composite made from expanded perlite and paraffin and employed for 

wallboard which they installed on the internal surfaces of walls and ceilings of a test building.  

Heat was supplied via thin pipes carrying hot water from a solar water heating system 

embedded into the wallboards. Development of a numerical model of this type of system, an 

active building envelope PCM heat storage system, which does not yet exist in ESP-r, is one 

of the proposed outcomes/objectives of this work. 

2.4.3 New ESP-r PCM Heat Storage Plants 

The existing ESP-r PCM based system discussed above is a building component while the 

proposed active fabric integrated model/system is a plant. As stated, there are no active fabric 
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integrated heat/thermal energy storage systems in ESP-r, it however has a number active non-

fabric integrated heat/thermal storage systems/plants, the simplest of which is the domestic 

hot water storage tank. These plant systems store heat indirectly by storing large volumes of 

heat transfer fluids, water. 

Padovan (2014) described a modification of the codes of some the domestic hot water tank to 

enable it call up a subroutine containing codes of a phase change material encased in 

cylindrical modules which they developed to augment the tank’s thermal storage capacity. 

The PCM modules serve as secondary, or auxiliary heat storage for the heating system. They 

employed the enthalpy method to model the PCM, which determines temperature changes in 

the PCM based on energy inputs from the surrounding tank water. The model is, however, 

not a stand-alone ESP-r plant model but a tool employed by the hot water tank model, which 

is an ESP-r plant, for determining temperature of the PCM for use when required during the 

tank’s code processing. Since it does not stand alone, nor is it an ESP-r plant, the potential for 

employing it, combined with the hot water tank model that utilises it, for comparison and/or 

as possible replacement for conventional hot water storage tanks. 

A second iteration of the proposed systems is a stand-alone non-fabric integrated ESP-r 

heat/thermal energy storage plant. This is a dedicated PCM thermal energy storage plant 

system that stores heat using the phase change materials contained within. It has potentials 

and capabilities for comparison and substitution of conventional hot water storage tank 

systems. Systems of this nature has attracted attention with some manufacturers advertising 

units for installation and deployment (Croda International Plc, 2020; HeatVentors Kft, 2020). 

The benefit of having such a system in ESP-r system includes ability to employ the software 

for building assessments and analysis of under scenarios that have similar systems deployed. 
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2.5 Summary 

An appraisal has been done of the ESP-r building energy modelling system, examining its 

functionality regarding problem definition, processing, analysis and solution. The methods 

and approaches by which phase change materials are modelled for thermal/heat energy 

storage in it were also appraised. This was done based on categorisation of the PCM systems 

into active and passive systems, or/and building fabric integrated and non-fabric integrated 

systems (plants). ESP-r has a building fabric integrated PCM heat storage system that is 

passive and a non-fabric integrated but active (plant) system. It was noted that both the 

apparent heat capacity was employed for modelling PCM in the building fabric integrated 

passive system while the enthalpy methods was employed in the active (plant) system. 

The existing PCM models were also critically assessed to identify inadequacies and 

shortcomings. The apparent heat capacity method employed for modelling the passive fabric 

integrated PCM system is problematic due to the non-linear nature of heat capacity during 

phase change, whose value changes very rapidly, multiple times over a short temperature 

interval, and the requirements for adopted method for solving the errors due to the 

phenomenon have the potential to produce more errors. The apparent heat capacity method is 

also reliant on the assumption (or expectation) that PCMs have different specific heat 

capacities for each of their phases (liquid, solid, etc), which is not always the case with many 

organic PCMs whose specific heat capacity is the same for both liquid and solid phases. 

The active PCM (plant) system model in the software is not a stand-alone ESP-r plant model 

but a tool employed by models of hot water tanks present in the machine (an ESP-r plant) for 

determining temperature of the PCM when required during processing of the tank’s code. 

Because it does not stand alone, nor is it an ESP-r plant, it lacks the the potential for use as a 

comparative analysis tool, and/or as possible replacement for conventional hot water storage 
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tanks which limits the machine's ability to be employed for building assessments and analysis 

of under scenarios that include deployment of PCM based heat stores. 

In the preceding chapter the development of the PCM thermal/heat storage systems models, 

the design and formulation of the heat and energy and flow equations will be explained. The 

chapter will also attempt brief discussions and explanation of the underlying theories for 

developing the mathematical equations, and the numerical analysis and iterative scheme 

employed for the modelling. 
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Chapter 3 

PCM THERMAL STORAGE SYSTEM MODELLING 

3.0 Introduction 

In this chapter the modelling of two (2) PCM thermal stores are discussed and explained. The 

processes involved in heat Conduction through substances and the formulation of the 

enthalpy formula for modelling of changes on state and phase experienced by phase change 

materials due to heat absorption and release were explained and described. The chapter also 

contains detailed description of each physical model and determination of the energy balance 

equations and expressions representing and describing the energy change and transformation, 

state and phase change processes, experienced by both heat transfer fluid and PCM, as well 

as details of the iterative process employed for the modelling. 

 

3.1 Modelling Approach/Method 

3.1.1 Heat Conduction and Total Energy 

Heat absorbed or released by pure substances at constant pressure is the sum of its energy 

content, the specific enthalpy, energy content per unit mass. It is related to temperature 

change accordingly: 

 𝜹𝒆 = 𝒄𝒑𝜹𝑻 3.1.  

e (J/kg) being energy per unit mass, cp (J/kgK) is specific heat capacity of substance at 

constant pressure and T (K) is its temperature. 
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If the substance has a temperature that's below or above its phase change temperature, Tp, 

equation 3.1 equates to sensible heat. 

The energy content of any substance in the liquid phase is higher than energy content when it 

is solid, the difference being the latent heat absorbed (or released) during transformation. For 

substances with constant specific heat capacities, the following holds. 

 𝒆 = {
𝒆𝒍(𝑻) = 𝑳 + 𝒄𝒍(𝑻 − 𝑻𝒑)         𝑻 ≥ 𝑻𝒑

𝒆𝒔(𝑻) =         𝒄𝒔(𝑻 − 𝑻𝒑)         𝑻 ≤ 𝑻𝒑
 3.2.  

Where L (J/kg) is the latent heat, cl and cs (J/kgK) are specific heat capacities the liquid and 

solid phases of substance, respectively, and el and es are enthalpy of liquid and solid phases. 

Energy, or heat, flowing through cross-section of the material (assumed solid) over a specific 

time, t, is related to its thermal conductivity by the heat conduction equation: 

 𝝆𝒄𝒑𝑻𝒕 = 𝛁(𝒌𝛁𝑻) 3.3.  

k (W/mK) is thermal conductivity of substance. 

Equation 3.3 can then be re-written as equation 3.4, the conservation of energy equation. 

 (𝝆𝒆)𝒕 = 𝛁�⃗⃗�  3.4.  

Where, 

 �⃗⃗� = 𝒌𝛁𝑻 3.5.  

and 

 (𝝆𝒆)𝒕 = 𝝆𝒄𝒑𝑻𝒕 3.6.  

For a substance undergoing phase change, the latent heat absorbed (or released) is determined 

accordingly, 

 𝝆𝑳𝑿′ = −𝒌𝒍𝑻𝒙(𝑿(𝒕)
−, 𝒕) + 𝒌𝒔𝑻𝒙(𝑿(𝒕)

+, 𝒕) 3.7.  
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Equation 3.7 is referred to as the two-phase Stefan equation (condition). It stipulates that rate 

of change of latent heat is equal to the amount of energy that crosses the interface between 

solid and liquid phases. 

Solution to problems involving phase change processes requires simultaneously solving 

equations/problems involving pure heat conduction (equation 3.2) until the substance reaches 

phase change temperature at a given time, t, and the two-phase Stefan problem (condition) 

after this time. The latter involves a moving boundary problem; the phase change front is not 

stationary, changing with time requiring continuous determination of its location at every 

time step (Ozdenefe & Dewsbury, 2012).  

3.1.2 Enthalpy Formulation 

Determination of the progression and movement of the phase change process (or front) 

requires knowledge of its location within a volume of material at any given time, or 

identification of a small volume of the material wherein the phase change is occurring. If the 

energy conservation equation is reformulated in terms of the simple integral heat balance 

over arbitrary volume and time interval, Δt, we have an expression that is valid for the two 

(2) phases of the substance, solid and liquid (equation 3.8). 

 ∫
𝒅

𝒅𝒕

𝒕+∆𝒕

𝒕

(∫ 𝑬(𝒙, 𝒕)𝒅𝒙
𝒙+∆𝒙

𝒙

)𝒅𝒕 = −∫ 𝑨∫ 𝒒𝒙(𝒙, 𝒕)
𝒙+∆𝒙

𝒙

𝒅𝒙𝒅𝒕
𝒕+∆𝒕

𝒕

 3.8.  

 𝑬 = 𝝆𝒆 3.9.  

 

Figure 3.1: Space-time diagram for 2 phase Stefan problem (Alexiades & Solomon, 1993) 
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Therefore, the heat conduction equation 3.2, can be re-written as 

 𝑬(𝒙. 𝒕) =

{
 
 

 
 

  

∫ 𝝆𝒄𝒍(𝑻)𝝏𝑻 + 𝝆𝑳         𝑇(𝑥, 𝑡) > 𝑇𝑝

𝑻(𝒙,𝒕)

𝑻𝒑

∫ 𝒄𝒔(𝑻)𝝏𝑻                  
𝑻(𝒙,𝒕)

𝑻𝒑

   𝑇(𝑥, 𝑡) < 𝑇𝑝

 3.10.  

If specific heat capacities, cl and cs, are constant, then, 

 𝑬 = {
𝝆𝒄𝒍(𝑻 − 𝑻𝒑) + 𝝆𝒍𝑳   …       𝑇 > 𝑇𝑝 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

𝝆𝒄𝒔(𝑻 − 𝑻𝒑)              …       𝑇 < 𝑇𝑝 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)
 3.11.  

And, 

 𝑻 =

{
 
 

 
 𝑻𝒑 +

𝑬

𝝆𝒄𝒔
                     …                𝐸𝑡 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝑻𝒑                                   …    0 < 𝐸𝑡 < 𝜌𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑻𝒑 +
𝑬 − 𝝆𝑳

𝝆𝒄𝒍
               …          𝐸𝑡 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.12.  

The method makes it possible to bypass tracking the phase change interface explicitly and 

accounts for whatever jump may be experienced by E and q. Thus, the Stefan condition is 

simply automatically obeyed as a ‘‘natural boundary condition’’ (Alexiades & Solomon, 

1993) and interface conditions are automatically achieved, creating a mushy zone between 

the phases that avoid sharp discontinuities which could otherwise have led to numerical 

instabilities (Dutil et al., 2011). This is the basis behind the enthalpy solution method. 

It applies enthalpy form of the energy conservation equation, which has capacity to deal with 

both mushy and isothermal phase change problems (Kuravi et al., 2010) and is applicable to 

both phases. Subsequently, the phase change problem becomes much simpler and the need 

for separate equations for the phases is eliminated. 
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3.2 Enthalpy Formulation applied to Phase Change Model 

Since latent heat of a material represents the difference in thermal energy (or enthalpy) levels 

between its different states or phases any heat absorbed or rereleased at constant pressure 

adds to or subtracts from its total energy, or enthalpy. So that, its thermal state at any time is 

completely determined by its enthalpy (equations 3.13 – 3.16). Thus, for a phase-change 

process (melting or solidification), energy conservation can be expressed in terms of total 

volumetric enthalpy or enthalpy per unit volume and temperature. 

 
𝒅𝑬

𝒅𝒕
= 𝛁 ∙ (𝒌𝛁𝑻) 3.13.  

where E (J/m3) is the total volumetric enthalpy and is the sum of both latent and sensible 

enthalpies, t (s) is the time, k (W/mK) is thermal conductivity and T (K) is temperature. 

Integrating equation 3.32 yields, 

 
𝒅

𝒅𝑻
∫ 𝑬 ∙ 𝒅𝑽
𝑽

= ∫ 𝛁 ∙ (𝒌𝛁𝑻)
𝑨

𝒅𝑨 3.14.  

A (m
2) is heat flow cross-sectional area. 

Enthalpy of PCM at a given time, t, during melting/solidification is given by: 

 𝑬𝒕 = {

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒔(𝑻
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒔)              …      𝑇

𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝝆𝑳                            …   𝑇𝑠 < 𝑢𝑡 < 𝑇𝑙 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒍(𝑻
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒍) + 𝝆𝒍𝑳   …      𝑇

𝑡 > 𝑇𝑙  (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.15.  

Temperature, 

 𝑻𝒕 =

{
  
 

  
 𝑻𝒔 +

𝑬𝒕

𝝆𝒔𝑪𝒑,𝒔
                     𝑖𝑓             ……  𝐸𝑡 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝑬𝒕

𝝆𝒍𝑳
(𝑻𝒍 − 𝑻𝒔) + 𝑻𝒔           𝑖𝑓   …    0 < 𝐸𝑡 < 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑻𝒍 +
𝑬𝒕 − 𝝆𝒍𝑳

𝝆𝒍𝑪𝒑,𝒍
                   𝑖𝑓           …   𝐸𝑡 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.16.  

Liquid fraction, 
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 𝜸𝒕 =

{
 
 

 
 𝟎           𝑖𝑓         ……  𝐸𝑡 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝑬𝒕

𝝆𝒍𝑳
     𝑖𝑓  …   0 < 𝐸𝑡 < 𝜌𝑝,𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝟏         𝑖𝑓       …   𝐸𝑡 ≥ 𝜌𝑝.𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.17.  

The method determines PCM phases by its enthalpy, with no regards to interface location(s), 

thereby tracking “volume’’ rather than ‘‘phase front’’. Thus, enthalpy is determined from 

heat flow employing thermal conductivities (or resistance) rather than from specific heat 

capacity. 

 

3.3 PCM Thermal Storage Battery Model 

Heat energy storage using phase change material has gained momentum over the years, not 

surprisingly, as response to CO2 and energy reduction efforts. Several manufactures and 

developers, the likes of Sunamp (Sunamp technology, 2020), CrodaTherm (Croda 

International Plc, 2020), Heatventors (HeatVentors Kft, 2020), etc., have developed a range 

of PCM thermal storage systems and devices for both domestic and industrial applications. 

However, implementation and modelling of thermal energy systems containing PCMs in a 

whole-building simulation environment is scarce (Belmonte et al., 2016), as is the ability to 

model them properly in building energy simulation tools. 

Model proposed and discussed below is an attempt at proffering solution to this and 

providing a tool that can be employed for assistance in the decision-making process about 

building energy systems. 

3.3.1 Physical Model 

To model the PCM heat store a shell-and-tube heat exchanger with a cylindrical shell and 

circular tubes/pipes running the length from one end to the other was assumed. Heat transfer 

fluid flows through the tubes/pipes while the PCM is contained in the shell. The number of 
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tubes can vary from one to any number, limited only by diameters of both tube and shell, and 

spacing or arrangement while the PCM is contained in the shell. Basically, so long as number 

of tubes can be contained in the shell with adequate spaces between them. The tubes’/pipes’ 

arrangement follows one of four patterns depending on how many there are. A simple in-line 

arrangement if maximum number is 2, triangular if 3, square arrangement if 4 and hexagonal 

arrangement if number of tubes is greater than 4. The hexagonal arrangement has one central 

tube/pipe around which a series of rings is formed by remaining tubes/pipes in a 6, 12, 18 … 

series pattern (see Figure 3.2). Each of these patterns allow for closeness and even spacing of 

the tubes/pipes.  

PCM block

tube

  

PCM block

tube

tube

tube

tube

tube

tube

tube

 
a: Single tube    b: multi-tubes 

Figure 3.2: Cross-sectional view of thermal store showing relationship between PCM and 

HTF tubes 

 

The heat exchanger is assumed adequately insulated but able to exchange heat with its 

surrounding through the insulation material. By factoring effects of energy exchange with 

environmental into the numerical models, the coding can account for and incorporates 

interaction between the thermal store and its environment, or space it is located. 

3.3.2 Heat Exchanger Modelling 

The PCM storage system is represented with mathematical expressions and equations which 

capture both its physical characteristics and energy transfer and transformations of the PCM 

and heat transfer fluid (HTF). Figure 3.3 shows an annular tube of two (2) concentric pipes, 

representing a shell and one (1) tube configuration.  
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Dt

Ds

L

 
Figure 3.3: Shell and tube heat store configuration of PCM thermal store 

 

3.3.2.1 Heat Transfer Surface Area 

Figure 3.2 is cross-sectional view of half of the thermal store showing relationship between 

tubes and PCM. 

Diameter of heat transfer fluid column is equal to the inner diameter of tube/pipe while 

innermost diameter of PCM layer is the outer diameter of tube/pipe, and the inner diameter of 

shell equals outermost diameter of PCM layer. 

That is, 

 𝑫𝟎 = 𝑫𝒘 3.18.  

 𝑫𝒕 = 𝑫𝒑𝒄𝒎 3.19.  

 𝑫𝒔 = 𝑫𝒏 3.20.  

Heat transfer surface area of between HTF and exchanger inner surface is given by, 

 𝑨𝒘 = 𝝅𝑫𝟎𝒍 3.21.  

 While heat transfer surface area between exchanger outer surface and PCM is given by, 

 𝑨𝒕 = 𝝅𝑫𝒕𝒍 3.22.  

3.3.2.2 Heat Exchanger Discretisation (Shell) – Cell Dimensions  

Discretization is achieved by subdividing spatial regions of the shell and tube into ‘‘small’’ 

sub-regions (control volumes) by a grid, to which the energy equation is applied.  
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The model assumes that temperature of heat transfer fluid varies with time only along the 

radial axis but vary with both time and space along the length, axial axis. Therefore, no 

discretisation was done for the heat transfer fluid along the radial axis. 

Taking the PCM block as a hollow cylinder, it was divided into discrete segments along its 

length and, radially, along its radius to develop a two (2) dimensional grid (Fig 3.3). This is 

accomplished by simply dividing length of cylinder by total number of regions/sections or 

grid factors for axial division while radial division is achieved by dividing radius of cylinder 

by total number of radial sections. The heat transfer fluid was similarly sub-divide along the 

heat exchanger length. 

The discretisation approach was adopted to capture the two (2) planar heat flow direction 

(pattern) from the heat transfer fluid flowing in the inner tube. The heat flow is radial through 

the circumference of the tube and along its length, axially, following flow direction of heat 

transfer fluid from entry to exit. 

Cell Diameter/Radius thickness and Depth 

As mentioned above, radial discretisation was done for only the PCM block contained in the 

shell. This produces a series of cylindrical rings with increasing inner and outer radii, whose 

depth is equal to da with a uniform thickness of dr (figure 3.4a and 3.4b). 

dr

r

  
da

 
a: Radial discretisation b: Axial discretisation 

Figure 3.4: Cross-sectional and lateral views of heat exchanger showing radial and axial 

discretisation. 

The inner and outer radii of nth cell division are obtained from equations 3.23 and 3.24 
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 𝒓𝒏 = 𝒓𝒕 + (𝒏 − 𝟏)𝒅𝒓 3.23.  

 𝒓𝒏+𝟏 = 𝒓𝒕 + 𝒏𝒅𝒓 3.24.  

Cell heat exchange surface Area 

Although, as mentioned above, temperature of heat transfer fluid is assumed to vary with 

both time and space along the length, axial axis, discretised mass and heat flow of heat 

transfer fluid along the heat exchanger length (axial axis) does not include surface area, as 

energy change is determined on mass flow basis.  

Figures 3.5 a and b are 3 dimensional representations of the PCM rings. They have equal 

thickness axially and heat exchange surface areas are equal on either of the opposing sides 

along the same axial axis. 

 𝑨𝒂𝒙𝒊𝒂𝒍 =
𝝅(𝒓𝒏+𝟏

𝟐 − 𝒓𝒏
𝟐)

𝟒
 3.25.  

The PCM heat exchange surface areas, however, differ from inner to outer surface along the 

radial axis. 

 dr
da

R
ad

ia
l

Axial

  

dr

da

 

 
a: Radial division   b: Axial division 

Figure 3.5: 3-dimensional representations of the PCM rings 

 

Adopting the solution for heat flow through pipe of thickness dr, internal and outer radii rn-1 

and rn, length da and thermal conductivity, k, 
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 𝒒 = −𝒌𝑨𝒓
𝒅𝑻

𝒅𝒓
 3.26.  

 
𝒒 = 𝟐𝝅𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒏𝒌

𝒅𝑻

𝒅𝒓
 

3.27.  

 𝒒𝒓𝒏𝒍𝒏 (
𝒓𝒏+𝟏
𝒓𝒏

) = 𝟐𝝅𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒏𝒌(𝑻𝒏+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒏) 
3.28.  

Equation 3.10 gives expression for inner heat exchange surface area 

 𝑨𝒓 = 𝟐𝝅𝒅𝒂𝒓𝒏 3.29.  

3.3.2.3 Heat and Energy Flow Equation 

For the heat flow energy balance equation, the PCM was treated as second heat transfer 

material, and phase change and heat exchange between it and the heat transfer fluid, through 

the heat exchanger material is represented by an effective heat flux term. Heat flow from heat 

transfer fluid flowing in the inner tube of a simple double pipe heat exchanger, shown in 

figure 3.3, was adopted for developing the energy equation. The following is assumptions 

were made in formulating the energy equation: 

1. potential and kinetic energy changes of heat transfer fluid is neglected. Since in 

domestic applications, mass flow rates of heat transfer fluids are small in comparison 

to industrial applications, implying relatively low flow velocities and small changes in 

kinetic energy which can be considered negligible. Also, differences in elevation 

between fluid inlet and outlet are equally small. Therefore, change in potential energy 

is small and assumed negligible. 

2. specific heat at constant pressure is assumed constant for both heat transfer fluid and 

PCM. This is because both are incompressible. 

3. For the same reason of incompressibility of both PCM and heat transfer fluid pressure 

drop inside shell and tubes are neglected 

4. Temperatures are uniform over every flow cross section. The assumption is base on 

relatively low mass flow rate and flow velocity which is laminar with no turbulence. 
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The energy balance equation for the heat exchanger is given in equation 3.30. It represents 

the energy change experienced by the heat transfer fluid contained within the exchanger over 

an elapsed time (δt) as a result of mass and heat flow in and out (HTF) and heat exchange 

with PCM (and to the surroundings through the insulation). 

 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
∆𝑻𝒘
∆𝒕

= �̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘∆𝑻𝒘 − ∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎 3.30.  

Expansion of equation 3.30 yields equation 3.31. 

 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒏+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘

𝒏

∆𝒕
= �̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒏+𝜽 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒏+𝜽) − ∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒏+𝜽 3.31.  

Effective heat flow through PCM, 𝜹qpcm, is obtained in equation 3.32,  

 ∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎 =
𝑨𝒕(𝑻𝒘 − 𝑻𝒑)

𝑹𝑷
 3.32.  

The mass and mass flow rate of the HTF can be represented in terms of density, ρ, (kg/m3), 

cross sectional area of flow region, Aw, (m2), length of exchanger, L, (m) and elapsed time, t, 

(s), with equations 3.33 to 3.35. 

 𝒎𝒘 = 𝝆𝑨𝒘𝑳 3.33.  

 �̇�𝒘 =
𝝆𝑨𝒘𝑳

𝒕
 3.34.  

 𝑨𝒘 = 𝝅𝒓𝟎
𝟐 3.35.  

The combined thermal resistance of PCM, fluid stream and heat loss to the surrounding 

through insulation is a combination of the thermal conductivity of PCM, the heat transfer 

coefficient of heat transfer fluid stream and the thermal transmittance, UA (W/K), 

representing heat loss to the surrounding. Both thermal conductivity of PCM and heat transfer 

coefficient of the heat transfer fluid stream change and vary as PCM exchanges heat with the 

heat transfer fluid. This is represented by equations 3.36 and 37. 

 𝑹𝑷 = 𝒓𝟎 [
𝟏

𝒓𝟎𝒉𝒘
+
𝟏

𝑹𝒕
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒑𝒄𝒎
+

𝟏

𝒓𝒔𝑼𝑨
] 3.36.  
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UA is chosen based on the type and thickness of insulation material employed for model 

simulation, and exposed surface area. 

Thermal resistance of exchanger material is given by, 

 
𝑹𝒕 =

𝒌𝒕

𝒍𝒏 (
𝒓𝒕
𝒓𝟎
)
 

3.37.  

 

3.3.3 PCM Modelling – Discrete Model Energy Balance Equation 

The energy equation is applied to discrete cells to obtain the discrete heat/energy balance for 

developing and solving the numerical algorithms. 

½dr

  

½da

 
a, Radial     b, Axial 

Figure 3.6: Spatial grid half section 

Each control volume represents regions wherein ‘‘local equilibrium’’ is achieved at a time 

scale considerably shorter than the computational time step. Thus, properties and conditions 

of a nodal point at centre of a control volume may be considered as representing the averages 

over the control volume. Simulation of heat flow for the chosen and ‘‘appropriate’’ spatial 

grid, cell or node, is undertaken by using conservation laws for updating its states through 

discrete time increments. The enthalpy formula was employed for developing the energy 

balance equation. 
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½
d

a

r0
r1

d
r

qr-½ qr+½

r2

  

da½da ½da

qx-½ qx+½

qx-½ qx+½

 
a, Radial    b, Axial 

Figure 3.7: Cross boundary fluxes 

Change in enthalpy over time due to heat flow across the PCM control volumes is formulated 

based on the following assumptions: 

1. The PCM has radial and axial symmetry with equal and uniform thermo-physical 

properties. 

2. Thermo-physical properties are independent of temperature but are distinct for the 

different phases. 

3. It is homogenous and isotropic. 

4. Sub-units or sections are unique and different to each other with regards to property 

and state. 

5. The initial phase is solid. 

6. The influence of buoyancy and energy/heat exchange via liquid PCM flow has been 

ignored (this assumption is valid for narrow channels according to Shatikian, Ziskind, 

& Letan (2005), applicable to PCM in tubes). 

7. Hysteresis and its effect have been ignored because the phenomenon is not fully 

understood with regards to necessary refinement for numerical models to account for 
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it (Zastawna-Rumin, Kisilewicz, & Berardi, 2020) and, according to Hu et al (2020), 

its influence on building thermal and energy performance have not been fully 

understood. 

Equation 3.14 can be re-written in its simple form as 

 𝝏𝑬𝒕 + 𝝏𝒒𝒓 + 𝝏𝒒𝒂 = 𝟎 3.38.  

 
∆𝑬

∆𝒕
+
∆𝒒𝒓
∆𝒓

+
∆𝒒𝒂
∆𝒂

= 𝟎 3.39.  

Designating discrete cells along the radial axis by i, and cells along the axial axis by j, for cell 

(i, j),  

 
∆𝑬𝒊,𝒋

∆𝒕
+
∆𝒒𝒓,𝒊
∆𝒓

+
∆𝒒𝒂,𝒋

∆𝒂
= 𝟎 3.40.  

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑬𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 = 𝒒𝒓,𝒊
∆𝒕

∆𝒓
+ 𝒒𝒂,𝒋

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
= 𝟎 3.41.  

The heat flux, qr can be re-written in terms of two (2) fluxes, qn-½ and qn+½, (fig 3.7a and 

equations 3.42 and 3.43) crossing the inner and outer boundaries of the cell radially.  

 𝒒𝒓,𝒊
𝒕 = 𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋

𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕  3.42.  

Similarly, qa can also be re-written in terms of two (2) fluxes, qi,j-½ and qi,j+½, (figure 3.4b and 

equations 3.32 and 3.33) crossing inner and outer boundaries axially. 

 𝒒𝒂,𝒋
𝒕 = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½

𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕  3.43.  

Therefore, heat balance equation 3.41, transforms to equation 3.44 upon substitution of 

equations 3.42 and 3.43, 

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑬𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 =
∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒏+𝜽 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋

𝒏+𝜽 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒏+𝜽 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½

𝒏+𝜽 ] 3.44.  

Also, 

 𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕  3.45.  
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 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕  3.46.  

And, 

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕  3.47.  

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋+𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕  3.48.  

Ri±½, Ri±½, Ri±½ and Ri±½ (m2K/W) are cell thermal resistances, which are combinations of 

thermal resistances of the current cell (i, j), and the two adjacent half cells, on either side (left 

and right) (fig 3.7), as follows.  

Radial resistances 

 𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋 = [
𝒓𝒊−𝟏𝒍𝒏

𝒓𝒊−𝟏 +½𝒅𝒓
𝒓𝒊−𝟏

𝑲𝒊−𝟏,𝒋
+
𝒓𝒙,𝒋𝒍𝒏

𝒓𝒊 +½𝒅𝒓
𝒓𝒊

𝒌𝒊,𝒋,
] 3.49.  

 𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋 = [
𝒓𝒊𝒍𝒏

𝒓𝒊 +½𝒅𝒓
𝒓𝒊

𝑲𝒊,𝒋
+
𝒓𝒊+𝟏𝒍𝒏

𝒓𝒊+𝟏 +½𝒅𝒓
𝒓𝒊+𝟏

𝒌𝒊+𝟏,𝒋
] 3.50.  

𝑨𝒊+𝟏,𝒋 ≠ 𝑨𝒊,𝒋 ≠ 𝑨𝒊−𝟏,𝒋 ≠  𝟎  

Axial resistances 

 𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½ =
𝒅𝒂
𝟐
[
𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋−𝟏
+
𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋
] 3.51.  

 𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½ =
𝒅𝒂
𝟐
[
𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋+𝟏
] 3.52.  

𝑨𝒊,𝒋+𝟏 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋−𝟏  

For both radial and axial resistances,  

𝑲𝒊−𝟏,𝒋 ≠ 𝑲𝒊,𝒋 ≠ 𝑲𝒊+𝟏,𝒋 ≠ 𝟎 and 𝑲𝒊,𝒋−𝟏 ≠ 𝑲𝒊,𝒋 ≠ 𝑲𝒊,𝒋+𝟏 ≠ 𝟎 
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Equations 3.49 and 3.50 takes into account the non-uniform heat flow cross-sectional area on 

either side of the cells along the radial direction. 

Varying thermal conductivity of cell (i, j) at time, t, can be obtained from the state (or phase) 

of the PCM, equation 3.53. 

 𝒌𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 = [

𝜸𝒊,𝒋
𝒕

𝒌𝒍
+
𝟏 − 𝜸𝒊,𝒋

𝒕

𝒌𝒔
]

−𝟏

  3.53.  

The following conditions apply for the model: 

Initial conditions  

t = 0, 

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝟎 = 𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝟎 = 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 = initial temperature 

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋 = 𝝆𝒄𝒑,𝒔(𝑻𝒘,𝒐 − 𝑻𝒑) 3.54.  

Boundary conditions, radial 

At r = rt, i = 1 

 𝒒𝟎
𝒕 = 𝒒½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘

𝒕

𝑹½
𝒕  3.55.  

 𝑹½ = [
𝟏

𝒉𝒘
+
𝒓𝟎𝒍𝒏

𝒓𝟎, +½𝒅𝒓
𝒓𝟎

𝒌𝟏,𝟏
] 3.56.  

At r = rN, i = N (for single tube/pipe) 

 𝒒𝑵+½
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝑵−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝑵+𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒎
𝒕  3.57.  

Ratm represents total combined thermal conductance of Nth PCM section and AU, 

combined thermal conductance (W/K) of shell material, insulation material and the 

exchanger’s immediate environment, while TN+1 represents the surrounding 

temperature. 
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At r = rN, i = N (for multiple tubes/pipes)2 

 𝒒𝑵+½
𝒕 = 𝒒𝑵

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝑵−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝑵+𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒏
𝒕

 3.58.  

N+1 represents the nth cell of neighbouring tube/PCM. The diameter at N, 2rN is equal to the 

tubes’ pitch (dependent on tube arrangement). Rn and TN+1 represent thermal resistance and 

temperature of Nth PCM section, respectively. 

Boundary conditions, axial 

At a = aj, j = 1 

 𝒒𝟎
𝒕 = 𝒒½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒂𝒕𝒎

𝒕

𝑹½
𝒕  3.59.  

 𝑹½ = [
𝟏

𝒉𝒂𝒕𝒎
+

𝒅𝒂
𝟐𝒌𝟏,𝟏

] 3.60.  

At a = aM, j = M 

 𝒒𝑴
𝒕 = 𝒒𝑴+½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝑴−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝑴+𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒂𝒕𝒎
𝒕  3.61.  

N and M represent the maximum number of PCM cell divisions along the radial and 

axial axes, respectively.  

For system with multiple tubes, heat conductance to the surrounding is accounted for by 

employing AU for determining heat flow in the heat exchanger model. 

 

3.4 Active Fabric-integrated PCM Thermal Store 

Application of PCMs into building fabrics has, for the most part, been limited to passive 

systems. Active fabric integrated PCM thermal energy storage systems are available but 

majorly in underfloor heating systems (Verbeke & Audenaert, 2018). Development of active 

 
2 The tube arrangement method assumes a hexagonal arrangement, which is ensures tight closeness. 
Nevertheless, a tiny portion of PCM is not captured by the modelling method. This proportion is reduced with 
large quantity of tubes with small diameters 
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systems for walls is rare and relatively new (Kong et al., 2020) but, nonetheless, gaining 

grounds. Also, there is little in the way of modelling such systems using building simulation, 

whether it be underfloor systems or wall integrated systems. 

The model proposed and described here is the model of a PCM slab that can be integrated 

into building fabrics for modelling and performance assessment. 

3.4.1 Physical Model of Fabric integrated Thermal Store 

The fabric integrated PCM wall store was represented by a rectangular block/slab heat 

store/exchanger, like the PCM heat store developed by Shatikian, Ziskind, & Letan (2005). 

Their system is a rectangular block containing PCM between columns of metal plates which 

they referred to as internal fins. The fins in this case serve as tubes for heat transf flow and 

the entire system sealed in a thin sheet of metal.  

 
Figure 3.8: PCM heat storage unit described in Shatikian, Ziskind, & Letan (2005) 

 

The rectangular HTF tubes divide the PCM block into small rectangular columns along its 

breadth, forming a series of PCM-tube-PCM sandwiches (Figure 3.9). There are no fins, and 

it is assumed to be adequately insulated from the surrounding. 
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Figure 3.9: PCM wall slab 

3.4.2 Heat Exchanger Modelling of Fabric Integrated Thermal Store 

The fabric integrated PCM thermal storage system was similarly represented with 

mathematical expressions and equations which capture both its physical characteristics, 

energy transfer and transformations of the PCM and heat transfer fluid (HTF).  

3.4.2.1 Heat Transfer Surface Area 

As stated in section 3.4.1, the PCM slab comprises series of PCM-tube-PCM sandwiches. 

One such sandwich is simulated and scaled up to entire slab by multiplying by number of 

tubes, N. 

Heat flow from (or to) the HTF follows two (2) paths, as shown in Figure 3.10. The heat 

exchange surface areas are determined from tube breadth, btube (m), length, Ltube (m), and 

thickness of the PCM wall slab, tslab, (equations 3.62 and 3.63). Length of tube is also taken 

to be equal to height of PCM wall slab. 
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Figure 3.10: PCM-tube-PCM sandwich showing heat flow paths. 

HTF-to-tube (PCM sides), 

 𝑨𝒉𝒑 = 𝒍𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 × 𝒕𝒔𝒍𝒂𝒃 3.62.  

HTF-to-tube (containment wall sides), 

 𝑨𝒉𝒘 = 𝒍𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 × 𝒃𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 3.63.  

Ahp and Ahw, (m2) are heat exchange surface areas between HTF and tube on both 

PCM and containment wall sides, respectively, as well as from tube to PCM and tube 

to containment wall, also respectively.  

3.4.2.2 Heat Exchanger Discretisation 

3-dimensional discretization was carried out for the PCM wall slab. This was achieved by 

subdividing spatial regions by number of cell divisions along the x-, y- and z- axes (figure 

3.11). 

dz

dy
d

x

y

x

z

 
Figure 3.11: Discretisation of PCM wall slab 

Cell Dimensions 

Discretisation produced a series of cuboids of dimensions dx, dy and dz (m) (figure 3.12). 
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Figure 3.12: Discrete cell (PCM wall slab) 

Cell heat exchange surface Area 

Each discrete cell has three (3) heat exchange surface areas. From Figure 3.12, 

 𝑨𝒙 = 𝒅𝒚 × 𝒅𝒛 3.64.  

 𝑨𝒚 = 𝒅𝒙 × 𝒅𝒛 3.65.  

 𝑨𝒛 = 𝒅𝒙 × 𝒅𝒚 3.66.  

3.4.2.3 Heat and Energy Flow Equation 

Like with the shell-and-tube heat exchanger, PCM is treated as second heat transfer fluid in 

the heat flow energy balance equation. Heat energy exchange between PCM and HTF is 

represented by an effective heat flux term.  

Assumptions made in formulating the energy equation are the same as those for the shell-and-

tube PCM heat exchanger. They are: 

1. potential and kinetic energy changes of heat transfer fluid is neglected,  

2. specific heat at constant pressure is constant for both heat transfer fluid and PCM, 

3. pressure drop inside shell and tubes are neglected, 

4. temperatures are uniform over every flow cross section, 

Change in energy of HTF as it flows through the tubes and exchange heat with PCM over 

elapsed time (Δt) is represented in equation 3.67 and 3.68. 

The HTF exchanges heat with PCM and containment wall as depicted in figures 3.10 and 

3.13. 
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Figure 3.13: HTF tube showing mass and heat flow paths/directions. 

 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
∆𝑻𝒘
∆𝒕

= �̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘∆𝑻𝒘 − 𝟐(∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎 − ∆𝒒𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍) 3.67.  

 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒏+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘

𝒏

∆𝒕
= �̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒏+𝜽 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒏+𝜽) − 𝟐(∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒏+𝜽 − ∆𝒒𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒏+𝜽 ) 3.68.  

Δqpcm (W) is change in heat flow rate (term) for PCM, exchanger material and heat transfer 

fluid combined and Δqwall (W) is change in heat flow rate between HTF, exchanger material 

and containment wall 

Effective heat flow through PCM and exchanger material, Δqpcm, and containment wall and 

exchanger material, Δqwall, from HTF are obtained in equations 3.69 and 3.70.  

 ∆𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎 =
𝑨𝒑𝒉(𝑻𝒘 − 𝑻𝒑)

𝑹𝒑
 3.69.  

 ∆𝒒𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
𝑨𝒉𝒘(𝑻𝒘 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍)

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
 3.70.  

Rp represents combined thermal resistance of fluid stream, exchanger material and PCM 

while Rwall represents thermal resistance of fluid stream, exchanger material and the 

containment wall. 

Also, mass and mass flow rate of HTF can be represented in terms of density, ρ, (kg/m3), 

cross sectional area of flow region, Atube, (m
2), length of exchanger, ltube, (m) and elapsed 

time, t, (s), with equations 3.71 and 3.72. 

 𝒎𝒘 = 𝝆𝑨𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆𝒍𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆 3.71.  
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 �̇�𝒘 =
𝝆𝑨𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆𝒍𝒕𝒖𝒃𝒆

𝒕
 3.72.  

Combined thermal resistance of PCM and fluid stream is a combination of thermal 

conductivity of PCM and heat transfer coefficient of heat transfer fluid stream. Both change 

and vary as PCM exchanges heat with heat transfer fluid. They are represented by equations 

3.73 and 3.74. 

 𝑹𝑷 = [
𝟏

𝒉𝒘
+

𝟏

𝟐𝑹𝒑𝒄𝒎
+

𝟏

𝟐𝒌𝒕
] 3.73.  

 𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍 =
𝟏

𝒉𝒘
+
𝒕𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

+
𝟏

𝟐𝒌𝒕
 3.74.  

hw, (W/m2K) heat transfer coefficient for HTF stream, is a function of the fluid volume flow 

rate, its Nusselt and Reynolds numbers, thermal conductivity, viscosity and temperature. Rpcm 

is equivalent heat transfer coefficient for PCM cells. This is similarly determined from 

modelling of the phase change process. 

 

3.4.3 PCM – Discrete Model Energy Equation 

The 3-dimensional cuboid shown in Figure 3.9 represents regions wherein local equilibrium 

is achieved at a shorter time scale compared to the computational time step. Properties and 

conditions at centre of this control volume is representative of average over the control 

volume whose heat flow is simulated by applying conservation laws and updating states over 

discrete time increments. 

x

z

y

 
Figure 3.14: Discrete PCM control volume showing heat flow pattern. 
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Same assumptions as with the shell-and-tube heat exchanger (save for the radial symmetry) 

were made in formulating the heat/energy flow equating used for determining changes in 

enthalpy over time due to heat flow across the control volume. 

Employing the heat flow energy equations  3.38 and 3.39, and extending to 3-D yields, 

 𝝏𝑬𝒕 + 𝝏𝒒𝒙 + 𝝏𝒒𝒚 + 𝝏𝒒𝒛 = 𝟎 3.75.  

 
∆𝑬

∆𝒕
+
∆𝒒𝒙
∆𝒙

+
∆𝒒𝒚

∆𝒚
+
∆𝒒𝒛
∆𝒛

= 𝟎 3.76.  

Designating discrete cells along the x- axis by i, y- axis by j and along the z- axis by k, for 

cell (i, j, k),  

 
∆𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

∆𝒕
+
∆𝒒𝒙,𝒊
∆𝒙

+
∆𝒒𝒚,𝒋

∆𝒚
+
∆𝒒𝒛,𝒌
∆𝒛

= 𝟎 3.77.  

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 = 𝒒𝒙,𝒊
∆𝒕

∆𝒙
+ 𝒒𝒚,𝒋

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
+ 𝒒𝒛,𝒌

∆𝒕

∆𝒛
= 𝟎 3.78.  

Integrating 3.78 and rewriting heat flux, qx,i, qy,j and qz,k in terms of two (2) fluxes, qi-½,j,k and 

qi+½,j,k; qi,j-½,k and qi,j+½,k; and qi,j,k-½ and qi,j,k+½ (respectively) (fig 3.12), that is,  

 𝒒𝒙,𝒊
𝒕 = 𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕  3.79.  

 𝒒𝒚,𝒋
𝒕 = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌

𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕  3.80.  

 𝒒𝒛,𝒌
𝒕 = 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½

𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕  3.81.  

Gives, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 =
∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒏+𝜽 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌

𝒏+𝜽 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒏+𝜽 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌

𝒏+𝜽 ]

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒏+𝜽 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½

𝒏+𝜽 ] 

3.82.  

Heat flux across discrete node boundaries, qi-½,j,k and qi+½,j,k, qi,j-½,k and qi.j+½, and qi,j,k-½ and 

qi,j,k+½ (Figure 3.12) are obtained from equation 3.83 to 3.88. 
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dx½dx ½dx

qx-½ qx+½

 
Figure 3.15: Discrete PCM control volume showing heat flow pattern for x- axis 

 

 𝒒𝒙−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕  3.83.  

 𝒒𝒙+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕  3.84.  

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕  3.85.  

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕  3.86.  

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊.𝒋.𝒌
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕  3.87.  

 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 = −

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕  3.88.  

Also, thermal resistances for each cell consists of thermal resistances of the current cell (or 

node) and the two adjacent half cells. 

 𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌 =
𝒅𝒙
𝟐
[

𝟏

𝑲𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
] 3.89.  

 𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌 =
𝒅𝒙
𝟐
[
𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌
] 3.90.  

 𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌 =
𝒅𝒚

𝟐
[

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒋,𝒋,𝒌
] 3.91.  
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 𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌 =
𝒅𝒚

𝟐
[
𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌
] 3.92.  

 𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½ =
𝒅𝒛
𝟐
[

𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
] 3.93.  

 𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½ =
𝒅𝒛
𝟐
[
𝟏

𝑲𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
+

𝟏

𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏
] 3.94.  

For each cell,  

𝑨𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝑨𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌 

𝑨𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌 

𝑨𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝑨𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏  

and, 

𝒌𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌 

𝒌𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌 

𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏 = 𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏 

Varying thermal conductivity of cell (i, j, k) at time, t, can be obtained from the state (or 

phase) of the PCM, equations 3.95. 

 𝒌𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 = [

𝜸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕

𝒌𝒍
+
𝟏 − 𝜸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝒌𝒔
]

−𝟏

 3.95.  

Similarly, the following conditions apply: 

Initial conditions 

t = 0, 

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝟎 = 𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝟎 = 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 = initial temperature 

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌 = 𝝆𝒄𝒑,𝒔(𝑻𝒘,𝒐 − 𝑻𝒑) 3.96.  

Boundary conditions, 

At x = 0, i = 1 
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 𝒒𝟎
𝒕 = 𝒒½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕

𝑹½
𝒕  3.97.  

 𝑹½ = [
𝒅𝒙

𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
+
𝒅𝒙
𝟐𝒌𝟏

] 3.98.  

At x = L, i = M 

 𝒒𝑴
𝒕 = 𝒒𝑴+½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝑴−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕

𝑹𝒊+½
𝒕  3.99.  

 𝑹𝑴+½ = [
𝒅𝒙
𝟐𝒌𝑴

+
𝒅𝒙

𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
] 3.100.  

At y = 0, j = 1 

 𝒒𝟎
𝒕 = 𝒒½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘

𝒕

𝑹½
𝒕  3.101.  

 𝑹½ = [
𝟏

𝒉𝒘
+
𝒅𝒚

𝟐𝒌𝟏
] 3.102.  

 

At y = N, j = P 

 𝒒𝑷
𝒕 = 𝒒𝑷+½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝑷−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕

𝑹𝒋+½
𝒕  3.103.  

 𝑹𝑷+½ = [
𝒅𝒚

𝟐𝒌𝑷
+

𝒅𝒚

𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
] 3.104.  

At z = 0, k = 1 

 𝒒𝟎
𝒕 = 𝒒½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕

𝑹½
𝒕  3.105.  

 𝑹½ = [
𝒅𝒛

𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
+
𝒅𝒛
𝟐𝒌𝟏

] 3.106.  

At z = Q, k = R 

 𝒒𝑹
𝒕 = 𝒒𝑹+½

𝒕 = −
𝑻𝑹−𝟏
𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕

𝑹𝒌+½
𝒕  3.107.  
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 𝑹𝑹+½ = [
𝒅𝒛
𝟐𝒌𝑹

+
𝒅𝒛

𝟐𝒌𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
] 3.108.  

L, N and Q represent maximum length, breadth and depth of slab and M, P and R represent 

cells at maximum length, breadth and depth of slab respectively.  

 

3.5 Iterative Solution – Implicit/Explicit Scheme 

The energy equation for the discretised cell (node) was solved with a numerical algorithm 

using finite difference method with a mixture of explicit and implicit schemes. Mixing both 

implicit and explicit forms of the energy balance equation ensures that the algorithm is 

numerically stable (Mitchell, 1969). This explicit/implicit combination is the method adopted 

in ESP-r and is done here by multiplying both energy equation (for heat exchanger and PCM 

models) with weighing fractions and summing them up. The future time components, 

variables in future time (t+1), are multiplied by the weighing factor, μ, and the present time 

component, variables in present time (t), are multiplied by the weighing factor, (1- μ). The 

sum of both equates to a weighing factor of 1 for entire equation. Depending on the value of 

θ, the equation set could transform into either an explicit scheme, fully implicit scheme or a 

fraction in between. Properties at future times are computed based on properties at present 

time and over all discrete cells of the component. 

3.5.1 Solution of the Shell-and-tube PCM Thermal Store 

3.5.1.1 Heat exchanger Model  

Iteration for the thermal store is accomplished with the ESP-r engine. However, the model is 

required to generate the self- and cross- coupling coefficients and present time step 

coefficients for the matrix equation processor. 

Subsequently, rewriting equations 3.31 in the explicit-implicit iterative form, wherein the 

weighing factor is between zero and one (1) (0 < μ < 1), 
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𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕+𝟏

∆𝒕
− 𝝁[�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕+𝟏) − 𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒕+𝟏 ]

= 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕

∆𝒕
+ (𝟏 − 𝝁)[�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 ) − 𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒕 ] 

3.109.  

Substituting qpcm with equation 3.32, 

 

𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕+𝟏

∆𝒕
− 𝝁 [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕+𝟏) −

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏 (𝑻𝒘

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒑
𝒕+𝟏)] =

𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕

∆𝒕
+ (𝟏 − 𝝁) [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 ) −

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕 (𝑻𝒘

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒑
𝒕 )]  

3.110.  

Rearranging in the general ESP-r matrix equation format, equation 2.4, 

 

(
𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘

∆𝒕
+ 𝝁 [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘 +

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏]) 𝑻𝒘

𝒕+𝟏 = (
𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘

∆𝒕
− (𝟏 − 𝝁) [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘 +

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏]) 𝑻𝒘

𝒕 + 𝝁(�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘𝑻𝒘,𝒊
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏 𝑻𝒑

𝒕+𝟏) + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘𝑻𝒘,𝒊
𝒕 +

𝑨𝒕

𝑹𝒑
𝒕 𝑻𝒑

𝒕 )  

3.111.  

That is, 

 𝑨𝑻𝒘
𝒕 = 𝑩𝑻𝒘

𝒕 + 𝑪 3.112.  

Note – Exit temperature of HTF, Tw,o, is made equal to stream temperature, Tw. 

3.5.1.2 PCM Model 

Iteration of the PCM model is done with the aid of the Gauss-Seidel iterative method. Here, 

future equation for determining future property values of a given cell (or node) is solved 

using present/latest known property values for all other cells (or nodes). 

Energy (enthalpy) change/transformation of the phase change material is given in equation 

3.44. Choosing μ, (0 < μ < 1) it becomes, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½

𝒕+𝟏 ]) = 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 +

(𝟏 − 𝝁) (
∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½

𝒕 ])  

3.113.  

Substituting for qi+1, qi-1, qj+1 and qj-1 with equations 3.45 To 3.48  

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[
𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏−𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏−𝑻𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕+𝟏 ])  3.114.  
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= 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[
𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 ])  

Introducing the term 

 𝝉 = 𝑻 − 𝑻𝒎 3.115.  

And taking Tl and Ts to be equal to Tm, the fluxes can be rewriting in terms of τ, which is the 

Kirchhoff’s temperature, thus, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 ])  

= 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕 ])  

3.116.  

From this, the enthalpy per unit volume and temperature of cell/node at given time can be 

determined. 

 𝑬𝒕 = {

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒔𝝉
𝒕                     …      𝜏𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝝆𝑳                   …   𝑇𝑠 < 𝜏𝑡 < 𝑇𝑙  (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒍𝝉
𝒕 + 𝝆𝒍𝑳        …      𝜏

𝑡 > 𝑇𝑙 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.117.    

Temperature, 

 𝝉𝒕 =

{
 
 

 
 

𝑬𝒕

𝝆𝒔𝑪𝒑,𝒔
                     𝑖𝑓             ……  𝐸𝑡 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝟎                     𝑖𝑓   …    0 < 𝐸𝑡 < 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑬𝒕 − 𝝆𝒍𝑳

𝝆𝒍𝑪𝒑,𝒍
                   𝑖𝑓           …   𝐸𝑡 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.118.  

If the right-hand side of equation 3.116 is made equal to g, that is, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏

𝒕 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕 ]) = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋
𝒕   

3.119.  

Then we can re-write it as, 
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𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 ]) = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋
𝒕   

3.120.  

Equation 3.120 can be solved by making an initial guess for �⃗� 0, adopting superscript, p, for 

pth iteration and re-writing as equation 3.121.  

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

+ 𝝁 [
∆𝒕

∆𝒓
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒑 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒑 ) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒑 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒑 )] 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒑+𝟏
 

= 𝒈𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 + 𝝁 [

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒑 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒑 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒑
) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒑
)]  

3.121.  

 

This will need to be solved/iterated repeatedly for 𝝉𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

 until maximum absolute value of 

(𝝉𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

− 𝝉𝒊.𝒋
𝒑
) is less than a tolerance. 

Equation 3.121 can therefore be re-written as, 

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

+ 𝑭𝒊,𝒋
𝒑
𝝉𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

= 𝑸𝒊,𝒋
𝒑

 3.122.  

From which temperature and phase of PCM can be determined accordingly. 

 𝒖𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

=

{
  
 

  
 

𝑸𝒊.𝒋
𝒑

𝝆𝒔𝒄𝒑,𝒔 + 𝑭𝒊,𝒋
𝒑                      𝑖𝑓             ……  𝑄𝑖,𝑗

𝑝+1 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝟎                     𝑖𝑓   …    0 < 𝑄𝑖,𝑗
𝑝+1 < 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
𝒑
− 𝝆𝒍𝑳

𝝆𝒍𝒄𝒑,𝒍 + 𝑭𝒊,𝒋
𝒑                    𝑖𝑓           …   𝑄𝑖,𝑗

𝑝+1 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.123.  

After convergence, 

 𝝉𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 = 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒑+𝟏
 3.124.  

and  

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕+𝟏 = 𝑸𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 − 𝑭𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋

𝒕+𝟏 3.125.  

Where, 
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 𝑭𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 = 𝝁 [

∆𝒕

∆𝒓
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½.𝒋
𝒕 ) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒂
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 )] 3.126.  

And, 

 

𝑸𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋

𝒕 + 𝝁 [
∆𝒕

∆𝒓
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋

𝒕 )

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒂
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏

𝒑
)] 

3.127.  

 

3.5.2 Solution of the Active Fabric-integrated PCM Thermal Store 

3.5.2.1 Heat Exchanger Model 

As with the shell-and-tube heat PCM heat exchanger, iteration of the PCM wall slab is also 

done within ESP-r. So, the is written to generate the self- and cross- coupling coefficients and 

present time step coefficients for the matrix equation processor. 

Equations 3.31 written explicit-implicit iterative form wherein (0 < μ < 1), becomes, 

 

𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕+𝟏

∆𝒕
− 𝝁[�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕+𝟏) − 𝟐(𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒕+𝟏 + 𝒒𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏 )] 

= 𝒎𝒘 − 𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕

∆𝒕
+ (𝟏 − 𝝁)[�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 ) − 𝟐(𝒒𝒑𝒄𝒎

𝒕 + 𝒒𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕 )]  

3.128.  

Substituting qpcm and qwall with equations 3.69 and 3.70, 

 

𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕+𝟏

∆𝒕
− 𝝁 [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕+𝟏)

− 𝟐(
𝑨𝒑𝒉(𝑻𝒘

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒑
𝒕+𝟏)

𝑹𝒑𝒄𝒎
𝒕+𝟏

+
𝑨𝒉𝒘(𝑻𝒘

𝒕+𝟏 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏 )

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏

)] 

= 𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘
𝑻𝒘
𝒕

∆𝒕
+ (𝟏 − 𝝁) [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘(𝑻𝒘,𝒊

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘,𝒐
𝒕 )

− 𝟐(
𝑨𝒑𝒉(𝑻𝒘

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒑
𝒕 )

𝑹𝒑𝒄𝒎
𝒕

+
𝑨𝒉𝒘(𝑻𝒘

𝒕 − 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕 )

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕 )] 

3.129.  

Rearranging in the general ESP-r matrix equation format, equation 2.4 with Tw,o, equal to Tw, 
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(
𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘

∆𝒕
+ 𝝁 [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘 + 𝟐(

𝑨𝒑𝒉

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏

+
𝑨𝒉𝒘

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏

)])𝑻𝒘
𝒕+𝟏 

= (
𝒎𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘

∆𝒕
− (𝟏 − 𝝁) [�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘 + 𝟐(

𝑨𝒑𝒉

𝑹𝒑
𝒕
+
𝑨𝒉𝒘
𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕 )])𝑻𝒘

𝒕

+ 𝝁(�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘𝑻𝒘,𝒊
𝒕+𝟏 + 𝟐 [

𝑨𝒑𝒉

𝑹𝒑
𝒕+𝟏

𝑻𝒑
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑨𝒉𝒘

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏

𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕+𝟏 ])

+ (𝟏 − 𝝁)(�̇�𝒘𝑪𝒑,𝒘𝑻𝒘,𝒊
𝒕 + 𝟐 [

𝑨𝒑𝒉

𝑹𝒑
𝒕
𝑻𝒑
𝒕 +

𝑨𝒉𝒘

𝑹𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍
𝒕 𝑻𝒘𝒂𝒍𝒍

𝒕 ]) 

3.130.  

That is, 

 𝑨𝑻𝒘
𝒕 = 𝑩𝑻𝒘

𝒕 + 𝑪 3.131.  

3.5.2.2 PCM Model 

Similarly, the iterative method was adopted for determining cell/node temperature at future 

timestep using present/latest known property values of other cells (or nodes). 

Again, choosing (0 < μ < 1) equation 3.82 becomes, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋.𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½.𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½.𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ]

+ +
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½

𝒕+𝟏 ]) 

= 𝑬𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[𝒒𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌

𝒕 ]

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 − 𝒒𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½

𝒕 ]) 

3.132.  

Substituting for qi+1, qi-1, qj+1 and qj-1 with equations 3.83 To 3.88  

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[
𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏−𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏−𝑻𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏
𝒕+𝟏 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏−𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕+𝟏 ])  

3.133.  
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= 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[
𝑻𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[
𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 +

𝑻𝒊,𝒋
𝒕 −𝑻𝒊,𝒋.𝒌+𝟏

𝒕

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 ])  

Taking Tl and Ts to be equal to Tm and substituting for (τ = T – Tm) , the Kirchhoff’s 

temperature, equation 3.133 can be rewritten in terms of τ, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 ])  

= 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒕 ])  

3.134.  

Similarly, enthalpy per unit volume and temperature of cell at given time can be determined 

from equations 3.135 and 3.136. 

 𝑬𝒕 = {

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒔𝝉
𝒕                     …      𝜏𝑡 < 𝑇𝑠 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝝆𝑳                   …   𝑇𝑠 < 𝜏𝑡 < 𝑇𝑙  (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝝆𝑪𝒑,𝒍𝝉
𝒕 + 𝝆𝒍𝑳        …      𝜏

𝑡 > 𝑇𝑙 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.135.    

Temperature, 
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 𝝉𝒕 =

{
 
 

 
 

𝑬𝒕

𝝆𝒔𝑪𝒑,𝒔
                     𝑖𝑓             ……  𝐸𝑡 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝟎                     𝑖𝑓   …    0 < 𝐸𝑡 < 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑬𝒕 − 𝝆𝒍𝑳

𝝆𝒍𝑪𝒑,𝒍
                   𝑖𝑓           …   𝐸𝑡 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.136.  

 

Making the right-hand side of equation 3.134 equal to g, that is, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 + (𝟏 − 𝝁) (

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊.𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒋,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕 ] +
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒕 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒕 ]) = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕   

3.137.  

Then we can re-write it as, 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 − 𝝁(

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½.𝒋.𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊.𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 ] +

∆𝒕

∆𝒛
[

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 − (
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕+𝟏 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕+𝟏 ) 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕+𝟏 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒕+𝟏 ]) = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕   

3.138.  

Also beginning with an initial guess for �⃗� 0 and adopting superscript, p, for pth iteration, 

equation 3.138 can be re-written as equation 3.139 and iterated/solved repeatedly for 

𝝉𝒊,𝒋
𝒑+𝟏

until there is convergence. 

 

𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑+𝟏

+ 𝝁 [
∆𝒕

∆𝒙
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑 ) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒑 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒑 )

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒑 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒑 )]𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒑+𝟏
 

3.139.  
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= 𝒈𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 + 𝝁 [

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒑
) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒑
) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒛
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒑
)]  

That is, 

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑+𝟏

+ 𝑭𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑
𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑+𝟏

= 𝑸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑

 3.140.  

Also, temperature and phase of PCM can be determined from equation 3.141. 

 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑+𝟏

=

{
  
 

  
 

𝑸𝒊.𝒋,𝒌
𝒑

𝝆𝒔𝒄𝒑,𝒔 + 𝑭𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑                 𝑖𝑓             ……  𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑝+1 ≤ 0 (𝑠𝑜𝑙𝑖𝑑)

𝟎                                𝑖𝑓   …    0 < 𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑘
𝑝+1 < 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑚𝑢𝑠ℎ𝑦)

𝑸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑

− 𝝆𝒍𝑳

𝝆𝒍𝒄𝒑,𝒍 + 𝑭𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒑                 𝑖𝑓           …   𝑄𝑖,𝑗,𝑘

𝑝+1 ≥ 𝜌𝑙𝐿 (𝑙𝑖𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑑)

 3.141.  

After convergence, 

 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 = 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒑+𝟏
 3.142.  

and  

 𝑬𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕+𝟏 = 𝑸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 − 𝑭𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕+𝟏 3.143.  

Where, 

 

𝑭𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 = 𝝁 [

∆𝒕

∆𝒙
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½.𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 ) +

∆𝒕

∆𝒚
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 )

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒕 +

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒕 )] 

3.144.  

And, 
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𝑸𝒊,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 = 𝒈𝒊,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 + 𝝁 [
∆𝒕

∆𝒙
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊−½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊−𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 +
𝟏

𝑹𝒊+½,𝒋,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊+𝟏,𝒋,𝒌

𝒕 )

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒚
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋−½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋−𝟏,𝒌

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋+½,𝒌
𝒕 𝝉𝒊,𝒋+𝟏,𝒌

𝒑
)

+
∆𝒕

∆𝒛
(

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌−𝟏

𝒑
+

𝟏

𝑹𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+½
𝒑 𝝉𝒊,𝒋,𝒌+𝟏

𝒑
)] 

3.145.  

 

3.6 Stability  

Stability of an iterative method or scheme refers to the sensitivity of computed values at each 

timestep to input and round-off errors. It also refers to their being affected by the size of 

timesteps as well as the grid size. Adoption of a mixed implicit-explicit scheme, as is done in 

ESP-r, ensures stability of the scheme (Kelly, Towards a Design Environment for Building 

Integrated Energy Systems: The Integration Of Electrical Power Flow Modelling with 

Building Simulation, 1998). The software also employs a method for determining the 

weighing factor that is three-fold, 1) fully implicit (weighing factor equals 1), 2) user-

specified and 3) calculated based on the relative r (Kelly, Towards a Design Environment for 

Building Integrated Energy Systems: The Integration Of Electrical Power Flow Modelling 

with Building Simulation, 1998) elationship between the source code's time step and the 

internal ESP-r time step. All these are written into the source codes and the source codes’ 

time steps are determined withing them. This iterative scheme is unaffected by size of 

timesteps, it is unconditionally stable. 
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3.7 Summary 

The model development and formulation of energy balance equations for the thermal stores 

have been discussed. Starting with the heat conduction problem, the energy conservation 

equation was formulated in terms of heat balance over a volume of material and time interval 

to develop an expression that is valid for both the liquid and solid phases of the material. 

Development of equations for heat exchange and temperature and phase changes experienced 

by the phase change material was also enumerated, as well as the method for discretising the 

model and the iterative scheme for solving the discretised energy equations. 

The proceeding chapter will focus on processes and procedures for deploying the models into 

ESP-r and description of how each integrates and interacts within the system and in the 

following chapter the process and results of validation and verification analysis for the 

models shall be discussed. 
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Chapter 4 

MODEL DEPLOYMENT AND INTEGRATION INTO 

ESP-r 

4.0 Introduction 

The chapter describes deployment and integration of the thermal store models into the ESP-r 

building energy simulation program. A brief description of ESP-r’s plant matrix solver and 

methods employed (within the software) for establishing sub-matrices and main matrix 

equation sets leading to solution of its overall plant network matrix equations is presented.  

Explanation of the processes involved in discretising the plant network into control volumes 

and determination of characteristic equation set for individual components (plants) as well as 

the formulation of integrated solution for the overall plant matrix for the programme is also 

attempted as prelude to description of the model’s source codes. 

Explanation and walkthrough of the PCM thermal stores’ source codes execution, solution 

and result generation processes is given, as well as explanation of how heat absorption and 

release by the PCMs to the representative water nodes is simulated. The chapter concludes 

with details of the differences in structure and application of the two thermal store models in 

ESP-r as well as their interaction and communication with the ESP-r plant matrix sub-system, 

with regards the input and output information and data into the program for processing. 
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4.1 ESP-r Plant Matrix Equation Solver/Processor 

As discussed in chapter 2, ESP-r employs an integrated solution technique whereby sub-

systems (mass and heat flow, electrical, CFD, etc.) are solved separately and later integrated 

into a single unified solution (Al-Mosawi, 2011). Solution of the energy and mass balance 

equations describing plant sub-systems (or components of a plant system) is carried out by 

the plant system matrix processor. This processor is also responsible for coordinating the 

assembling of energy and mass flow equations representing all the components in the plant 

network (system) into a single matrix which is employed for solving the set of equations 

simultaneously to obtain time-variate mass flow rates and temperatures. 

A plant network is, at a minimum, composed of two plant components linked together in a 

manner that allows exchanges of mass and heat between them. Each plant is represented by, 

at least, one node for which a field quantity at its centres is assumed to be representative of 

the average over the entire volume. That is, a node represents the plant, its energy 

level/content, temperature, mass, etc. The nodes are the points of connection for the plants 

within networks and represent channels/conduits through which they interact and exchange 

energy and mass.  Further explanation of nodes is given under control volumes in section 

2.1.1 of chapter 2. 

The processing of plant networks is accomplished in three (3) stages or via three (3) 

procedures/processes. These are (1) discretisation – subdivision of the plant/system into 

numerous uniform elemental finite/discrete regions; (2) determination of characteristic 

equation set; and (3) formulation and solution of the plat equation matrix – this entails 

building (or forming) the matrix and solving all equation sets for each state variable 

simultaneously. These processes are explained in more details below. 
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Figure 4.1: Arbitrary plant network - (Aasem, 1993) 

 

4.1.1 Component Discretisation - State/Nodal Parameters and Control 

Volumes 

As discussed in chapter 2, by virtue of its control volume approach/method, ESP-r employs 

discrete nodal schemes for modelling plant and systems (Kelly, 1998; Clarke, 2001). 

Modelling of the plant network/system begins with the solver subdividing the system 

(network) into several elemental uniform finite regions (discretisation), control volumes, and 

represented each control volume by a node (Figure 4.1).  

The process entails representing all derivations of the energy and mass flow equations 

describing plants (whole or sub- systems) and inter-nodal exchanges (mass and heat) over 

time and space by a small number of nodes (usually one, two (2) or three at the most per 

component). Properties at theses nodes represent state variable/properties of the component 

and are determined by employing a set of "state" equations.  These are derived by applying 

the concepts of conservation of energy and mass to control volumes. 
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State variables refer to one of four different quantities that are determined (calculated) during 

simulation, which are energy, mass flow (first and second phase) and hydrogen flow. They 

are determined from the state equations employed for representing nodal state properties of 

the plant component. The state equations are energy balance equations for energy state 

variable, mass flow balance equations for mass flow and hydrogen flow equations for 

hydrogen flow. Hydrogen flow state variable is often omitted in model source codes except 

for fuel cell or Hydrogen powered energy systems. Example of fuel cell model developed 

for/in ESP-r was reported by Beausoleil-Morrison, et al. (2007)   

Mass flows, which are of two types, refer to the phase or state of air and water that is 

exchanged between systems and nodes. First phase refers to water in liquid form and second 

phase to water in gaseous form, vapour, and air. 

The number of these state variables/parameters calculated in one plant system is dependent 

on its nature. For a thermal storage plant system, the important properties/parameters for 

modelling are enthalpy and the flow properties of heat transfer fluid. Therefore, the nodal 

state variable determined are energy and first phase mass flow and the parameters chosen for 

determining them are temperature and mass flow rate of heat transfer fluid, water. 

4.1.2 Characteristic Equation Set – Plant Sub-Matrix 

The discretisation process is followed by derivation/establishment of characteristic equations 

for each of the nodes and state variables in the plant network. During the process, equations 

describing the important and necessary state parameters/variables are derived and arranged 

for solution with tri-diagonal matrices. The number of matrices, and number of equation sets, 

per component, is based on the number of nodes used to model the plant component and the 

number of state parameters (Aasem, 1993). Figures 4.2a and 4.2b are representations of a 

typical energy equations and mass flow matrices for the plant network of figure 4.1. 
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a – Energy matrix     b – mass flow matrix 

Figure 4.2: Sub-matrices of energy and mass flow equations (Aasem, 1993) 

 

In figure 4.2a, Y is represented by the sub-matrix components A11, A12, A13, etc., x by θ1, θ2, 

θ3, etc. and Z by b1, b2, b3, etc. while in figure 4.2b, Y is represented by the sub-matrix 

components E11, E12, E13, etc., x by m1, m2, m3, etc. and Z by f1, f2, f3, etc. 

These components (A, b, E and f) represent the properties (thermodynamic, structural and 

dimensional) of the plant component being modelled. A and E represent future time step 

matrix coefficients while b and f represent known terms and boundary conditions. They are 

determined for each plant component from their coefficient generators, which are 

compiled/written into their algorithms/codes. 

 Algorithms/codes for plant components contain equations and parameters that describe its 

thermo-physical properties, dimensional and structural characteristics, environment and other 

simulation parameters like simulation time-step, etc., Interrelationship between these 

properties are described by the plant’s energy and mass flow equations, and they (properties) 

are utilised for determining essential quantities and parameters like thermal resistances, 

energy exchange and transfer, and so on, required for obtaining/generating the sub-matrix 

coefficients. 

4.1.3 Formulation and Solution of the Plant Equation Matrix 

After determining characteristics equation sets for all the plant components that make up the 

plant network, and developing their sub-matrices, formulation of the overall plant matrix for 

the network proceeds. It is worth mentioning that substantial parts of both the sub- and 
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overall matrices is empty, void, and containing zero coefficient matrix. The overall equation 

matrix for a plant network looks like figure 4.3. 

 
Figure 4.3: Plant network equation matrix (Aasem, 1993) 

The size of sub-matrices is determined by number of coefficients for each plant component 

and the size of overall matrix is determined by the total number of all the plant components 

present in the plant network. Data used for building up the matrices and solving the plant’s 

energy and mass balance equations are obtained from ESP-r’s plant components database. 

The database contains specific information about all plant components that make up the 

software’s plant repository. They serve as guides for retrieval of data relating to total number 

of non-zero coefficients present in each plant component’s sub-matrix, number of inter-

component/plant cross-coupling coefficients and location of the first coefficient within the 

sub-matrix elements.  
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After retrieval of required data, the matrix equation is constructed for the plant, after which 

the solver proceeds to solve the set of simultaneous equations. This is done by first 

decomposing the LHS matrix to its upper triangular component followed by processing of the 

non-zero element (or coefficients). 

Processing of only the non-zero coefficients is an approach whereby advantage is taken of the 

sparse nature of the overall plant matrix, which helps to reduce processing time. This is 

because the matrix decomposition process results in generation of some new, additional, non-

zero elements whose positions must be determined before proceeding to the next step 

(detailed explanation of the steps and procedure is given by Aasem (1993). And following 

conventional techniques, the number of equations to be solved, given an n by n matrix is in 

the magnitude of n3 (Jennings, (1985) in Aasem (1993)). This is also compounded by the fact 

that the plant modelling approach in ESP-r sometimes require solving for up to three state 

variables (first phase and second phase mass flows and, for air conditioning, fluid 

temperature and relative humidity), which could result in trebling the computational time per 

time-step. By processing only the non-zero elements/coefficients, both computational time 

and storage requirements are greatly reduced. 

 

4.2 Component Deployment and Integration 

The function of a PCM thermal store is storage of heat (residual, waste, excess) by taking 

advantage of the large amount of heat absorbed when the storage material/substance changes 

phase, either from solid to liquid or liquid to gas. The stored heat is released as it changes 

back to its original phase and can be utilised later, during periods of energy/heat scarcity or 

for prolonging/extending energy/heat availability. The storage systems discussed in this 

report is such a system and is proposed to function within (or in conjunction with) a 

thermal/heat delivery (HVAC) system. A simple HVAC system would consist of a heat 
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source, a working, or heat transfer, fluid, duct or channel for fluid flow, a heat exchanger for 

exchanging heat with space, or if air in direct injection into space, a distributor or diffuser, 

and a heat storage device. When joined or linked together, these components constitute a 

plant network. ESP-r plant database contains several plant models that are suitable 

representations of each of the listed components. 

The thermal storage battery model is a shell that contains phase change material and has 

several tubes or pipes running through it lengthwise which carry the heat transfer fluid. While 

the fabric integrated thermal storage slab is a rectangular block of PCM with tubes 

interspersed within at intervals running from top to bottom. Both systems are modelled as a 

shell-and-tube heat exchanger (see chapter 3 for detailed model description). 

4.2.1 Component Deployment 

Deployment of plant models into ESP-r implies writing an ESP-r specific or identifiable 

source code/algorithm for the models, adding same to the software’s database and updating 

the software’s plant database file to contain information/data about the plant model. It is 

necessary to also edit some plant specific code compilation, execution and subroutine call up 

code files within the software’s database and archives. 

 Plant source codes/algorithms in ESP-r follow a particular pattern and can be divided into 

two parts or sections. One part serves as the plant’s internal processor and is employed for 

solving internal equations and processing internal data, the outcome of which produces, or 

generates results that form parameters used for the other part. Examples of internal processes 

are discretisation, initialisation of variables, updating of state/phase, determination of thermal 

resistances/conductance, etc. 

The second part of plant source code connects the plant to ESP-r and serves as the channel 

for retrieval of information/data that are required for building and processing of the plant’s 

sub-matrix, and for other plant specific information/data that ESP-r uses for generating and 
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storing results for output and for representing the plant at the user interface. It also contains 

instructions for carrying out pre-simulation checks and for assigning information/data about 

plant component to appropriate variables/arrays. The plant component, in like manner, 

obtains information/data it requires for some of its internal processes, information like 

simulation time step, mass flow rate of working fluid, etc, from the programme. 

Information exchange between the internal processor part of plant models source code and 

ESP-r. as well as the part that connects to it is accomplished through parameters/variables 

referred to as common variables. They are parameters that serve to unify data/information 

from the plant with those of the software. They are data stores (mostly array types) wherein 

data (variables) about all the components that make up a building model and associated plants 

(network), are stored in locations (array positions) that facilitate identification of each 

component. Each array size is determined by several factors that include number and type 

components that make up the building model (plants and zones), the component (plant or 

building) to be processed, number of plant connections, etc. The common variables identify 

all the variables/parameters that the machine uses for its analysis. 

Some of the common variables are databases containing miscellaneous plant or zone data, 

while others are single variables that define or mark nodes for processing (iteration) or 

indicate position of plant withing a plant network, plant’s node connection number(s), or 

properties of working fluids, like water temperature and flow rates. Some of the variables 

point directly to models (plant components), with one of their array elements identifying the 

plant component, while others point to nodes within or representing the plant, with an array 

element identifying the plant’s node. A more detailed explanation of ‘common’ variables and 

description of some sample plant specific common variables is given in appendix A. 
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4.2.1.1 Coefficient Generator and Static 

As discussed, plants’ source codes are made up of two (2) parts, the internal processor and 

the part that connects to ESP-r. This second part of the plant source code/algorithm is again, 

made up of two separate subroutines, the coefficient generator and the ‘static’. The ‘static’ 

subroutine serves as some sort of boundary definition programme, or code. It is initiated at 

the onset of simulation and checks parameter values chosen by user during building and plant 

network definition against the minimum and maximum values defined for each of the 

parameters in the plant component’s data contained in the plant database file/archive. It also 

performs the task of checking that the plant’s setup data conforms to rules set within the 

‘static’ subroutine and checks for correctness in choice/specification of nodes connection 

numbers for the plant, the type of working fluid and the number of input variables from the 

plant. The subroutine contains the necessary common variable and plant model code specific 

local variables. It can either be written as a separate file or as one of the subroutines in the file 

containing the coefficient generator subroutine.  

The coefficient generator subroutine, as the name implies, is the subroutine that 

generates/produces outputs from the plant component which serve as coefficients that are 

utilised for building and solving the plant’s equation sub-matrix. It is the plant component’s 

execution programme/code and contains its numerical model, the energy and mass balance 

equations. It also contains the necessary common variables and plant model code specific 

local variables. 

Outputs from the coefficient generator are designated COUT(1), COUT(2) and COUT(3) and 

represent the self-coupling (or future time dependent) coefficients, the cross-coupling (future 

time independent) coefficient and present-time coefficient, respectively, of the matrix 

equations. This designation is the same for the different state variables, which have their own 

designations. Further explanation is given in section 4.2.2.3, under Model output. 
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In most cases, the coefficient generator subroutine contains the plant’s internal processor, i.e., 

both written in one single programme or subroutine. This is the case with most of the plant 

components in ESP-r. Sometimes also, the coefficient generator is written as a separate 

programmes/subroutine, separate from the internal processor code subroutine, but it will have 

a command to call for the internal processor source code. 
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Figure 4.4: Depiction of PCM heat storage battery model’s source code showing inter-

relationship and information flow between internal processor and coefficient generator. 

 

The coefficient generator subroutine for the PCM thermal stores and their internal processors 

are written in one (1) single programme or subroutine (each). 

Figures 4.4 and 4.5 are depictions of both plant models’ source codes, showing interaction 

and information exchange between the internal processor and the coefficient generator. The 

exchanges are indicated with numbers in the order they occur, number 1 being the first and 
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16 the last. All information input and output are from and to ESP-r through the common 

variables. The numbers in the figures indicate sequence of data/information flow (exchange). 

Execution of the models begins and ends within the coefficient generator. 
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Figure 4.5: Depiction of active fabric integrated PCM thermal storage slab model’s source 

code showing inter-relationship and information flow between internal processor and 

coefficient generator. 
 

4.2.1.2 Plant Database File/Archive 

As discussed, new plant component deployment requires updating ESP-r’s plant database file 

to contain information/data about the plant model. The database contains information about 

all its plant components, information that are required for developing and processing plant 

sub-matrix, as well as execution of the plant’s source codes and for representing them at the 

user interface. 
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Format and arrangement of data/information in the database follows a strict pattern that 

facilitates retrieval of data and information. This information includes the plant component’s 

description, its nodal scheme description, number and data contents of thermo-physical 

properties and input variables/parameters for plant components, designated as ADATA and 

BDATA, number and content of conditional input variable, denoted CDATA, number of 

additional output items and variables from plant, and mass flow data for plant component. All 

the constituents of plant’s data in ESP-r’s plant database file/archive mentioned above are 

described in appendix B. 

One other constituent of the plant data in ESP-r plant database is the plant database code. 

Every plant in ESP-r is assigned a plant database code which is a number that serves as the 

plant’s address or identification tag. Assigning plant database codes is a way of indexing 

plant components in ESP-r, and the number identifies the plant component, enabling the 

programme to target it for processing during simulation.  

4.2.1.3 Installation and Compilation Files 

After registering information/data about the plants in plant database file, it is necessary to edit 

plant specific local compilation and execution script code/files within ESP-r, as well as the 

plant matrix set up and the components static set up code files. 

The local installation and compilation script code/files facilitate building of object code files 

for plant components, and installation and compilation of the new plant models’ source codes 

along with other existing plants models’ source codes during the programme 

installation/compilation. 

The plant matrix set up code is responsible for enabling the ESP-r to identify the new 

component(s) and process it/them during simulation and/or program execution. It is also 

responsible for calling up component coefficient generators and for determining appropriate 
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equation generators for all plant components. The component static set up code is responsible 

for calling up plant component ‘static’ code/subroutine. 

After assigning plant database codes to each of the PCM thermal store models, their plant 

database data was developed. These were entered into the plant database file/archive. The 

relevant plant specific local compilation and execution script code/files were also edited to 

contain the plant models’ source codes/algorithms file names, as were the plant matrix set up 

code file and the plant component static set up code file to include the plants’ coefficient 

generator subroutine and ‘static’ subroutine names and arguments (respectively). Afterwards, 

the programme was re-compiled. 

 

Figure 4.6: Snapshot of ESP-r plant component list 

After compilation, the two (2) plant components are featured among other plant components 

and are listed in the ‘Solar and Others’ plant type/category. Figure 4.6 is snapshot of the third 

page of ESP-r’s plant components list, from the network definition and component type page 

of the user interface. The highlighted items on the list are the PCM thermal storage systems. 

The heat storage battery is listed as ‘PCM Heat Storage Battery: 1 node model’ (item ‘g’) 

while the fabric integrated thermal storage slab is listed as ‘Active Fabric Integrated PCM 

heat storage slab; 1 node model’ (item ‘h’). 
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Figure 4.7: Display synopsis for PCM heat storage battery 

 

Figures 4.7 and 4.8 are snapshots of plant display synopses for the heat storage battery 

(tagged Hex_shell) and the fabric integrated PCM thermal storage slab (tagged wall_hex_A), 

respectively, showing dimensional and thermo-physical properties of each component in a 

plant network. 

 

Figure 4.8: Display synopsis for PCM wall slab 
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The component codes allow user to select or indicate physical characteristics of the thermal 

stores and properties of the phase change material.  

For the heat storage battery, the first three (3) items on the list represent dimensional 

characteristics of the battery. Modelled as a shell-and-tubes heat exchanger, ‘Length of heat 

exchanger’ indicates the length of the cylinder that is the shell containing phase change 

material; ‘Diameter of Hex tubes’ indicates diameter of the heat transfer flow 

tube(s)/channel; and ‘Diameter of Hex shell’ indicates diameter of the cylindrical shell. 

The fourth item specifies the number of tubes in the shell. This number enable determination 

of the amount of PCM in shell. The fifth to the thirteenth item relate to properties of the 

phase change material. ‘Density of solid PCM’ and ‘Density of liquid PCM’ are self-

explanatory as are ‘Specific heat capacity of solid PCM’ and ‘Specific heat capacity of liquid 

PCM’; and ‘Thermal conductivity of solid PCM’ and ‘Thermal conductivity of liquid PCM’. 

Latent heat of fusion refers to the energy absorbed when PCM changes phase from solid to 

liquid (or released when it changes phase from liquid to solid); Melting temperature is the 

lowest temperature at which the PCM begins to change phase and Melting range is the 

temperature interval over which the phase change occurs. The last two items represent 

properties of insulation material. Both are also self-explanatory. 

Similarly, for the active fabric integrated thermal store, the first three (3) items on the list 

represent physical characteristics of the thermal store. ‘Height of PCM slab’ indicates height 

of the cuboid shaped PCM slab while ‘Length of PCM slab’ indicates length of the slab and 

‘Thickness of PCM slab’ indicates thickness/depth of the slab. The next nine items relate to 

properties of the phase change material and are similar to the description given for the PCM 

heat storage battery. The last two items similarly represent properties of insulation material. 
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4.2.2 Component integration 

The numerical models developed herein are thermal stores which employ phase change 

materials as heat storage media. Both models follow a similar pattern and method for 

sourcing input parameters from and generating outputs for ESP-r.  

The source codes outline solution/determination of energy transformations experienced by 

both the heat transfer fluid and the phase change material upon excitation of its node by 

nodes to which they are connected, or linked, within a plant network during simulation and 

program execution. 

Since the two models developed are similar in terms of their processes, types of equations 

processed and methods, and the general category of information/data obtained from ESP-r, 

the integration process is discussed in a generic manner for both models together. There are, 

nonetheless, some differences between them relating to some of the data extracted from the 

programme as inputs and how each interact with the system, with the fabric integrated 

thermal store generating an additional output that relate to its being fabric integrated. This is 

discussed subsequently. 

4.2.2.1 Model Code Execution 

Building (and plant) simulation processes in ESP-r begin with execution of the static 

code/program/subroutine. Functions of this code has been discussed in the section 4.2.1. It is 

necessary to execute the ‘static’ code first because the checks it performs determine whether 

associated plant codes execution can proceed using values selected by user during building 

model set up or not. After completion of the checks to satisfaction based on conditions and 

constraints for associated plant components, simulation proceeds with execution of the 

building and plant components’ codes. 
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Execution of the thermal stores’ code entails executing each component’s coefficient 

generator to obtain state variable coefficients for the necessary sub-matrix equation.  As 

explained in 4.1.1, only the first phase and second phase mass flow state variables are 

relevant to the PCM thermal stores. Nevertheless, the second phase mass flow state variable 

is accounted for in the source codes and assigned a self-coupling (future time dependent) 

coefficient of 1. The hydrogen flow state variable is irrelevant and excluded from the source 

codes.  

The models’ codes execution begins with checks and comparisons of number of outputs from 

code with number time it has been executed and number of times the building has been 

simulated. Results of the checks inform the plant source codes of what code specific property 

values to utilise for program initiation, whether initial default values or saved values from 

previous simulation/execution. This is followed by assigning of parameters specified by used 

for thermo-physical properties of the plant and parameters representing the plant 

component’s node, extracted from ESP-r’s common variable block to relevant variables. 

These serve as input parameters for the source code/algorithm. 

After determination of the input parameters, the code proceeds to divide the PCM block into 

grids employing equations 3.23 and 3.24 (radial discretisation for the heat storage battery) 

after determining size of grid. Grid size determination is based on findings of the sensitivity 

analysis (tests and results discussed in chapter 5) and is written into the source codes. Axial 

discretisation and size of radial cells, and discretisation of the fabric integrated heat store, is 

accomplished by dividing heat exchanger length, depth of annulus, breadth and height, by the 

respective grid size determination factors. 

A second check is done to ascertain which sub-matrix equation is being solved at the main 

plant matrix level and informs the source code which state variable coefficients to generate 
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for output or mark for processing during execution. Determination of the appropriate state 

variables has been discussed as being dependent on the type of state equations employed for 

determining property changes of the plant component, which for the present models, are 

energy and first phase mass flow. Therefore, the coefficient generator is written to process 

energy and mass balance equations and generate state variable coefficients for temperature 

and mass flow. 

Upon determining the state variable coefficients to be generated, the code proceeds with 

extraction of information about the component’s environment, its containment, and data 

relating to the type of fluid to which its node is connected – temperature and mass flow rate, 

and the percentage of fluid flowing into component from the programme via the common 

variables. Included in the data extracted from the programme are the implicit/explicit 

weighing factor for iteration time step updating and the simulation time step/interval. This is 

followed by a third check for the number of times the code has been executed before the 

current process. 

Afterwards, all PCM properties are initialised. This initialisation is governed by result of the 

check for number of times code has been execution and determines whether to utilise saved 

values of PCM properties (from previous executions) or set all to default initial values. 

Default initial values assume PCM is in solid phase and at temperature of surrounding. 

This is followed by determination of heat exchange surface areas for each cell using 

equations 3.21 and 3.22 and 3.25 for the thermal storage battery and equations 3.64 to 3.66 

for the fabric integrated thermal store, then the heat transfer coefficient of the heat transfer 

fluid and thermal resistances/conductance for the PCM block are determined. The processes 

described above are depicted in Figure 4.9. 
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Figure 4.9: Generic plant code execution flow chart excluding solution of energy equation. 

  

4.2.2.2 The Iterative Solution 

All the parameters, PCM and HTF properties, condition of plant environment as well as 

variables and parameters determined above form the inputs and governing parameters/factors 

for the iterative process. This is the process of repeatedly processing the energy equation to 
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solve for future time variables, PCM temperatures, phase, liquid fraction, thermal 

conductance (or resistance) and energy level (enthalpy), given the initial values until a 

convergence criterion is satisfied (details in chapters 3 and 5).  

The iterative process entails solving equations 3.24 to 3.29 and 3.59 to 3.65, which represents 

energy (and associated properties) change (and transformations) for the heat transfer fluid and 

PCM using the parameters obtained in the previous processes. These parameters serve as 

initial, or present time values/parameters (at tine t) for the iteration. 

As stated in the chapter 3, the Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme was employed for iterating the 

numerical solution and determining properties of the system at expiration of simulation (or 

code execution) time step/interval, denoted in codes as Δt. The time step interval is an ESP-r 

specified parameter, one of the parameters obtained via the common variable block/data (see 

appendix A). 

 The iterative process begins by establishing a convergence criterion that compares difference 

between initial temperature, at time t, of the PCM and its new temperature, after time (t + Δt),  

to10-7 (Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury, 2014) and setting up a solution loop that stops 

upon its satisfaction. The energy equations representing energy, and heat flow, are solved for 

each PCM cell at end of iteration time interval, Δt, after which new set of thermo-physical 

properties are determined for the PCM. Convergence test is carried out at the end of the 

processes, which are either repeated, if criterion is not satisfied, or stopped (the loop ends) so 

that the algorithm proceeds to the next steps if convergence criterion is satisfied. Figure 4.10 

is a diagrammatic representation of the model’s solution process starting from after 

determination of which state variable to be calculated or is being processed. In the diagram, 

the state variable determined is assumed to be energy, that is ISTATS is equal to 1 (see 

Figure 4.9). 
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Figure 4.10: Model code execution flow chart after determining for which state variable to 

calculate value of ISTATS. 

 

4.2.2.3 Model Output 

Upon convergence, the code proceeds to determine new thermal properties for the PCM, 

which represent properties after elapsed time, (t + Δt), These new properties are utilised to 

generate outputs from the models. As discussed earlier, the state variable to be processed by 

the plant matrix processor is determined from the state variable checks and informs the 

choice of state variable for which solutions are obtained during source code execution. This 

in turn, informs the choice of output state variables. 
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The state variables output from the plant models’ source codes are employed for building 

each plant model’s sub-matrix equation sets and for inclusion in the overall plant network 

matrix equation. They (outputs) are designated COUT(1), COUT(2) and COUT(3). As 

explained earlier, they represent the self-coupling (or future time dependent) coefficients, the 

cross-coupling (future time independent) coefficient and present-time coefficient, 

respectively, of the matrix equations. The designations are the same regardless of which state 

variables are requested by the matrix processor. 

The models also generate outputs relating to the amount of heat absorbed and released by the 

phase change materials from and into the heat transfer fluid. These are outputted into the 

system’s plant results database as additional outputs via common variables. 

4.2.2.4 The thermal storage Battery 

The thermal storage battery model, as discussed in chapter 3, is modelled as a shell-and-tubes 

heat exchanger, with the PCM contained in the shell serving as the second heat transfer fluid. 

The model design is not rigid and could take up any shape or characteristics desired with a 

few adjustments to some of the equation sets and expressions. The shell in this case was 

modelled as cylinder using radial symmetry and discretisation. Therefore, adjustments would 

be necessary for conformity to the chosen shape or configuration.  

The source code is written in a way that information about characteristic dimensions is 

specified by user during model set up. They are, in this design, for a cylindrical shell and 

tubes heat exchanger. List of these information is given in figure 4.7 and described in section 

4.2.1.3. The plant model requires to be contained and can be contained within a zone.  

4.2.2.5 The Fabric Integrated Thermal Store 

The fabric integrated thermal storage slab was modelled as a rectangular block of PCM with 

water tubes interspersed at intervals within it (details in chapter 3). It is designed to be 
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inserted into the building fabrics, within walls, floors or ceilings in specified zones of the 

building model, which informs the type of containment (that is environment) the user can 

select or chose during model set up. One of the checks performed by the static 

code/subroutine ensures that the thermal store is placed in a solid structure/material. 

The information about characteristic dimensions, specified by user during model set up, are 

those of a rectangular block and only the length and breadth can be specified. The list of 

parameters is depicted in Figure 4.8 with description in section 4.1.2.3. The size of the 

thermal storage slab cannot, however, exceed the dimensions of the surface, or material 

wherein it is contained. Thickness of the slab is specified within the code as dependent on the 

containment material’s thickness and although it is insulated, properties of the insulation 

material has been written into the codes as with the thickness. So, component data displayed 

for editing at program interface does not include insulation material properties.  

Temperature data about the thermal store’s surrounding, utilised for the simulation, are those 

of the containment material. These values are utilised for code/program initiation regardless 

of the results of checks conducted at onset of code execution (section 4.2.2.1). The output 

parameters are similar to the ones discussed in section 4.2.2.3. 

4.3 Summary 

The deployment and integration of the thermal store models into ESP-r has been discussed. 

Some explanation and description of the plant matrix processor was done, highlighting the 

process for developing sub-matrix and overall matrix equation sets for a plant network within 

ESP-r. The procedure for deploying new plant models into the programme was also 

enumerated, followed by details of the plant models’ source code’s integration and execution 

during system processing/simulation. 
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The chapter concludes with a brief discussion of differences between the two (2) models with 

regards to structural characteristics, and communication with ESP-r about input and output 

variables and parameters. 

The proceeding chapter will focus on discussing the procedures and results of validation and 

other verification processes carried out for the models. 
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Chapter 5 

MODEL VERIFICATION AND VALIDATION, 

AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

5.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses methods, procedures and results of determination of validity, 

functionality and sensitivity tests of the source codes employed for the model. 

Validation was carried out by comparing results from running simulations of the model with 

results reported in publications while it was verified by comparing results from manual 

computation/calculation from model equations with results from running model with the 

ESP-r simulation machine. Its sensitivity to changes in values of some parameters (constant) 

utilised in writing the source code, like grid size and convergence criteria, was carried out by 

altering their values and assessing impact on model performance and output. 

 

5.1 Verification and Validation of Numerical Model 

Validation and verification are integral parts of model development processes as they are 

means by which concerns about accuracy of the results the model produces are addressed. 

According to Sergent (2013), model verification implies “ensuring that the computer 

program of the…model and its implementation are correct” while model validation is the 

“substantiation that a model, within its domain of applicability, possesses a satisfactory 

range of accuracy consistent with [its] intended application” (Sergent, 2013). Department of 
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Defence (1998) (in Cook & Skinner (2005)) also define validation as “the process of 

determining the degree to which a model or simulation is an accurate representation of the 

real world from the perspective of [their] intended use, and verification as the “process of 

determining that a model or simulation implementation accurately represents the developer’s 

conceptual description and specification”. Thus, a model is valid if it can be established that 

it is accurate within the ‘acceptable range of accuracy’ that is required for its intended 

purpose (Sergent R. G., 2013) and verified if it is established that it ‘has been developed 

using sound and established software engineering techniques’ (Cook & Skinner, 2005). 

Validation and verification are important to numerical models because they are 

representations of actual systems and processes, and are developed using equations and 

expressions that predict, in most cases, ideal and perfect situations and conditions that may 

not exist in nature, or that change and vary at rates hard or impossible to predict. In the 

context of model development, the concept can be divided into four processes or stages, 

conceptual model validation, computerized model verification, operational validation and 

data validity. 

5.1.1 Model Verification and Validation Processes/Stages 

Conceptual model validation involves establishing that the theories and assumptions that 

form the basis for a model are correct and the model reasonably represents the problem 

entity for the intended purpose (Sergent, 2009). 

Verification of the computerized model entails assuring that the conceptual model is 

correctly programmed by a computer and properly implemented. 

Operational validation determines that outputs from the model falls within a satisfactory 

range of accuracy acceptable for its intended purpose. 
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Data validity implies ensuring adequacy and correctness of all data required for developing, 

evaluating, assessing, and experimenting with, or on, the model. 

 

5.2 Model Verification Methods 

Model verification entails determining correctness and accuracy of the computer program and 

its implementations. Basically, testing to ensure that the model does what it is designed to do, 

for example, determine changes in temperatures and enthalpies of a substance as it absorbs or 

releases energy. Therefore, verification implies testing to certify that the underlying theories, 

equations and assumptions are accurate to within acceptable limits and that the algorithm 

(computer program) is properly written and structured. 

This can be done by applying one of two approaches, or methods, static or dynamic testing 

(Fairley (1976) in Sargent (2014). Static testing involves empirical assessment and analysis 

of the computer program by structured walkthroughs, correctness proofs, and program 

structure and properties examination (Sergent, 2009) while dynamic testing entails executing 

the computer program under various conditions to determine whether the computer program 

and its implementations are correct (Sergent R. G., 2013). 

Dynamic testing employs several methods/approaches, some of which are beyond the scope 

of this work or not intended for the type of model developed. The methods/approaches that 

are applicable here are discussed below.  

Debugging – Test conducted on models’ codes/algorithms to check for the presence of bugs. 

It involves writing, or including, command lines/statements in the models’ codes instructing 

print out or production of outputs for some of the parameters/variables computed during 

execution of the codes at certain points within the algorithm, or stages during execution, other 

than the final output. These statements have no role/function in the code other than to check 
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its behaviour. The outputs can later be examined for correctness and accuracy, to within 

expected limits. 

Tracing – Similar to debugging, in that it is also used to check for bugs in models’ codes.  It 

requires the use of tracing and debugging tools, programs, that through increased visibility, 

analysis, and testing, analyses code/programs for presence of bugs. Examples of these are 

forcheck, gdb debugger, TotalView for HPC, Froglogic Squish, Sentry, etc. Most are 

available for a price while only a handful are free. Forcheck and the gdb debugger were 

employed for analysing the present models’ source codes. 

Consistency Testing – Involves running simulation of the code being tested to check 

whether results produced by the model for a set of input parameters are similar to results 

produced for another set of input parameters whose effect on the system are similar to the 

former. Although a negative outcome from this test does not always suggest modelling errors, 

they provide opportunities for either better understanding of the model, if the outcome can be 

explained, or the need for further investigation and analysis. 

 

5.3 Model Verification Tests and Results 

Both static and dynamic verification tests were carried out for the models’ codes. While 

results of every verification test cannot be feasibly reported in this writeup, like results of the 

static tests and some of the dynamic tests, the ones that can be reported are discussed below. 

All errors identified during initial static tests, debugging and tracing tests were corrected and 

the models were tested again and verified by re-running simulations. Subsequently it can be 

reported that the codes and their implementation are correct and accurate for the intended 

purpose. The reports below refer to dynamic tests. 
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5.3.1 Consistency test  

Consistency test for the models was done by running one of the codes under null conditions. 

This entails equalising all the temperatures values for the PCM cells, surrounding and HTF 

inlet so that both external (input) and internal (initial) conditions are equal and there is no 

heat input or withdrawal from the PCM during simulation. The results of PCM temperatures 

and HTF outlet temperatures are plotted against simulation time. Two (2) tests were 

conducted, one (1) for a temperature below phase change temperature (PCM solid) and the 

other for a temperature above the phase change temperature (PCM liquid). Properties of the 

PCM were set in accordance with its phase during each test. 

 

Figure 5.1: Temperature profiles for null test - T = 25oC 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 are plots of simulation results from the models for temperatures 25oC 

(PCM is solid) and 75oC (PCM is liquid), respectively. The profiles show average heat 

transfer fluid stream temperature (stream_T) and temperatures of the PCM block divided into 

three (3) sections designated Inner_pcm, Mid_pcm and End_pcm, representing PCM 

innermost section (closest to heat transfer fluid), middle section and section farthest from the 

heat transfer fluid respectively. As can be seen from the figures, all temperature values 

remain relatively unchanged throughout the test. 
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Figure 5.2: Temperature profiles for null test 2 - T = 75oC 

 

Another consistency test was done by running the models with different types of PCM and 

under charging and discharging conditions. Water was used as heat transfer fluid circulated at 

mass flow rate was 0.0167 kg/m3. Total simulation time was 350 min with charging during 

the first 170 minutes and discharging during the remaining 180 minutes. Table 5.1 contains 

properties of the phase change materials and heat transfer fluid used for the tests. The two (2) 

PCM used were paraffin wax and paraffin_53 whose properties were obtained from Himran, 

Suwono, & Mansoori (1994) and Inaba & Tu (1997) respectively. Each was charged by 

setting HTF inlet temperature to a temperature 27K above its higher phase change 

temperature and discharged by setting HTF inlet temperature to a temperature 28K below the 

lower phase change temperature while maintaining surrounding temperatures at the discharge 

temperature. 

Table 5.1: Properties of PCMs and HTF used for consistency tests. 

 Properties 

 Parffin_53 Paraffin wax HTF 

Melting temp (oC) 53 43-56 - 

Specific Latent heat of fusion(J/kg) 164000 266000 - 

Specific heat capacity (sol) (J/kgK) 2130 2950 - 

Specific heat capacity (liq) (J/kgK) 2620 2510 4187 

Thermal conductivity (sol) (W/mK) 0.28 0.24 - 

Thermal conductivity (liq) (W/mK) 0.19 0.24 0.58 

Density - Sol (kg/m3) 978 818 - 

Density - Liq (kg/m3) 795 760 1000 
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Figure 5.3: PCM temperature profiles – consistency test results 

 

Figure 5.3 is the plot of PCM temperature plotted against time. Both plots show similar 

profiles. This is despite the differences between the PCM properties, one of which changes 

phase at a single temperature. The implication being that the results produced by the model 

for both set of input parameters (PCM properties and charging and discharging temperatures) 

are similar, showing consistency of the model.  

5.3.2 Dynamic Test – ESP-r vs Computational Analysis  

A further dynamic test was done by implementing the models in the ESP-r building energy 

simulation system, being the system for which they are designed, and running simulations of 

building models with the thermal stores in the plant networks and comparing simulation 

result with results from executing model codes outside of the software.  

The building model employed for ESP-r simulation testing was a training model of two 

rooms linked by a corridor called ‘cellular_hires’ (Figure 5.4), obtained from the software’s 

database. It was developed with a plant network containing an air source heat pump, two (2) 

domestic hot water radiators and the PCM Thermal storage battery. 
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Figure 5.4: ESP-r test building model – ‘cellular_hires’ (ESP-r database) 

 

Plant control strategy for the air source heat pump to operate freely was applied and 

simulation was run over a one-day period. The free running/operation setting for the heat 

pump was adopted to obtain a series of heat input into network over various periods of the 

day as the pump switches on and off, and to observe and assess charging and discharging of 

the PCM thermal store.  

Since interaction of the models with ESP-r is via heat transfer fluid (models produce 

coefficients utilised by the engine to determine temperature of models’ water node), results of 

PCM thermal store’s nodal temperature (that is water stream temperature at thermal store 

node) extracted from the simulation results were compared with HTF stream temperature 

determined computationally from model energy equations and correlations. Computational 

determination was done by developing a computer algorithm for processing the energy 

equations and generating outputs of the heat transfer fluid temperatures and executing using 

the same water (HTF) inlet temperatures, mass flow rate and simulation time interval utilised 

for simulating the building model in ESP-r. 
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Figure 5.5: Percentage variance of HTF stream temperatures determined computationally 

from water node temperatures obtained from ESP-r simulation 

 

Figure 5.5 is a plot of percentage variance of HTF stream temperature determined 

computationally and water node temperature obtained from ESP-r simulation of building 

model containing thermal store. It is an indication of how much computationally determined 

HTF stream temperatures varies from thermal store water node temperatures obtained from 

ESP-r simulation results. A percentage variance of zero indicates that the temperature values 

are equal, positive values indicate that computationally determined temperatures are higher 

than those from ESP-r while negative values indicate the reverse. 

As shown in the diagram, percentage variance values are greater than zero at beginning of 

simulation and for a length of time afterwards indicating that HTF temperatures obtained 

from computational results were higher than those obtained from ESP-r simulation. It is 

unclear why this is the case. The figure also shows distribution of the percentage variance 

above and below the zero line, with more above the line, for the rest of the simulation/testing 

period. Maximum percentage variance was 0. 269% while the minimum percentage variance 

was -0.175%. This result is consistent with expectations because simulation in the software 

(ESP-r) involves processing of many other components’ codes, the building, its zones, 

components and associated plants alongside the thermal store model in contrast to the 
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computational analysis involving an isolated and individual code. Closeness of the 

temperature plots/result, as shown by the very small percentage variance, indicates close 

agreement between the results and sufficiently demonstrates and verifies accuracy of the 

formulae and equations employed for the models. 

 

5.4 Model Validation 

As mentioned earlier, model validation implies testing to ascertain that a model is, within its 

domain of applicability, accurate in its representation of actual systems. There are several 

methods or techniques employed for validating numerical models, some of which are not 

applicable for present models type or require data that could not be accessed. One that is 

applicable and feasible is comparison with/to other validated model(s). This method entails 

comparing various results of the model to results of other (similar) numerical or analytical 

models, or physical models/systems that have been previously validated. This technique is 

applied for validating the PCM thermal stores and discussed below. 

5.4.1 Validation Test and Results 

Results from running simulation of the numerical codes for the shell-and-tube PCM heat 

store was compared with results reported by Hosseini et al. (2012), Hosseini, Rahimi, & 

Bahrampoury (2014) and Seddegh, Wang, & Henderson (2016) for a double pipe heat 

exchanger containing PCM in the annulus. The shell-and-tube PCM heat store was developed 

with the same thermo-physical properties for both the PCM and heat transfer fluid, heat 

transfer fluid flow properties and physical characteristics of the heat exchanger as those 

reported in the reference materials. The analysis was also carried out within the same time 

frame, following the order and timing for charging and discharging of the systems. 
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5.4.1.1 Reference Systems and Material Description 

Hosseini et al. (2012) and Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury (2014) reported on 

development and testing/analysis of both numerical and experimental models of a double 

pipe heat exchanger with PCM in the annulus. The physical model is a 1m long horizontal 

cylinder, the shell, which contains the PCM, with inner and outer diameters 85 mm and 87.5 

mm, respectively. It has an inner copper tube, 22 mm in diameter, through which water flows 

to exchange heat with the PCM. The central copper tube is connected at different times 

during the experimentation to two water flow loops, hot water flow loop for charging and 

cold water flow loop for discharging. The entire system was insulated with 60 mm thick glass 

wool and RT50 paraffin was the PCM employed for the study. Properties of RT50 and heat 

transfer fluid, water, are listed in table 5.2. 

Table 5.1: Properties of PCM and HTF obtained from Hosseini et al (2014) 

 Properties 

 PCM HTF 

Melting temp (oC) 45-51 - 

Specific Latent heat of fusion(J/kg) 168000 - 

Specific heat capacity (sol)(J/kgK) 2000 - 

Specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 2000 4187 

Thermal conductivity (sol)(W/mK) 0.2 - 

Thermal conductivity (liq) (W/mK) 0.2 0.58 

Density - Sol (kg/m3) 780 - 

Density - Liq (kg/m3) 780 1000 

 

 

They charged the system by connecting to the hot water flow loop maintained at 70 °C and 

flowing at 0.0167 kg/s for 150 min and discharged by switching to the cold water flow loop, 

which was maintained at 25 °C, flowing at same flow rate for 180 min. They repeated the 

experiment for HTF inlet temperatures of 75 °C and 80 °C, at same flow rate and lengths of 

time, and at the same discharge temperature, flow rate and elapsed time. Surrounding 

temperatures were maintained at the cold water loop temperature of 25°C. 
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The numerical model they reported was set up with similar dimensions, employing the same 

PCM and simulated under the same HTF charging and discharging conditions as the 

experimental model for comparison. They also conducted charging only and discharging only 

tests and for both experimental and numerical models by charging the PCM for 150 minutes 

with inlet water temperatures 70, 75 and 80 °C and discharging for 180 minutes from initial 

temperatures of 70, 75 and 80 °C, and did comparisons of PCM temperature profiles from 

both tests. 

The models reported by Seddegh, Wang, & Henderson (2016) are similar to that described 

above with the same physical dimensions and they used the same phase change material, 

RT50, and heat transfer fluid, water, for their assessments. They also circulated the heat 

transfer fluid at the same flow rate of 0.0167 kg/s. They, however, charged their system by 

circulating hot water at constant temperature of 85°C through the inner tube for 330 min 

while maintaining surrounding temperature at 20°C. Their numerical model was similarly set 

up with the same dimensions and physical characteristics as their experimental model, and 

they used the same PCM and ran simulations under the same HTF conditions.  

5.4.1.2 Result Discussion – Comparison with Results Reported by Hosseini et al, 2012 and 

Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury (2014) 

The shell-and-tubes PCM thermal store model was set up with same dimensional 

properties/characteristics as the experimental model in both reference materials. Applying the 

same PCM properties, simulations were also run under the same conditions and HTF flow 

properties as reported in each report. Effective PCM temperature was plotted against time for 

continuous PCM charging and discharging test and charging and discharging only tests. 

Results were afterwards compared with plots of numerical and experimental tests reported by 

the authors. 
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Figure 5.6: Average PCM temperature for present model compared with results from 

Hosseini et al. (2012) and Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury (2014) 

 

Figure 5.6 to 5.8 are plots of average PCM temperatures plotted against time from results of 

present study for the continuous charging and discharging tests, and the charging only and 

discharging only tests alongside similar plots of temperature profiles for continuous charging 

and discharging, experimental and numerical analysis, and the charging only and discharging 

only tests, numerical, reported by Hosseini et al. 2012 and Hosseini, Rahimi, & Bahrampoury 

(2014). 

Figure 5.6 (continuous charging and discharging tests) shows close resemblance and 

agreement between temperature profiles of present study and reference material. The three 

temperature profiles have similar pattern and layout. Profile for present study (model) show a 

closer resemblance to temperature profiles of experimental model from reference material 

during the early part of the discharging process. The graphs are reflective of the temperature 

profile of a phase change material that is heated from a temperature below its phase change 
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temperature to one well above it and that is releasing heat when cooled from a temperature 

above its phase change temperature to one below it. 

The few differences between plots of present study and those of reference material can be 

attributed to the different assumptions made in formulating and developing the numerical 

models (these have already been discussed in chapter 3). Also, according to the authors, 

“overall average temperature [for the experimental test] … is calculated using sixteen 

thermocouples” positioned at various locations within the PCM block. They gave no 

indication as to the method adopted for determining same for the numerical test. Average 

temperatures for the present study were obtained by summing up all cell temperatures and 

averaging over the entire block. 

It is obvious from Figure 5.6 that neither present study nor reference numerical study has 

100% agreement with experimental results (from reference). Differences between results of 

the present numerical study (and those of reference numerical), though small and within 

acceptable limits, are attributable to several factors. These include instrumental and random 

errors, measurement and human errors, in relation to experiments, and a combination of 

factors like mesh/grid size, convergence process and model assumptions that have impact on 

results from numerical model. While concerted efforts were made to tailor present numerical 

models along those of the reference material, not enough information was provided with 

regards to the experimental model to inform assumptions for the modelling. 

For the charging only tests reported by Hosseini  et al. (2012) and Hosseini, Rahimi, & 

Bahrampoury (2014), heat transfer fluid inlet temperature was set to charging temperatures 

70 °C and repeated for 75 and 80 °C HTF inlet temperatures, with initial PCM temperature of 

25 °C and simulations were run for the model for 150 min charging time. Discharging tests 

was done by setting heat HTF inlet temperature to 25 °C while PCM initial temperature was 
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set to 70 °C and repeated for 75 and 80 °C and simulated for 180 min discharge time. HTF 

mass flow rate for both tests was 0.0167 kg/s. 

The average PCM temperatures from results of the tests were plotted against time and 

compared with similar plots from reference material. They are show in figures 5.7 and 5.8.  

  
Figure 5.7: Comparison of reference (Hosseini  et al., 2012; Hosseini, Rahimi, & 

Bahrampoury, 2014) and present model PCM temperature profile - charging only  

  
Figure 5.8: Comparison of reference (Hosseini  et al., 2012; Hosseini, Rahimi, & 

Bahrampoury, 2014) and present model PCM temperature profile - discharging only. 

 

The figures show closeness between plots of present study and those of reference material, 

indicating close agreement between the results and models. 

5.4.1.3 Result Discussion – Comparison with Results Reported by Seddegh et al., (2016) 

Charging tests reported by Seddegh et al., (2016) was duplicated in present model by setting 

heat transfer fluid inlet temperature and mass flow rate to 85 °C and 0.0167 kg/s, 
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respectively, initial PCM temperature to 20 °C and running simulations for 330 min 

(charging time). Average PCM temperatures from results were similarly plotted against time 

and compared with similar plots from reference material and show in figures 5.9. 

As shown in the figure, the plot of temperature profile from results of present study has 

similar profile as those from the reference material, showing an almost perfect alignment at 

the second half of the process. This is an indication of close agreement between the results 

and models. 

  
Figure 5.9: Comparison of reference (Seddegh  et al., 2016) and present model PCM 

temperature profile - charging only. 

 

Agreement between present numerical, as well as results of reference numerical study, and 

reference experimental results, as shown in Figure 5.9, is equally less than 100%. Design of 

the numerical model for testing was based on information provided by the authors and they 

were followed with adherence. 

 

5.5 Sensitivity Analysis 

Sensitivity analysis is a means by which effect of different values of an independent variable 

on a dependent variable can be assessed under specific set of assumptions. Another way to 
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put it would be to say that sensitivity analyses study how various sources of uncertainty in a 

mathematical model contribute to the model's overall uncertainty (Investopedia, 2020). It is 

an important tool in model building and result communication as it gives essential insights 

into the model’s behaviour, its structure and response to changes in inputs (Borgonovo & 

Plischke, 2016; Confalonieri et al., 2010), thereby providing information regarding its 

stability, robustness and performance. Sensitivity analysis is employed to quantify the 

importance of each of the model’s parameters (inputs) on system. 

Since all inputs for the present models represent structural and thermo-physical properties of 

the system, there is an expectation that changes in their values should produce changes in 

system output, or performance. There are, however, other parameters that also exert some 

influence on the result outputs and system performance but not in the same way as the 

properties. Their influence (if any) would be indirect, relating to the simulation process, and 

running and execution of the models’ codes, and in turn, accuracy of result outputs. Such 

parameters include simulation time, time step, number of iteration steps (or loops), discrete 

cell (or grid) size and iteration convergence criterion. These are typically constants and have 

fixed values at beginning of simulations.  

Appropriate choices of these parameters are necessary for obtaining accurate results within a 

reasonable computational time frame (Boettinger & Banerjee, 2015). In order to understand 

what influence these parameters may have on system performance and form a basis for the 

choice and determination of their values, and to test robustness and stability of the source 

codes and algorithms, sensitivity analyses were carried out for the models against variations, 

or alterations in the values and magnitude of some of these parameters. This was 

accomplished by running series of simulations of the models while altering the values of the 

parameters and comparing results of heat transfer fluid stream temperatures and time taken 

for each code/program to execute.  
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As described and explained in chapters 3 and 4, the model codes are made up of two parts. 

One part, the main code, simulates the entire PCM heat storage system and links the model to 

the ESP-r platform while the second part, a sub-code withing the main code, simulates PCM 

melting process and response to heat input and output to and from it. Virtually all of the 

inputs for the main code are derived from ESP-r, which also determines/controls parameter 

values for the number of iterations, total simulation time and iteration time interval/step. 

These parameters cannot be specified within model codes. Subsequently, only parameters 

relating to the sub-code are analysed for sensitivity of the codes to changes. These are the 

discrete cell, or grid, sizes and convergence criterion. 

To assess impact of these parameters on model output/performance each model was 

simulated, and results are afterwards plotted against the various values chosen for each 

parameter. PCM and heat transfer fluid properties in table 5.2 were employed for the 

simulations. Heat transfer fluid inlet for charging and discharging were 80 °C and 25 °C, 

respectively. Simulations were run for 30 and 15 min, charging and discharging times, 

respectively, and results recorded for HTF outlet stream temperatures and program execution 

time. 

5.5.1 Discrete cell size 

Discrete cell is the representative volume of the model wherein local equilibrium is (assumed 

to be) achieved at a time scale comparatively shorter than computational time step. The value 

of a field quantity within each cell is assumed to be representative of the average over the 

model. The size of the cell for the shell-and-tube PCM heat exchanger was determined by 

dividing the heat exchanger by whole numbers, grid factors, along the radial (radius) and 

axial (length) axes to obtain cells with dimensions dr and da for the shell-and-tubes heat 

exchanger while the PCM wall slab was divided along its height, length and thickness, that is, 

the x-, y- and z- axes, to obtain cell dimensions dx, dy and dz. 
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5.5.1.1 The Shell-and-Tubes Thermal Store 

Assessment of the PCM shell-and-tubes heat/thermal store model’s sensitivity to cell/grid 

size was conducted by running simulations for thermal store with two  different inner tube 

and shell diameters. One had inner tube and shell diameters of 0.0254m and 0.5m, 

respectively while inner and shell diameters of the other system were 0.022 and 0.185m 

respectively. Both were 1m long. 

Radial grid sizes were varied by dividing thickness of annulus by different grid factors 

between 2 and 20 to obtain radial cell dimensions, dr, between 0.003m and 0.03m and axial 

grid sizes were varied by dividing the exchanger length by axial grid factors between 10 and 

100 to obtain axial cell dimensions, da, between 0.01 and 0.1m. These produced cells/grids 

ranging from 20 to 2000. 

Simulations of the models were run with HTF charging and discharging temperatures of 80 

°C and 25 °C respectively. Total run time was 30 minutes with charging done in the first half, 

15 minutes, and discharging in the second 15 minutes. Results of HTF outlet temperature and 

time taken for computer to execute the code, execution time, was recorded for analysis. 

 
Figure 5.10: HTF exit temperature for different dr - Heat storage battery. 
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Figure 5.11: HTF exit temperature for different da - Heat storage battery. 

 

Results show that the model output is unaffected by changes in size of the grid, i.e., lengths 

of dr or da (Figures 5.10 and 5.11). This agrees with Abolghasemi, Keshavarz, & Mehrabian 

(2012) and Benmoussa, Benzaoui, & Benmoussa (2017). The only impact of reducing the 

grids is how long it take to run the model, simulation time. The finer the grid, the longer the 

program execution time (Figures 5.12 and 5.13). The implication of these is that size of the 

grid does not impact performance of model in any way and the choice is based on 

expenditure of computational time. 

 
Figure 5.12: Plots of program execution time against dr – Heat storage battery. 

 

Figure 5.13: Plots of program execution time against da – Heat storage battery. 
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It was also observed during the tests that small number of cells/grids results in PCM 

temperature plot profile that assume a ‘staircase’ shape rather than a smooth curve as shown 

in Figure 5.14. Reason for this phenomenon was explained by Alexiades & Solomon (1993) 

who suggested 80 as minimum cell/grid number to obtain a smooth PCM temperature plot 

profile. However, smooth temperature profile was achieved with number of cells/grids above 

125 (see figures 5.15a and b). 

 
Figure 5.14: Plot PCM temperature against time for small number of cells/grids showing 

'staircase’ profile 

 
(a)       (b) 

Figure 5.15: Plot PCM temperature against time showing progression from 'staircase’ to 

‘smooth’ profile. 

 

It has been shown that the cell number (or size) has no impact on output, or performance of 

model. The smaller cell number, and bigger cell size only has impact on the smoothness, or 

otherwise, of the plot/diagram of the results. 
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5.5.1.2 The Fabric Integrated PCM Thermal Store 

Similarly, the PCM wall thermal store was assessed for its model’s sensitivity to cell/grid size 

by running simulations of slabs with a thickness of 0.075m, length 0.5m and height 1.0m. 

The slab was divided by grid factors between 10 and 60; 6 and 20; and 2 and 7 along the x-, 

y- and z- axes respectively, to obtain dx, dy and dz between 0.0167 and 0.1; 0.0045 and 

0.016; and 0.01 and 0.04 respectively, and cell/grid number between 60 and 840. 

Simulations of were similarly run with HTF charging and discharging temperatures of 80 °C 

and 25 °C, respectively for total run time of 30 minutes, split between charging and 

discharging times. System was charged during the first 15 minutes and results of HTF outlet 

temperature and program execution time was recorded for analysis. 

 
Figure 5.16: Plot of program execution time against dy – PCM wall slab 

 
Figure 5.17: Plot of program execution time against dz – PCM wall slab 
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Like findings from analysis of the shall-and-tube heat store model, reducing grids only led to 

increasing simulation time.  Results also show that changes in sizes of dy and dz have very 

little, negligible, impact on model output, as depicted in figures 5.16 and 5.17 which are 

profiles of program execution times plotted against grid lengths dy and dz. Figure 5.18 shows 

simulation time remaining relatively constant between dz equal to 0.015 and 0.02 m.  

It was observed, however, that the model shows significant sensitivity to changes in grid size 

along the x-axis, dx (figure 5.18). As shown in the figure, the profiles coalesce as dx is 

reduced below 0.033m.  This suggests that reducing dx below 0.033m does very little to 

refine the results. 

 
Figure 5.18: HTF exit temperature for different dx – Fabric integrated PCM slab, 

 

5.5.2 Convergence Criterion 

Convergence criterion is the condition set/used to establish and verify convergence of a 

sequence of iterations. While the criterion is unsatisfied iterative process is repeated 

continually and only stops upon its satisfaction. It is important when developing numerical 

algorithms for solving non-linear equations employing either the explicit or implicit time 

integration schemes to have criterion for terminating processes/iteration loops (Lindfield & 

Penny, 2019) and an optimum value is needed to be set/determined in order to obtain accurate 

solutions in a reasonable time (Boettinger & Banerjee, 2015). 
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As discussed in chapter 3, the Gauss-Seidel iterative method was employed for solving the 

energy balance equation for PCM melting and determination of PCM properties at time (t+1). 

The method employs a process of repeated iteration until convergence criterion is satisfied. 

This implies solving equation 3.113 (chapter 3) until maximum absolute value of difference 

between the PCM temperatures before and after elapsed time is less than a constant 

(tolerance). Summarily, a sensitivity analysis of the model was carried out to assess effect of 

changes in this constant on outputs and obtain an optimum value. This was done by analysing 

simulation time and result output with respect to the criteria. 

 
Figure 5.19: HTF exit temperature for different convergence criteria 

 
Figure 5.20: Simulation time against convergence criteria 
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Figure 5. 19 is plot of HTF exit temperature profile over simulation time while figure 5.20 is 

plot of program execution time against convergence criteria. The former shows no impact by 

convergence criteria on output while the latter shows that any criterion below 0.001 results in 

unnecessary consumption of computational power.  

5.5.3 Discrete End cell/node Interaction – Fabric Integrated Thermal Store 

A further assessment was carried out for the wall PCM slab on account of the simplification 

method adopted for the model (chapter 3). This relates to the PCM-tube-PCM sandwich that 

was adopted for simplifying the model. Only one such sandwich, as representation of the 

slab, was modelled with number of tubes employed as scaling factor withing the model code.  

pcm pcm

Slab middle cells

Containment wall

Containment wall

 
Figure 5.21: Representation of PCM slab middle cell interaction 

pcm

Slab end cells

Containment wall
 

Figure 5.22: Representation of PCM slab end cells interaction 

 

The implication being that condition of PCMs at either ends of the slab were subject to 

different conditions and interaction in comparison to PCMs at middle of slab. Discrete end 

cells for sandwich, PCM-tube-PCM, at middle of slab have interactions with other PCM cells 
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on all sides (except for cells at each face, which interact with containment wall) while 

discrete end cells for sandwich at either ends of slab have interactions similar to those at the 

middle except on one side, the side farthest from HTF tube (Figures 5.21 and 5.22), where 

interaction is with containment material.  

Purpose of this analysis is to assess impact, if any, of this disparity/difference on results from 

the model. This was accomplished by developing two variants of the model codes, with each 

variant modelled with discrete end cells to have the two types of interactions, and installing 

into ESP-r. Two plant networks each comprising a heat pump, two domestic radiators and 

water pipes for connection, were developed for the ESP-r training building models described 

in section 5.4.2 and shown in Figure 5.6. Each plant network was fitted with each one variant 

of the PCM wall thermal store model and simulations were run for the building model 

separately with each of the thermal store model variant. 

Results of nodal temperatures and containment surface temperatures for both model variants 

were obtained from simulation results, plotted against time for comparison. These are shown 

in Figures 5.23 – 5.25. 

  
Figure 5.23: Comparison of nodal temperatures 
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Figure 5.24: Nodal temperature difference between model 1 and model 2 

  
Figure 5.25: Containment surface temperature difference between model 1 and model 2 

 

As shown in the figures, impact of the difference end cells (node) interactions on nodal 

temperature or temperature of containment surface is very small, quite negligible. This is 

expected given that total size of the end cells/nodes is very small in comparison to overall 

size of the thermal store. 

 

5.6 Summary 

In this chapter, the methods and procedures for verifying and validating the PCM thermal 

store models, as well as the results of the processes have been discussed. The models were 

verified using structured walk throughs, debugging and consistency tests while validation was 

accomplished by comparing results from simulating them with results reported of models of 

similar phase change thermal storage systems in journals. These reports discussed tests of 
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both experimental and numerical models and the comparisons show very close agreement 

between them and the PCM thermal store models. The models were also assessed for 

sensitivity to changes/variations in values of some of the parameters that represent constant 

inputs in the numerical codes, as well as for possible impacts the choice of model 

configuration (for the PCM wall thermal store only) would have on the performance. 

The tests and analysis show that the models’ computer programs and their implementation 

are correct and that they possess satisfactory range of accuracies that are consistent with their 

intended applications. 

The next chapter will focus on case study tests to assess the potential application of the 

models vis-à-vis the assessment of energy saving potentials of deploying phase change 

material based thermal storage systems in domestic space and water heating applications. 
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Chapter 6 

CASE STUDIES WITH BUILDING MODELS  

6.0 Introduction 

This chapter focuses on demonstration of the thermal store models. It describes study 

methodology and approaches for deploying and testing the models with an aim to highlight 

possible areas of application as well as assessment of effectiveness of deploying such systems 

for domestic heating (and cooling) applications such as shifting heating system operations 

from peak to off peak energy demand period and for reducing system’s energy consumption, 

energy cost and CO2 emissions. 

As part of push towards achieving its goal of 80% reduction in CO2 emissions by year 2050, 

the UK's government has placed emphasis on electrification of its energy systems 

(Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2010; Wilson, et al., 2013), focussing attention 

on electric vehicles and replacement of gas driven technologies with heat pumps for space 

and water heating (Quiggin & Buswell, 2016; Protopapadaki & Saelens, 2017). 

With deployment of heat pumps in individual homes regarded as one of the primary 

objectives to achieving this aim (Critoph & Metcalf, 2019), there are potential problems 

associated with deployment of large number of heat pumps on the electrical grid (Love, et al., 

2017; Arnold, 2016) that will ultimately require mitigation. These include black out 

occasioned by excessive demand peaks and the inability of the system to effectively achieve 

instantaneous supply-demand balancing (Quiggin & Buswell, 2016), network instability and 

a host of other problems related to low voltage distribution and supply (Navarro & Ochoa, 
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2014), some of which includes network current surge, equipment damage, electrocution and 

fire outbreaks (Moldovan, Damian, & Georgescu, 2017). 

One of the ways to address these problems is employing energy storage, which can help with 

managing loads, flattening load profiles and smoothening out energy demand peaks and 

fluctuations (Münster & Lund, 2007). These results are achievable if operation of the heat 

pumps is manipulated to shift their running/operation periods/time away from peak energy 

demand periods to off-peak energy demand periods (Muruganantham et al., 2010). 

Assessment and analysis of this load shifting potential, as well as cost and energy saving 

benefits, using the PCM based thermal energy storage systems, which employs the PCM 

thermal storage models developed herein, with heat pump powered heating systems forms the 

basis for the case studies described below. Details of tests and analysis of the results from 

two case studies will be discussed. 

Case study 1 assesses performance of the thermal storage battery and the fabric integrated 

thermal store models and investigates their application as latent heat energy storage systems 

employed for back shifting heat pump operation (and energy consumption) away from peak 

to off-peak energy demand periods. The heat storage battery and the fabric integrated thermal 

store were deployed with heat pump powered water and space heating systems for assessment 

and comparison with heating systems employing no thermal storage. The heat storage battery 

was deployed for storing and delivering heat to the heat transfer fluid (water) employed for 

supplying heat to both domestic water heating and space heating systems while the fabric 

integrated thermal store was deployed within walls and floors and employed for space 

heating only.  

Case study 2 conducts a comparative analysis of performance between systems employing 

latent heat thermal energy storage systems and heating systems employing sensible heat 
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thermal energy storage systems. The thermal storage battery was compared to a water-based 

sensible heat storage system using conventional hot water storage tank (system) for space and 

water heating while the fabric integrated thermal store was compared to active walls and floor 

integrated sensible heating systems using thermal mass construction materials.  

The analyses were carried out using a pre-developed ESP-r archetype model of a 2-storey 

semidetached building employing an air source heat pump-based water and space water 

heating system. The same building model was employed for both case studies but with 

different plant network/systems for each case study and heating systems. Details of the 

building and plant systems are given in following sections.  

Different plant networks representing the different types of heating systems were applied to 

the building model. All the plant networks contain an air source heat pump, domestic hot 

water tank, connecting pipes, flow dividers and converging valves and flow control valves. 

Individual zones domestic hot water radiator sizes were determined based on the sizes and 

volume of the zones, with radiator in the living room, tagged ‘liv’ zone, which is the largest 

zone, being the largest. 

One plant network was equipped with the heat storage battery to depict water and space 

heating system with latent heat thermal storage, another was fitted with a conventional buffer 

(hot water storage) tank to represent the same type of heating system but with sensible heat 

thermal storage. The third plant network was fitted with a set of the fabric integrated thermal 

stores, installed within the walls, to represent space heating system with active wall 

integrated latent heat storage while the fourth network was fitted with a set of the fabric 

integrated thermal stores, installed within floors, to represent space heating system with 

active floor integrated latent heat storage system. The fifth plant network contained no heat 

storage system and served as a control. 
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The fabric integrated thermal store model is equally useful for assessing sensible heat fabric 

integrated thermal stores. All that is required is to substitute properties of sensible heat 

materials for the PCM properties. So, the same plant network, and components, employed for 

the latent heat system were used for the sensible heat systems after substituting the PCM 

properties. 

The simulations were run using weather data for Glasgow, longitude and latitude 55.9oN and 

4.1oW, respectively, in year 2017 and during the three  winter months of December, January 

and February. The heating systems were evaluated for impact on heat pump performance 

with regards to effectiveness in meeting water and space heating requirements and energy 

consumed by the heat pump to supply the heating requirement, as well as total heat energy 

supplied to the zones and total energy cost for the heating, and CO2 equivalents of the energy 

consumed by heat pump to provide heating for dwelling. The cost of electricity was 

determined from electricity pricing, tariffs, obtained from Bulb Energy Limited (2020) while 

CO2 emissions were estimated using conversion factors from Department for Business, 

Energy & Industrial Strategy (2020). 

6.1 System Description 

6.1.1 Building Model 

6.1.1.1 Model Description 

The building model is a single-story semi-detached house, reflective of UK housing stock. 

This type of building houses about 32% of the UK's population (Atkin, 2017) and makes up 

23% of households in Scotland, according to 2011 national census (National Records of 

Scotland, 2018).  The building contains two identical houses that are mirror images of each 

other. Each house is made up of two floors with two hallways (one on each floor) connected 
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by a stairway. The bedrooms and bathroom(s) (at least one of each) are located on the top (or 

first) floor while the living room and kitchen are located on the ground floor. 

The model used is a pre-developed ESP-r architype model with nine separate 

spaces/enclosures, referred to as zones, obtained from ESP-r archives/database. The zones are 

the two bedrooms, one living room, one bathroom, one kitchen, one equipment room, the 

roof and the two hallways, upper and lower hallways, (the upper hallway includes the 

stairway). It has a total floor area of 130.395m2 spread over three levels, the ground and 

upper floors, and the roof space. A sketch of the building model is shown in figure 6.1 while 

a description of the sizes of individual zones is given in table 6.1. 

Table 6.2: Size description of individual zones 

Zone tag 

Floor area 

(m2) 

Volume 

(m3) 

Bathroom bath 5.25 13.1 

Bedroom_1 bed1 17.625 45.5 

Bedroom_2 bed2 14.01 35.2 

Equipment equip 3.3 7.28 

Hallway hall1 12.57 12.7 

Kitchen kit 5.25 13.1 

Living room liv 27.36 68.4 

Roof roof 42.5 51 

Upper hallway up_hall 2.53 18.2 

 

The model bears a close resemblance to actual architectural representation of a real building 

and adequately replicates its thermodynamic behaviours. It comprises detailed representation 

of the building’s geometry, fabric/construction materials, and air leakage characteristics. It 

also entails component-based heating system and control strategy representation as well as 

details of occupants and equipment heat gains, and hot water draw profiles. 
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Figure 6.1: Sketch of a semi-detached house/building. The ESP-r model represents one half 

of the building. 

 

6.1.1.2 Building Construction and Properties 

According to Hong et al. (2011, 2013) a thermally efficient building is necessary for the 

amount of thermal storage required to shift operations of a heat pump from peak to off-peak 

energy demand period to be practical. Subsequently, the construction components chosen 

from the ESP-r construction database for all external walls of the building model were code 

compliant wall assumed for Scotland SBEM equivalent construction component. It is an 

eight-layer composite wall with combined U-value less than 0.17 W/m2K. This is the 

maximum U-values for building insulation envelopes for Scotland, given in the 2019 building 

standards technical handbook for domestic buildings published by Local Government and 

Communities Directorate (2019). Component for the floors is parquet slab-on-grade floor 

over concrete slab with XPS insulation. It is a nine-layer composite with combined U-value 

of 0.17 W/m2K. In order to meet the Scottish standard U-value of 0.15 W/m2K (Local 

Government and Communities Directorate, 2019), thickness of one of the layers of XPS 
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insulation was increased from 1m to 1.50m. The roof is a ten-layer passive house low slope 

roof with cellulose fibre insulation and service void. 

6.1.2 Occupancy 

6.1.2.1 General Occupancy for Dwelling 

The building model is assumed to be occupied by a family of three, comprising two adults 

(parents) and one teenage child. Although this number of occupants is slightly higher than the 

national average household size of 2.3 persons estimate from the 2011 UK Census (Office for 

National Statistics, 2011), estimates from Office for National Statistics - Labour Force 

Survey (2019), indicates that households occupied by a couple and one dependent child make 

up the largest proportion, about 43.68%, of households occupied by families with dependent 

children in the UK. They are the third largest category of households (with regards to number 

of occupants), after households with single and two occupants, for the year 2019. Also, 

teenage children make up 35% of children in households in Scotland (figure 6.2) (National 

Records of Scotland, 2015). 
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Figure 6.2:  Household composition for dependent children by age, Scotland, 2011 (National 

Records of Scotland, 2015) 

 

The dwelling is assumed to be occupied between 12:00 am – 8:00 am and between 4:00 pm – 

12:00 am on weekdays, and between 12:00 am – 10:00 am and between 4:00 – 12:00 am on 

weekends and holidays. 

This assumption differs from findings reported in the Time Use Survey, UK (Gershuny & 

Sullivan, 2017) for weekdays, wherein periods of absence from homes were determined as 

being between 09:00 am – 5:00 pm for weekdays, but is the same as the occupancy scenario 

proposed by Yao & Steemers (2005) for households with three occupants who work full time. 

There is, however, agreement with the Time Use Survey occupancy figures for weekends 

occupancy. 
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Figure 6.3: Average occupancy for couples and parents by employment status (Gershuny & 

Sullivan, 2017) 

 

The adopted scenario assumes that the adult occupants work full time, between 9:00 am and 

5:00 pm, on weekdays and would have been out of the house at least an hour before 09:00 am 

and most likely not return until at least an hour after 5:00 pm. This is in agreement with the 

proposed occupancy scenario by Yao & Steemers (2005) which correlates with the average 

occupancy probability data from the Time Use Survey (Gershuny & Sullivan, 2017) for 

couples and parents by employment status (Figure 6.3). There is low occupancy probability 

around 8.00am and 5.00pm, when both couples and, both parents are working (blue solid and 

dashed lines of Figure 6.3). 

Their teenage child, being of school age, is also most likely to leave the home at about the 

same time on weekday mornings but return around 4:00 pm, except during holidays, which 

tallies with the periods of absence from the house in scenario suggested by Yao & Steemers 

(2005). Pictorial depiction of the general occupancy scenario employed for the research and 

that of the UK Time Use Survey are shown in Figure 6.4. Active occupancy is represented by 

yellow colour, beige represents dormant (sleeping) occupancy while red represents absence 

from the dwelling. 
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Figure 6.4 Occupation (general) and Off-peak energy demand period 

Active occupancy for weekends is the same as in the Time Use Survey, between 12 am and 8 

am in the mornings but different for weekdays mornings as the time is moved forward by one 

hour to obtain the same two hours active occupancy period before the occupants leave the 

dwelling, that is 12am – 7am for the Time Use Survey but 12am – 6am for present (research) 

scenario. The evening times are the same for both scenarios, 11pm – 12am. 

6.1.2.2 Zonal Occupancy 

Occupancy scenarios were developed for individual zones during the occupied periods and 

utilised for setting individual zone/plant control and heating strategies for all the zones. 

Bedrooms 

While the UK Time Use Survey data gives indication of how much time people spend 

indoors and away from homes, it says nothing about which rooms of the house time is spent. 

And there is very little report on how time is spent in specific rooms within dwellings save 

the work of Khajehzadeh & Vale (2015) who discussed the results of a survey of households 

in New Zealand to determine length time people spend in each of the rooms of their houses. 

Because their sample size was very small, they admitted that “the findings are mostly 

indicative”. Nevertheless, they reported 8.5hrs as average time spent by respondents in 

bedrooms. This falls within the recommended sleep time of 7 – 10 hours for adults (Mayo 

Foundation for Medical Education and Research (MFMER), 2020) and teenagers (Bruck, 
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2006). Coupled with the time of presence in the home from the UK Time Use Survey and the 

adopted scenario of 14 hours, this suggests that the largest proportion of time spent indoors 

are spent in bedrooms and probably for sleeping. Subsequently, occupancy scenarios for the 

two bedrooms, bed1 and bed2 zones, for weekdays, were based on a combination of the 

findings reported by Khajehzadeh & Vale (2015) and personal experience and family 

dynamics. 

The ‘bed2’ zone/room is assumed to be the teenage child’s room and assumed occupied 

during periods they are present in the dwelling except for short periods in the mornings, late 

afternoons and evenings, possibly to get meals from the kitchen or spend time with the rest of 

the family in the living room. ‘Bed1’ is assumed occupied when at least one of the parents is 

present, which, again based on personal experience, is during the night, mornings and 

immediately after return from work (5.00pm and 6.00pm) and late in the evenings between 

9.00pm to 11pm (Figure 6.5). 

Living Room and Kitchen 

Reports on time spent in living rooms and kitchen is also scares. The report by Khajehzadeh 

& Vale (2015) was vague on the subject, combining both rooms into a category. But Lloyds 

Bank (2013) reported 3.8 hrs as average time spent in living rooms and 1.6 hrs as average 

time spent in kitchens. The idea of combining the two rooms into a category as done by 

Khajehzadeh & Vale (2015) and personal experience suggest that there are overlaps between 

time spent in each of the two rooms. Therefore, the same occupancy was adopted for both 

zones for all day types. The profile was derived from the BREDEM heating regime (version 

8) for living rooms (Building Research Establishment (BRE), 2014) with slight adjustment 

due to disparities between the duration and times of the heating regime and time of absence 

from dwelling given in the UK Time Use Survey (Gershuny & Sullivan, 2017) for weekends 

as well as the adopted scenario for weekdays. The BREDEM heating regime assumes that the 
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living room is heated for 9 hours on weekdays, between 7am and 9am and between 4pm and 

11pm, and for 16 hours on weekends, between 7am and 11pm (continuous) (Anderson, et al., 

2010). This agrees with time of absence from dwelling given in the UK Time Use Survey 

(Gershuny & Sullivan, 2017) for weekdays but contradicts the weekend timings of absence 

from dwelling given as 9am – 4pm. Subsequently, morning occupancy for both rooms/zones 

are assumed to be one (1) hour on weekday, between 7.00am and 8.00am, two (2) hours on 

weekends and holidays, between 8.00am and 10.00am while evening occupancy are between 

4pm and 11pm for weekdays, weekends and holidays. 

Bath and Hallways 

Due to inability to predict what times and period the bath and two (2) hallways are occupied 

without the use of occupancy models which is not available for this work, zero occupation 

was assumed for them. Nevertheless, radiator settings and heating control for the three (3) 

zones were set to supply heating when the dwelling is occupied, which is when at least one 

on the occupants is indoors. Figure 6.5 is a pictorial depiction of individual zone occupancy 

scenarios. 

 
Figure 6.5: Occupancy scenarios for the bedrooms, kitchen and living room - WD, SA, SU 

and HD stand for weekdays, Saturdays, Sundays and holidays respectively 
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6.1.3 Plant Network/Heating System 

6.1.3.1 Plant Networks 

Figures 6.6, 6.7 and 6.8 are representations of the three basic types of plant networks (heating 

systems) adopted for the case studies. They show the primary components and connections 

with the radiator assemblies. Figure 6.6 is the plant network for heating system containing the 

PCM thermal stores, while Figure 6.7 is the plant network for heating system containing 

buffer/hot water storage tank (sensible heat thermal storage) and Figure 6.8 is plant network 

for heating system with no thermal storage, employed as control. 
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Figure 6.6: Plant network (with PCM thermal store) 
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Figure 6.7: Plant network (with buffer/hot water storage tank) 

The fabric integrated thermal stores are installed (embedded into walls and floors) in 

designated zones. The details of the installations in walls (surfaces) and rooms (zones), are 

given in relevant sections, and plant network diagram (4 PCM slabs) is shown in Figure 6.19. 
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Figure 6.8: Plant network with no thermal storage (control) 

 

A circulation pump is installed in all plant networks with thermal stores for the purpose of 

circulating hot water through the system when the heat pump is off. It is placed immediately 

after the heat pump. 

The basic primary components, present in all plant networks, are the air source heat pump, 

the domestic hot water tank, hot water radiators and a stochastic plant representation of hot 

water usage/draw. These are discussed in more details below. All components are 

linked/connected by ESP-r models of water pipe, flow diverging and converging valves and 

flow control valves. 

6.1.3.2 Air Source Heat Pump 

Heating requirements for the dwelling is provided by an air source heat pump, denoted ASHP 

in the Figures. The ESP-r model of air source heat pump is described in Kelly, Tuohy, & 

Hawkes (2014). Following recommendation of a 1kW heating requirement for every 10m2 of 

floor area by BoilerGuide Limited (2020), a heat pump with nominal thermal output of 9.0 

kW was selected for the tests for total floor area of 87.895m2. Its average coefficient of 

performance is 2.8. 

6.1.3.3 Domestic Hot Water Tank 

The domestic hot water tank is employed for supplying hot water usage for the dwelling. This 

is “a common setup in the UK” ( (Kelly, Tuohy, & Hawkes, 2014) for heating systems 
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supplied by heat pumps. It is heated indirectly by the heat pump through an internal water 

heating coil by heat pump, and from which hot water is drawn for domestic use. The 

domestic hot water tank is represented in ESP-r by a stratified tank model described by 

Padovan & Manzan (2013). It has a capacity of 300 litres, being approximate size for a 

household of 3 – 5 persons (Sarbu & Sebarchievici, 2017). 

6.1.3.4 Hot Water Draw 

Hot water draw from the domestic hot water tank over time is determined via a hot water 

draw model in ESP-r based on the work of Jordan & Vajen (2005) which was included in all 

the plant networks. Table 6.1 list parameters assumed for the hot water draw (plant) model. 

Daily hot water draw was put at 100 litres. Although this value is a little less than the 

estimate given by Energy Savings Trust (2013) for the UK and higher than the 30 litres per 

person per day suggested by Sarbu & Sebarchievici (2017), it agrees with Kelly, Tuohy, & 

Hawkes (2014). 

 

Table 6.3: Parameters employed for domestic hot water draw calculations. 

Main draw configurations    
Nominal daily hot water draw (l) 100  

Seasonal variation of hot water draw (%) 10     
Phase shift of seasonal variation (W/K) 28     
Number of holiday periods 3     

      
Fraction of draw at specific times 

Draw period start time (hr) 00:00 06:00 09:00 16:00 23:00 

Fraction of daily draw taken in period (%) 10 50 5 30 5 

      
Specification for draw types  

 Basin Appliances Bath Shower  
Fraction of daily draw for this type (%) 14 36 10 40  
Draw volume flow rate (l/min) 1 6 12 8  
Flow rate standard deviation (l/min) 2 2 1.67E-02 5.00E-02  
Nominal duration (min) 1 1 10 5  
Draw weekday probability modifier (-) 1 1 0.7 1  
Draw weekend probability modifier (-) 1 1 1.4 1  
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6.1.3.5 Hot Water Radiators 

Seven domestic hot water radiators are installed, one in each zone except the equipment and 

roof zones and provide heating to the dwelling from heating system. The two node models of 

domestic hot water radiator in ESP-r were employed for the radiators. Each is fitted with flow 

control valves, also ESP-r plant models, which regulate flow of hot water through them in 

response to temperature of the zones/rooms. 

6.1.4 Zone and Plant Control 

6.1.4.1 Air Source Heat Pump Control 

Operation of the air source heat pump is controlled by a thermostatic control switch that 

switches it off or on in response to the temperature of water in the PCM thermal storage 

battery for plants networks/heating systems with same thermal store. The switch responds to 

temperature of the living room, zone ‘liv’, for all other plant networks/heating systems.  

Following assumptions in BREDEM for heating demand room dry bulb temperature of 21oC 

(Building Research Establishment (BRE), 2014; Shipworth, et al., 2010) and the observation 

by Huebner, et al.( 2013) of a heating demand temperature of 20.58oC and average room 

temperature of 19.52oC, an upper and lower zone/room temperature setting of 22.5oC and 

19.5oC, respectively, similar to the suggestion of Kelly, Tuohy, & Hawkes (2014), was 

adopted. So, the heat pump is switched off when zone temperatures rise above the upper 

setting and switched on when they fall below the lower setting. 

For plant network/heating system containing the thermal storage battery, the upper and lower 

melting temperatures of the phase change material, that is 51oC and 45oC, respectively, was 

used as the upper and lower limit for setting the thermostatic control switch. 
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6.1.4.2 Domestic Hot Water Tank Temperature Control 

Water flow through the radiator assembly for all types of plant network/heating system was 

controlled by one thermostatic flow control valve (labelled ‘TRV_rad’ in Figures 6.6 – 6.8). 

It was set to maintain temperature of water in the domestic hot water tank between 43oC and 

45oC, and to give it priority over the radiator assembly, following methodology described by 

Kelly, Tuohy, & Hawkes (2014). This is a general control strategy for all test models that 

ensures that maintaining temperature of water in the domestic hot water tank between this 

range (on/off control with dead band of 10oC) is prioritised. This was accomplished by 

setting ‘TRV_rad’, to shut off flow to the radiators when water temperature in the hot water 

tank falls below the lower limit so that 100% of flow is diverted to the hot water tank.  

6.1.4.3 Domestic Radiator Control (Zone Temperature Control) 

Hot water flow into each of the seven domestic hot water radiators, and heat delivery to the 

zones, was controlled/regulated by individual valve components that mimic the action of 

thermostatic radiator valves/water flow control valves to maintain zone temperatures between 

upper and lower zone temperature setting established earlier at 22.5oC and 19.5oC. 

6.1.4.4 Circulation Pump Control 

The circulation pump’s operation is also controlled by a thermostatic control switch that was 

set to allow operation only during the occupied periods, and in response to dry bulb 

temperature of ‘bed2’ zone, switching it on and off when temperatures go outside the19.5oC 

and 22.5oC range. 

6.1.5 Simulation Period, Model Location and Weather 

Simulation year was set for 2017 using generic UK weather data obtained from ESP-r climate 

file database and location of the building was set as Glasgow, UK (55.9N and 4.1W). 
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All simulations were run during the winter months of December, January and February, 

which contain the coldest period of the simulation year. This is spread over a 3 day period, 

starting from 3:00 pm on the 7th through to 2:00 pm on the 9th of January, with minimum 

and maximum ambient temperatures of -6.4oC and 2.2oC, respectively (Figures 6.9 and 6.10).  

 
Figure 6.9: Weather graph for simulation year 

 

 
Figure 6.10: Weather graph showing boxed portion of figure 6.9. 

 

6.2 Case Study 1 – Application for Shifting Heating Energy 

Demand from Peak to Off-Peak energy Demand Period.  

The PCM heat storage battery stores heat using phase change material as heat storage 

medium.  It was proposed as an analysis tool for assessing effectiveness of employing such 
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systems for shifting heating energy demand away from the peak demand period to the off-

peak demand period, as well as energy cost and CO2 emission reduction. Subsequently, a 

series of tests were carried out to examine this effectiveness (or lack thereof), as well as 

demonstrate the benefits of incorporating the models into the ESP-r software for the purpose 

of analysing performance of buildings that deploy PCM based thermal energy storage 

systems. 

In order to assess and investigate the performance and application for energy load shifting, 

the types of heating systems described in section 6.1.3.1 were simulated using the building 

model described in section 6.1.1, that is, a semidetached house with nine zones and whose 

plant network contains the main/common components, an air source heat pump, domestic hot 

water tank, seven domestic hot water radiators, connecting pipes, hot water circulation pump, 

flow dividers and converging valves and flow control valves.  

All heating systems with thermal storage were set to operate only during the off-peak energy 

demand period for the economy 10 energy tariff while system with no thermal storage was 

set to operate only when there is heating demand from/by the zones of the building, which are 

only during the occupied periods. The heating system with no thermal storage was afterwards 

set to operate only during the off-peak energy demand period of the economy 10 energy tariff 

for a second simulation to establish a baseline duration for heating requirement for the 

dwelling and to determine size of heat/thermal energy storage material requirement. 

Simulation results were analysed for performance assessment by determining and comparing 

energy consumption and cost, as well as CO2 emissions for each type of heating system. 
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6.2.1 PCM Heat Storage Battery 

6.2.1.1 Strategy for determining size of PCM storage/Base Case. 

To estimate size of thermal storage required to augment the heating system for it to 

adequately meet both hot water and space heating demands of the dwelling, building was 

simulated with the base case plant network (no thermal storage). The general plant and zone 

control strategies described in 6.1.4 were employed and the heat pump was set to operate 

during the occupied periods. The heat pump supplies heat on demand for the dwelling and the 

simulation was run over the winter months of December. January and February to capture the 

winter period. This was tagged test 1. 

The maximum heating demand for the dwelling was obtained from simulation results and 

extrapolated over a day to determine maximum daily energy required to supply heating to the 

dwelling. This was employed to determine the mass, and volume, of thermal storage required 

to augment the ASHP.  

PCM properties in table 6.3, obtained from Rubitherm Technologies GmbH (2018), were 

used for the simulations. The material was chosen because its lower phase change 

temperature, 45oC, is equal to the upper temperature limit for water in the domestic hot water 

tank. This was to ensure the thermal storage can deliver heat to water in the domestic hot 

water tank. Volume of PCM employed for the latent heat thermal storage was estimated as 

3.135 m3. It was contained in the shell of a shell-and-tubes heat exchanger 2.0 m tall with 

1.55 m inner shell diameter, containing 631 tubes of 0.0254 m diameter through which heat 

transfer fluid flows. 

Table 6.4: Properties of PCM used for analysis. 

Property description Values 

Melting temp range (oC) 45-51 

Specific Latent heat of fusion(J/kg) 168000 

Specific heat capacity (sol)(J/kgK) 2000 

Specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 2000 

Thermal conductivity (sol)(W/mK) 0.2 
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Thermal conductivity (liq) (W/mK) 0.2 

Density - Sol (kg/m3) 880 

Density - Liq (kg/m3) 760 

 

6.2.1.2 Simulation of Model with PCM thermal Storage Battery 

The amount (mass) of PCM was determined from tests 1 above and the plant network was 

reconstituted to include the PCM heat storage battery (i.e., take the form of network type in 

figure 6.6). After setting the thermal store with specified dimensions and using properties of 

PCM listed in Table 6.3, simulations were run for the building model over the same winter 

months as for the previous test. This was tagged test 2. 

The general control strategy for the domestic hot water radiators’ flow control valves (section 

6.1.3.5) was adopted for the test, and the ASHP operations were restricted to the off-peak 

energy demand periods for economy 10 tariff with control strategy set to power on and off in 

response to temperature of the living room, zone ‘liv’. 

The operation of the circulation pump was also restricted to the occupied periods only, being 

able to work when the ASHP is in the off mode. This ensures that heat could be drawn from 

the thermal store, to utilise stored heat at any time during the occupied periods. It was set to 

respond to temperature in the living room, zone ‘liv’, powering on when zone temperature 

falls below 19.5oC and off when it rises above 22.5oC. 

Zone temperatures and air source heat pump energy data from simulation results were utilised 

to determine possible energy cost and mass of CO2 equivalent of emissions and compared 

with results from tests 1 for assessment. 

6.2.1.3 Results and Discussion 

Table 6.4 is a summary analysis of plant results from tests 1 and 2, for heating system with no 

thermal storage and heating systems with PCM thermal storage battery, respectively. The 

table shows average monthly energy cost, monthly energy consumption and CO2 equivalent 
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of emission, as well as total operating time for the heat pumps in both systems during each of 

the three simulation months.  

 

Table 6.5: Plant Result analysis and System comparison (PCM thermal store vs base case) – 

Monthly averages. 

 

Ave. daily run 

time (min) 

Ave. daily Energy 

use (kWh) 

Monthly energy 

cost (£) 

Ave. daily emission 

(kg of CO2 Equiv.) 

 No thermal storage 

Dec 307.23 8.39 50.67 1.96 

Jan 320.73 8.75 53.27 2.04 

Feb 292.89 8.03 44.46 1.87 

  

 With pcm battery 

Dec 247.73 6.74 26.71 1.57 

Jan 255.52 6.95 27.51 1.62 

Feb 241.91 6.60 23.67 1.54 

 

To supply heating requirement of the dwelling, heat pump in heating system with no thermal 

storage, operated only during the occupied periods (i.e., no load shifting, test 1), has a 

minimum daily average operating time of 292.89 minutes, consuming a minimum average of 

8.03 kWh of energy daily. This amounted to minimum monthly energy cost of £44.46 and 

1.878kg of CO2 equivalent minimum daily emission of. For the system with thermal storage, 

operated only during the off-peak energy demand period for economy 10 energy tariff (test 

2), the minimum monthly daily average heat pump operating time was estimated as 241.91 

mins, consuming energy at minimum daily average of 6.60 kWh, which is equates to 1.54 kg 

of CO2 equivalent minimum daily average emission, and an estimated monthly minimum 

energy cost of £23.67. 
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Table 6.6: Result Analysis and Summary findings (pcm thermal store and base case) 

 

Mean zone 

temp (oC) 

Max Heat 

Load (kW) 

Total heating 

delivered (kWh) 

Ave hot water 

temp (oC) 

Test 1 (no thermal store) 

Dec 19.25 4.8566 505.52 50.31 

Jan 19.21 4.738 525.57 49.89 

Feb 19.37 4.4609 377.47 49.13 

     

Test 2 (with PCM heat storage battery) 

Dec 19.24 6.1646 504.04 49.45 

Jan 19.20 6.143 525.03 49.12 

Feb 19.34 5.5508 376.36 48.56 

     

 

Summary of results for zone temperatures, maximum heating load, total heat delivered to 

meet heating requirements and average domestic hot water temperature for each month of the 

simulation period, are listed in Table 6.5. As shown in the table, maximum heating load (i.e., 

heating energy demand on heat pump) is higher for system with thermal storage relative to 

system with no thermal storage (base case) for each of the simulation month. This is due to 

the thermal store which represents additional demand on the heat pump. Also obvious from 

the table are the relative closeness of the mean/average monthly zone and hot water 

temperatures, and heating energy delivered to supply required heating for the dwelling by the 

two heating systems. The closeness of the mean/average monthly zone dry bulb temperature, 

hot water temperatures and heating energy delivered to supply required heating for the 

dwelling give indications that the system with thermal store, despite the increased peak 

heating load has capability to measure up to system with no thermal storage.  
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Figure 6.11: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – December 

 
Figure 6.12: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – January 

 
Figure 6.13: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – February. 

 

Comparison between the systems is displayed in Figures 6.11 to 6.16, which were plotted 

from simulation results. Figures 6.11 to 6.13 are comparison of heating supplied by the 

heating systems to each of the zones in response to heating requirement/demand in the zone 
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for each of the simulation month. Heat delivery to the zones by system with PCM battery is 

slightly lower than that supplied by base case system, particularly to the living room, zone 

‘liv’. The effect of the lower heat delivery is shown to be significant for all the zones as 

percentages of total simulation time zone dry bulb temperatures were maintained above the 

19.5oC mark, depicted in Figures 6.14 to 6.16, are lower in comparison with the base case (no 

thermal storage) system. Nevertheless, average zone temperatures for the dwelling in all the 

three simulation months are less than 19.5oC for both system (Table 6.5), and about 2% 

below for systems with thermal storage. 

 
Figure 6.14: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – December. 

 
Figure 6.15: % of period zone temp >=19-5oC – January. 
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Figure 6.16: % of period zone temp >=19-5oC – February. 

 

As explained in section 6.1.4.3, heating delivery to zones was controlled/regulated by 

individual valves to maintain zone temperatures between desired range. Also, individual 

zone/plant control valves setting were based on occupancy scenarios (section 6.1.2). So, the 

lower heat delivery to the living room, as shown in Figures 6.11 – 6.13, is due to the shorter 

occupancy for the zone (see Figure 6.5) in comparison to the bedrooms. Nevertheless, despite 

the higher peak heating load, the heating system with thermal storage was able to maintain 

temperatures of zones very close, comparatively, to system with no thermal storage, and 

doing so while operating only during the 10-hour off-peak energy demand period of the 

economy 10 energy tariff. 

Further assessment of operation and performance of the heat pump for the two heating 

systems was done by looking at a snapshot of the performance data for the coldest week of 

the simulation period, that is, 3rd to 9th January. The data examined were temperature of 

water in domestic hot water tank, dry bulb temperature of the living room, zone ‘liv’, and 

number of minutes the zone temperatures fell below the 19.5oC mark (unmet minutes), as 

well as percentage of total heating demand period this constitutes, based on the occupancy 

scenario adopted for the zone (section 6.1.2.2). These are shown in Figures 6.17 and 6.18 and 

Table 6.6. The living room was chosen for reference because it has the highest heating energy 
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requirement, as shown in Figures 6.11 – 6.13, while the domestic hot water tank chosen 

because the heating systems’ operations were geared toward provision of hot water for the 

dwelling, thus prioritizing maintenance of water temperature in domestic hot water tank at 

desired levels.  

 
Figure 6.17: Heating system comparison – Living room dry bulb temperature – PCM battery 

vs base case 

 

Figure 6,17 shows plot of dry bulb temperature of the living room, zone ‘liv’, for both 

heating systems over the coldest three (3) days of the simulation period (7th to 9th Jan), along 

with plot of ambient dry bulb temperature during the same period. As can be seen from the 

figure, the zone temperature plots are almost identical but for the shorter clusters at beginning 

of days 7 and 8 for system with PCM battery. This shows that although the results show 

system (with PCM battery) not measuring up to the base case system with regards to 

percentage of simulation period zone temperatures were above required range, as depicted in 

Figures 6.14 to 6.16, this does not indicate diminished ability to provide heating for the 

dwelling as temperatures were maintained above 19.5oC during most of the required, 

occupied, periods (for the living room). Unmet minutes, when zone temperature was below 
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19.5oC (shown in Table 6.6), for system with thermal storage was 1119 minutes, which is 

equal to 32.16% of the heating demand period for system with thermal storage, although less 

than 887 minutes and 25.49% of the heating demand period for system with no thermal 

storage.  

Table 6.7: Unmet minutes for living room zone (PCM battery vs base case). 

 No storage Pcm battery 

Time < 19.5 (min) 887.00 1119.00 

% of occupied period 25.49 32.16 

 

  
Figure 6.18: Heating systems comparison – Domestic hot water temperature during coldest 3 

days of simulation period (7 – 9, Jan). 

The difference in performance is also shown in Figure 6.18, which is plot of domestic hot 

water temperatures against time of the day for both heating systems. The system with thermal 

storage is clearly not as effective in maintaining temperature of domestic hot water within 

desired range, with temperature falling below the 43oC lower limit several times more 

compared to the base case system. These are however, for very short durations after the heat 

stored in PCM is depleted. According to Table 6.5, the heating system was able to maintain a 

minimum average domestic hot water temperature of 48.56oC all through the simulation 

period, which were the coldest periods of the year. 
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As revealed by Figures 6.11 – 6.18 and Tables 6.4 and 6.5, the heating system with thermal 

storage, whose operation is shifted to the off-peak energy demand period, is capable of 

meeting zones heating requirements comparatively to heating system with no thermal storage, 

operated during both peak and off-peak energy demand periods without back shifting. 

This demonstrates the effectiveness, or ability, of the thermal store to aid load shifting of 

heating systems operation, with possibilities for running the system entirely during the off-

peak energy demand period, as well as savings on energy cost and reduction in greenhouse 

gas emissions.  

It is obvious that the lower energy cost for system with thermal storage is attributable to its 

limited operation time, being constrained to operate within a ten hour period, 12:00 – 5:00 

am; 1:00 pm – 4:00 pm and 8:00 pm – 10 pm, aided by the PCM thermal storage battery. 

Outside these times/periods, the heat pump is off and heating demand is supplied from the 

heat stored in the thermal store. This also explains the lower performance with regards to 

percentage of time zone temperatures are maintained above 19.5oC in comparison to heating 

system whose operation was not restricted to the off-peak energy demand period (system 

with no thermal storage and no load shifting). 

 

6.2.2 The Fabric Integrated PCM Thermal Storage Slab 

Most applications for heating or cooling in buildings wherein PCMs are employed for 

thermal storage, they are used as passive systems. Reports detailing performance analysis and 

application PCM in passive systems include, among others, the works of  Kasaeian et al. 

(2017), Cui et al. (2017), Frigione, Lettieri, & Sarcinella (2019) and Berardi & Soudian 

(2018).There are also evidence showing PCM applications in active thermal storage systems, 
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but mostly with under floor heating (Kalnæs & Jelle, 2015; Whiffen & Riffat, 2013; Ansuini, 

Roberto, Giretti, & Lemma, 2011) but very little on application in building walls. 

The analysis discussed below is aimed at assessing performance of the fabric integrated heat 

storage model in application with building wall integrated heating system to determine 

effectiveness in load shifting applications. Like the analysis of system with the heat storage 

battery (test 2), the system performance will be assessed in terms of energy required to supply 

the heating demand of the dwelling, cost of the energy and energy equivalent amount of CO2 

emissions, comparing with heating system with no thermal storage (tests 1). 

6.2.2.1 Plant Network Development and Building Model Simulation 

The plant network of the building model employed for test 2, shown in Figure 6.6, was 

reconstituted and the PCM thermal storage battery was replaced with four fabric integrated 

thermal storage slabs for the wall installation and two for the floor installation. Four slabs 

were used because of limitations on the size of a single unit which must fit within wall 

construction while two were used for the floors because ground floor construction allowed 

more room for larger sized slabs. 

So, for the wall installation, one slab each was installed in one wall within each of the 

bedrooms and two within walls in the living room (network depiction shown in Figure 6.19). 

The two slabs for the floor installation were installed within the floor of the living room. 
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Figure 6.19: Plant network showing fabric integrated thermal store connections. 
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Each of the thermal storage slabs installed within walls was 3 m by 2 m by 0.1m, length, 

height and depth, respectively and are insulated by 0.03m. The slabs used for floor 

installation were each 3 m by 2.5 m by 0.15m, length, height and depth, respectively and are 

insulated by 0.08m of fibreglass wool insulation. Properties of PCM employed are those in 

Table 6.3. Reason for the PCM choice has been discussed. 

Plant control strategy adopted for the simulations also restricted operations of the heat pump 

to the off-peak energy demand periods for economy 10 energy tariff, and its thermostatic 

control switch was set to power on in respond to temperatures of PCM in the thermal store. 

Operation of the circulation pump was also restricted to the occupied periods only in response 

to temperature in the living room, zone ‘liv’, between the same temperature range, and the 

general control for the domestic hot water radiators, which were set to maintain zone 

temperatures between 19.5oC and 22.5oC, was applied. 

Simulations were run over the same three winter months for both types/versions of heating 

system and results were examined and analysed for zone temperatures, heating delivered and 

plant energy consumption, energy cost and mass of CO2 equivalent, and compared with 

results from test 1 and 2. The analysis for wall installation was tagged test 3 and floor 

installation analysis was tagged test 4. 

6.2.2.2 Results and Discussion 

Summary analysis of the heating systems’ performance, obtained from simulation results, 

tests 3 and test 4, are listed in table 6.7. Test 3 was simulation of heating system with PCM 

thermal storage in walls while test 4 was simulation of heating system with PCM thermal 

storage in floors. The table shows heat pump operating time, average energy consumption, 

energy cost and CO2 equivalent of emission during each of the three (3) simulation months. 
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Table 6.8: Plant Result analysis and Systems comparison (PCM slabs) – Monthly averages. 

 

Ave. daily run 

time (min) 

Ave. daily Energy 

use (kWh) 

Monthly energy 

cost (£) 

Ave. daily emission 

(kg of CO2 Equiv.) 

 With pcm in walls 

Dec 332.37 8.94 35.31 2.08 

Jan 311.11 8.37 33.09 1.95 

Feb 295.88 8.01 28.73 1.87 

  

 With pcm in floors 

Dec 275.26 7.49 29.66 1.75 

Jan 262.15 7.14 28.27 1.66 

Feb 252.84 6.89 24.75 1.61 

 

The heat pump for heating system with thermal store in walls was operational for a minimum 

daily average of 295.88 minutes, slightly higher than the 292.89 minutes for the base case 

system (Table 6.4), and minimum average daily consumption was 8.01 kWh, which is, 

however, slightly lower than 8.03 kWh for the base case system (Table 6.4). The mass of CO2 

equivalent emission is equal to that of the base case system, 1.87kg. These amounts to 

minimum monthly energy cost of £28.73, lower than £44.46 for the base case system. 

For the system with PCM thermal storage in floors, minimum monthly daily average heat 

pump operating time was estimated as 252.84 mins, minimum daily average energy 

consumption of of 6.89 kWh, which equates to 1.61 kg of CO2 equivalent minimum average 

daily emissions and an estimated minimum monthly energy cost of £24.75. This, in 

comparison with 292.89 min. operating time, 8.03 kWh minimum daily energy consumption, 

1.87 kg of CO2 equivalent emission and £44.46 monthly energy cost for the base case system, 

show considerable reduction in energy cost and emission.  

The lower cost of energy for these systems relative to the base case system is also due to the 

constrained operating period of ten (10) hours for the heat pumps (12:00 and 5:00 am; 1:00 

pm and 4:00p pm, and 8:00 pm and 10 pm), and the lower cost of energy during these 

periods, as observed with system with PCM battery. 
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Additional findings from the tests are given in Table 6.8, which contains summary results of 

mean/average zone dry bulb temperatures, maximum heating load, total heat delivered to 

meet heating requirements of dwelling and average domestic hot water temperature for each 

of the simulation months. 

Table 6.9: Result analysis and Summary findings (PCM slabs). 

 

Mean zone 

temp (oC) 

Max Heat 

Load (kW) 

Total heating 

delivered (kWh) 

Ave hot water 

temp (oC) 

Test 3 (with wall PCM slabs) 

Dec 19.2 5.4768 502.33 50.32 

Jan 19.17 5.3463 524.36 50.44 

Feb 19.31 4.7666 375.2 49.81 

     

Test 4 (with floor PCM slabs) 

Dec 19.21 5.8456 502.72 50.05 

Jan 19.17 5.3865 524.03 50.72 

Feb 19.32 5.5124 375.52 50.07 

 

Compared with summary results from test 1 (the base case) in Table 6.5, Table 6.8 shows a 

slightly lower heat delivery by both systems to meet heating demand by dwelling. This 

explains the lower average zonal temperatures relative to the base case. Also, the thermal 

storages introduced additional heating load on both systems, as depicted by the peak heating 

loads being higher than for the base case system. 

 
Figure 6.20: Heat delivered to meet zone heating requirement (December) 
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 Figure 6.21: Heat delivered to meet zone heating requirement (January) 

 
Figure 6.22: Heat delivered to meet zone heating requirement (February) 

 

Further comparison between the two systems (thermal storage in walls and floors) and the 

base case (no thermal storage) system is done with Figures 6.20 to 6.22, which are plots of 

energy delivered to each zone and Figures 6.23 to 6.25, which are plots of percentage of time 

zone dry bulb temperatures were maintained above 19.5oC over each of the simulation 

months. 

While the figures show small differences between the systems (with thermal storage) and the 

base case system (no thermal storage), they, nevertheless show how close the two heating 

systems came to meeting heating demands of individual zones in comparison with the base 

case system, notwithstanding the lower values for mean/average zone temperatures, lower 

total heat delivery and higher peak heating loads, relative to the base case system, as shown 

in table 6.8. 
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 Figure 6.23: % of time zone temp >19-5oC (December) 

 
Figure 6.24: % of time zone temp >19-5oC (January) 

 
Figure 6.25: % of time zone temp >19-5oC (February) 

 

This is indication that the systems with the thermal storage within building fabric, wherein 

heat pump was operated only during the off-peak energy demand periods, are capable of 

maintaining zone temperatures within desired levels for reasonable proportion of the time 

when compared to system with no thermal storage. 
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Comparative performance of the two heating systems relative to the base case systems is 

further emphasised with Figures 6.26 and 6.27, and Table 6.9, which represent a snapshot of 

performance data from simulation results for the coldest week of the simulation year, 3rd to 

9th January. Figures 6.26 and 6.27 are plots of dry bulb temperatures of the living room, zone 

‘liv’, and ambient temperatures, during the coldest three (3) days, 7th – 9th Jan, only and 

temperatures of water in domestic hot water tank respectively while Table 6.9 lists number of 

minutes the zone temperatures were below 19.5oC mark and the percentage of heating 

demand period they constituted. Both figures contain similar plots from the base case heating 

system. 

 
Figure 6.26: Heating system comparison – Living room dry bulb temperature – PCM slabs  

 

The plot shows that zone temperatures are clearly above 19.5oC during most of the occupied 

periods for the zone, showing ability of the heating systems, which were operated during the 

off-peak energy demand period, to maintain desirable conditions within the dwelling. Total 

unmet minutes for both systems (Table 6.9) are 1060 min, thermal storage in walls, and 1046 

min, thermal storage in floors, which make up 30.46% and 30.06% of heating demand 
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periods, PCM in walls and PCM in floors respectively. This contrasts with 887 min unmet 

minutes that make up 25.49% of heating demand period (table 6.6). 

Table 6.10: Unmet minutes for the living room (PCM slabs). 

 pcm in wall pcm in floor 

Time < 19.5 (min) 1060.00 1046.00 

% of occupied period 30.46 30.06 

 

 
Figure 6.27: Heating systems comparison – Domestic hot water temperature profile. 

 

Profile of the domestic hot water temperatures (Figure 6.27) show occasional momentary 

drops in temperatures below the 43oC lower limit for the heating systems with thermal 

storage. Nevertheless, hot water at temperatures above the desired level was available for 

most of the occupied periods for the dwelling. This further establishes that the heating 

systems can provide sufficient heating for the dwelling while operating only during the off-

peak energy demand period. It shows that application of the thermal storage (PCM) was 

effective in shifting energy consumption away from the peak energy demand period to the 

off-peak demand period with little compromise to heat delivery, zone temperatures 

maintenance withing desired limit and hot water availability at desired temperatures. There is 

also the added advantage of lowering energy cost and greenhouse gas emissions. 
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6.3 Case Study 2 – Comparison with Sensible Heat Thermal 

Storage Systems  

The PCM thermal storage systems employ PCM, a latent heat thermal storage material, for 

storing heat. One of the motivations for research into PCMs and other latent heat thermal 

energy storage systems is the possibility of employing them as substitute, or replacements for 

sensible heat thermal systems due, in large, to their higher thermal storage capacities or 

density over relatively small temperature ranges, allowing storage of more heat/energy per 

unit mass and volume. This implies smaller, lighter and more compact storage systems. 

Several authors have undertaken and reported on comparative analysis between systems 

employing latent heat thermal storage systems and sensible heat thermal storage systems 

(Foudhil et al., 2012; Wang, Faghri, & Bergman, 2012) with a consensus that in spite of some 

challenges with properties of some phase change materials, systems employing them still 

show considerable improved performance. 

Here, a comparison between the two (2) PCM thermal storage systems and comparable 

sensible heat storage systems was undertaken. The PCM heat storage battery was compared 

to conventional hot water storage system (buffer tank) while the fabric integrated thermal 

storage slab was compared to active thermal mass heat storage system with similar 

installation. 

Simulation of the sensible heating systems was accomplished using the same building model 

described in section 6.1.1. and reconstituting the plant networks to replace the latent heat 

thermal storage plants (systems) with comparative sensible heat storage plant (systems). That 

is, the PCM heat storage battery was replaced by hot water storage tank and the fabric 

integrated PCM thermal storage slabs were replaced by thermal masses. The results obtained 

from simulation of these models were analysed for energy consumed to provide heating for 
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the dwelling, energy cost and equivalent mass of CO2 emission, and compared to results 

obtained from earlier simulations of the latent heat thermal storage systems, tests 2, 3 and 4 

(section 6.2). 

While the analysis conducted here does not attempt to re-prove or validate a proven fact 

about performance of latent heat storage systems over sensible heat storage systems, it serves 

as a means of further validating the thermal storage models, showing conformity of their 

results with established findings and demonstrating their usefulness for the intended purpose. 

6.3.1 Hot Water Tank Storage Tank sizing 

A hot water storage tank, represented by a similar stratified tank model as the domestic hot 

water tank reported by Padovan & Manzan (2013), and similarly heated indirectly by the heat 

pump through an internal heating coil at its bottom, is employed for the study. Sizing of the 

tank was accomplished by estimating the volume of water that can store amount energy 

required to supply maximum heating energy demand by the dwelling (Table 6.4) obtained 

from test 1. This was estimated as 7.0 m3 to be contained in a water storage tank 2.75 and 1.8 

m in diameter 

6.3.1.1 Simulation of Model with Hot Water Storage Tank 

The general control for the domestic hot water radiators, maintaining zone temperatures 

between 19.5oC and 22.5oC, was again applied and the ASHP operations was restricted to the 

off-peak energy demand periods for economy 10 tariff, with its thermostat is set to respond to 

temperature in zone ‘liv’, so that it is powered on when value is below 19.5oC and off when it 

rises above 22.5oC. Operation of the circulation pump was restricted to the occupied periods 

also in response to temperature in zone ‘liv’ between 19.5oC and 22.5oC. Simulations were 

run for the model over the same winter months, December, January and February (tagged test 

5), and results were examined and analysed for zone temperatures, energy delivered and plant 
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energy consumption and energy cost and CO2 emission, and compared to results from test 2, 

heating system with PCM heat storage battery. 

 

6.3.1.2 Results and Discussion 

Analysis of plant results from simulation and comparison between the heating systems, 

deploying latent heat thermal storage (PCM thermal storage battery) and system deploying 

sensible heat thermal storage (hot water storage tank), is shown in Table 6.10. The table 

contains average monthly energy cost, monthly energy consumption, CO2 equivalent of 

emission and total operating time for the heat pumps in both systems during each of the three 

simulation months determined from simulation results.  

Table 6.11: Plant Result analysis and System comparison (PCM vs HWS) – Monthly 

averages 

 

Ave daily run 

time (min) 

Ave. daily Energy 

use (kWh) 

Monthly 

energy cost (£) 

Ave daily emission 

(kg of CO2 Equiv.) 

 With pcm battery 

Dec 247.73 6.74 26.71 1.57 

Jan 255.52 6.95 27.51 1.62 

Feb 241.91 6.60 23.67 1.54 

     

 With HWS 

Dec 252.03 6.82 27.02 1.59 

Jan 264.84 7.15 28.33 1.67 

Feb 243.11 6.62 23.73 1.54 

 

From the table, the heating system employing sensible heat thermal storage (water) is seen to 

have a slightly higher average daily minimum operating time, 243.11 min, consumes a little 

more energy, at minimum average of 6.62 kWh per day, is a bit more expensive to run, with 

minimum average monthly energy cost of £23.73. This is in comparison to system employing 

latent heat thermal storage (PCM) which operates at minimum average of 241.91 min per 

day, consumes energy at minimum average of 6.60 kWh/day and cost a minimum average of 
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£23.67 monthly to run. Both however, produce the same quantity of emission,1.54 kg of CO2 

equivalent. 

Table 6.12: Result Analysis and Summary findings from test 5 

 

Mean zone 

temp (oC) 

Max Heat 

Load (kW) 

Total heating 

delivered (kWh) 

Ave hot water 

temp. (oC) 

Dec 19.18 5.508 500.37 47.2 

Jan 19.13 5.4114 522.18 46.96 

Feb 19.32 4.9312 375.08 46.92 

 

Further summary and analysis of simulation results for model with hot water storage tank as 

thermal store only, is listed in Table 6.11. Comparisons between the two systems and the base 

case system are shown in Figures 6.28 to 6.33. 

 
Figure 6.28: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – December. 

 
Figure 6.29: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – January. 
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Figure 6.30: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – February. 

Figures 6.28 – 6.30 compare energy supplied by each system to meet heating requirement of 

each zone of the dwelling while Figures 6.31 – 6.33 compare percentages of simulation 

period zone dry bulb temperatures were maintained at and above 19.5oC. They show relative 

balance in performance between both systems with thermal storage, with each outperforming 

the other in equal number of zones. Both systems also performed comparatively well, overall, 

compared with the base case heating system (no thermal storage). 

 
Figure 6.31: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – December. 
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Figure 6.32: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – January. 

 

Figure 6.33: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – February. 

 

Comparative performance of the heating systems is further demonstrated in Figures 6.31 to 

6.33. Dry bulb temperatures of zones were maintained above 19.5oC for almost equal 

percentages of the time for all the zones and simulation months for both systems, except for 

the month of February when systems employing hot water as thermal store performed slightly 

better than system with PCM battery, almost at par with that of the base case system for most 

of the zones. This is, however, not indicative of the system’s superior performance in 

comparison with system employing PCM battery, as demonstrated earlier with Table 6.110 

and will be further demonstrated below. 
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Further analysis of plant results too focus on the week with lowest ambient temperatures 

during the simulation period, week beginning from 3rd to 9th of January, that is Figures 6.34 

and 6.35, plots of dry bulb temperatures of the living room (7th – 9th) and temperature of 

water in domestic hot water tank, show very close performance, as the zone temperature 

profiles, for systems with thermal storage, of Figure 6.34 are clearly indistinguishable except 

for the evening of day 8.  The visible dip in profile for system with hot water storage tank 

show its lower performance. Nevertheless, both systems still fall short of performance of the 

base case system. 

   
Figure 6.34: Heating system comparison – Living room dry bulb temperature – PCM battery 

vs HWS tank  
 

Table 6.13: Unmet minutes for living room zone (PCM battery vs HWS tank). 

 Pcm battery HWS tank 

Time < 19.5 (min) 1225.00 1237.00 

% of occupied period 35.20 35.55 

 

Unmet minutes for system with PCM battery was 1225 min, lower than unmet minutes for 

system with HWS tank, 1237 min, both of which equate to 35.2% and 35.55% of the heating 

demand period for system with thermal storage and system with HWS tank respectively. 
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Figure 35: Heating system comparison – PCM battery vs HWS tank. 

 

Figure 6.35 show the heating system with PCM battery as being also more effective at 

providing hot water in comparison with the hot water storage tank system. Both systems 

were, nevertheless, effective in maintaining hot water temperatures above the 43.5oC levels 

for most of the occupied periods. 

Overall, the system employing water as thermal, sensible, store show a lower performance in 

comparison with system employing PCM, latent, thermal storage. The superior performance 

of system with PCM battery can be appreciated more when the difference in size and bulk of 

both systems is taken into consideration. Water used for sensible heat thermal storage 

(estimated from maximum heating load estimate for base case system) was contained in a 

tank with height of 2.75 and diameter 1.8 m while the PCM employed for the latent heat 

thermal storage is contained in a tank 2 m in height and 1.55 m shell diameter. These results, 

and the distinct difference in the size of the hot water tank relative to size of the PCM battery, 

agree with established findings and conclusions (common knowledge) regarding comparison 

between heating systems employing hot water storage tanks for heat storage and heating 

systems employing phase change materials for heat storage. 
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6.3.2 Fabric Integrated Thermal Mass Storage Systems 

As at the time of concluding this research work, there are no active building wall integrated 

sensible heat storage systems in ESP-r. Subsequently, the fabric integrated PCM thermal 

storage slab model was employed for simulating thermal mass system integrated into walls 

and floors after substituting the properties of PCM (in the plant) with those of a construction 

material used for building walls and floors, obtained from ESP-r construction material 

database. 

The same property values were used for both solid and liquid material, and values chosen for 

the specific latent heat of fusion and melting (phase change) temperature used are fictitious, 

and very high, to ensure that the materials remain in the solid phase throughout the 

simulations. Thus, energy supplied through the air source heat pump would never be enough 

to raise temperature and heat energy content of the material beyond the level required for 

phase change. This way, heat energy can only be stored as sensible heat. 

Table 6.14: Properties of construction material used as thermal mass. 

Property description 
Values 

Wall Floor 

Melting temp range (oC) 1000 1000 

Specific Latent heat of fusion(J/kg) 1x1010 1x1010 

Specific heat capacity (J/kgK) 2930 840 

Thermal conductivity (W/mK) 0.19 0.41 

Density (kg/m3) 700 1200 

 

The material employed as thermal mass for wall integrated system is a single component wall 

construction material tagged ‘mass_part’ in ESP-r database while the material employed for 

floor installation is a concrete slab, one of the components of the slab-on-grade floor over 

concrete slab with XPS insulation used for floor construction of the building model (section 

6.1.1.2). Thermal properties of the materials are listed in table 6.13. 
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6.3.2.1 Simulation of Model with Thermal Mass Heat Storage in Walls 

The same building model, and plant network, employed for test 4 (section 6.2.2) was used for 

simulating building model with active wall integrated thermal mass heating system after 

editing properties of the PCM thermal storage slabs to reflect properties of the construction 

material listed under ‘Wall’ in table 6.6. The size and location of the components in each of 

the zones (rooms) remain the same (section 6.2.2) and the same plant control strategy was 

adopted, that is, ASHP operating during the off-peak energy demand periods for economy 10 

tariff and powering on and off in response to temperature in the living room, zone ‘liv’ 

between 19.5oC and 22.5oC. The circulation pump operation was also restricted to the 

occupied periods and the general control strategy for the domestic hot water radiators' flow 

control valves was adopted. The simulation, tagged test 6, was run over the same winter 

week, 3rd – 9th January and the result were examined and analysed for zone temperatures, 

energy delivered and plant energy consumption, energy cost and CO2 emission. 

6.3.2.2 Results and Discussion 

Table 6.15 Plant Result analysis and System comparison (PCM vs thermal mass - walls) – 

Monthly averages  

 

Ave daily run 

time (min) 

Ave. daily Energy 

use (kWh) 

Monthly 

energy cost (p) 

Ave daily emission 

(kg of CO2 Equiv.) 

 with pcm in walls 

Dec 332.37 8.94 35.31 2.08 

Jan 311.11 8.37 33.09 1.95 

Feb 295.88 8.01 28.73 1.87 

     

 with thermal mass in walls 

Dec 303.79 8.16 32.27 1.90 

Jan 311.34 8.38 33.14 1.95 

Feb 321.41 8.69 31.13 2.03 

 

Plant results analysis and comparison of the heating systems, latent and sensible heat fabric 

integrated thermal storage in walls, is shown in Table 6.14. It lists estimates of average 

monthly energy cost, monthly energy consumption, CO2 equivalent of emission and total 
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operating time for the heat pumps in both systems during each of the three simulation months 

determined from simulation results.  

For system with latent heat (PCM) thermal storage, minimum average heat pump running 

time was estimated from simulation results as 295.88 min/day compared to 321.41 min/day 

for system with sensible heat (thermal mass) thermal storage. Minimum average daily energy 

consumption was estimated at 8.01 kWh and 8.16 kWh for system with latent heat thermal 

storage and system with sensible heat thermal storage, respectively while minimum cost of 

running both systems and minimum CO2 equivalent emissions are £28.73 and 1.87 kg of CO2 

equivalent, respectively, for system with latent heat thermal storage, and £31.13 and 1.90 kg 

of CO2 equivalent, respectively, for system with sensible heat thermal storage. 

List of key findings from simulation results for only system with sensible heat thermal 

storage (thermal mass) in walls is given in Table 6.15.  

Table 6.16: Result analysis and Summary findings (thermal mass in walls) 

 

Mean zone 

temp (oC) 

Max Heat 

Load (kW) 

Total heating 

delivered (kWh) 

Ave hot water 

temp (oC) 

Dec 19.20 5.0206 501.99 50.35 

Jan 19.16 5.1414 523.88 50.45 

Feb 19.30 4.8814 374.77 49.95 

Compared with summary results from test 3, for heating system with fabric integrated PCM 

thermal store in walls (latent heat storage) in Table 6.8, heating load/demand and heat 

delivery to meet heating demand for dwelling appear relatively equal for both systems, as 

well as the average domestic hot water temperatures.  

A comparing total energy delivered to each zone over each simulation month and percentage 

of time zone temperatures were maintained above 19.5oC for both systems, Figures 6.36 to 

6.41, also show almost equal performances, and close to that of the base case system. 
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Figure 6.36: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – December. 

  
Figure 6.37: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – January. 

 
Figure 6.38: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – February. 
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Figure 6.39: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – December. 

  
Figure 6.40: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – January. 

 
Figure 6.41: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – February. 

Analysing performance data during week with lowest ambient temperatures of the simulation 

period, week beginning from 3rd to 9th of January, using plots of dry bulb temperature 

profiles of the living room, zone ‘liv’ (for only the tree coldest days, 7th – 9th) and 

temperature of water in domestic hot water tank (Figures 6.42 and 6.43), the very closeness in 

performance of the systems is further revealed. The zone temperature profiles for the two 

system with thermal storage indistinguishable from each other and also bear close 
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resemblance to zonal temperature profile from the base case systems. This shows 

effectiveness of both systems in maintaining zone temperatures within desired levels. 

 

Figure 6.42: Heating system comparison – Living room dry bulb temperature – Latent vs 

sensible heat thermal store 

 

The difference between the systems is however revealed in the number of minutes 

temperatures of the living room zone fell below the 19.5oC mark listed, unmet minutes, in 

Table 6.16. This was estimated at 1060 min for system with latent heat thermal storage and 

1045 min for system with sensible heat thermal storage, equivalent to 30.46% and 30.03% for 

latent heat systems and sensible heat systems respectively. 

Table 6.17: Unmet minutes for the living room (PCM slabs). 

 pcm in wall T-mass in wall 

Time < 19.5 (min) 1060.00 1045.00 

% of occupied period 30.46 30.03 
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Figure 6.43: Heating system comparison – Domestic hot water temperature. 

 

Despite the higher number of unmet minutes, the system deploying latent heat thermal 

storage displays a slightly greater effectiveness in maintaining hot water temperatures at 

desired range at certain periods compared with system deploying sensible heat thermal 

storage, as shown in Figure 6.43. Both systems were equally able to maintain the 

temperatures above the 43.5oC levels for the most part of the occupied periods. 

6.3.2.3 Simulation of Model with Thermal Mass Heat Storage in Floors 

Simulation of model with underfloor thermal mass heating system was similarly done using 

the building model and associated plant network used for test 7 (section 6.2.2) after editing 

the properties of PCM thermal storage slabs to reflect the properties of the construction 

material listed under ‘Floor’ in table 6.10. 

 Also, the size and location of the thermal stores in each of the zones (rooms) were not 

changed and the same plant control strategy for the ASHP, the circulation pump and the hot 

water radiators was adopted. The simulations, tagged test 7, were also run over the same 

winter months of December, January and February, and the result were examined and 

analysed for zone temperatures, energy delivered and plant energy consumption energy cost 

and CO2 emission. 
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6.3.2.4 Result and Discussion 

Summary analysis of plant results from simulation of the two heating systems with fabric 

integrated thermal storage in floors (latent heat and sensible heat thermal storage) is shown in 

Table 6.17. The table contains estimates from heat pump performance data for average 

monthly energy cost, monthly energy consumption, CO2 equivalent of emission and total 

operating time for the heat pumps in both systems during the simulation months.  

Table 6.18: Plant Result analysis and System comparison (PCM vs thermal mass - floors) – 

Monthly averages 

 

Ave daily run 

time (min) 

Ave. daily Energy 

use (kWh) 

Monthly 

energy cost (£) 

Ave daily emission 

(g of CO2 Equiv.) 

 with PCM in floors 

Dec 275.26 7.49 29.66 1.75 

Jan 262.15 7.14 28.27 1.66 

Feb 252.84 6.89 24.75 1.61 

     

 with thermal mass in floors 

Dec 290.05 7.87 31.13 1.83 

Jan 278.79 7.57 29.95 1.76 

Feb 293.80 7.98 28.62 1.86 

 

Minimum average heat pump running time estimate for system with latent heat (PCM) 

storage was 252.84 min/day compared to 278.79 min/day for system with sensible heat 

(thermal mass) storage while minimum average daily energy consumption was estimated at 

6.89 kWh and 7.57 kWh, system with latent heat storage and system with sensible heat 

storage, respectively. The estimates for minimum energy cost and CO2 equivalent emissions 

were £24.75 and 1.61 kg, respectively, for system with latent heat storage, and £28.62 and 

1.76 kg, respectively, for system with sensible heat storage. 

Key findings from simulation of model with thermal mass heat storage only are listed in table 

6.18. Comparing with results for system with latent heat storage (system with PCM in floor) 

listed in Table 6.8, performances of the systems are also comparatively equal. 
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Table 6.19: Result analysis and Summary findings (thermal mass in floors) 

 

Mean zone 

temp (oC) 

Max Heat 

Load (kW) 

Total heating 

delivered (kWh) 

Ave hot water 

temp. (oC) 

Dec 19.2 5.3817 502.03 50.64 

Jan 19.16 5.4352 523.96 50.52 

Feb 19.31 5.5713 374.97 50.01 

 

The close performance is also depicted in Figures 6.44 and 6.49, which are plots of energy 

delivered to each zone and percentage of time zone temperatures were maintained above 

19.5oC over each of the simulation month (along with similar plots from the base case 

system). 

 
Figure 6.44: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – December 

 
Figure 6.45: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – January 
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Figure 6.46: Comparison of heat delivered to meet zonal energy demand – February 

 
Figure 6.47: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – December. 

 
Figure 6.48: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – January. 
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Figure 6.49: % of period zone temp >= 19-5oC – February. 

 

The figures show the very close performances by the two systems (with thermal storage in 

floors) for both heating delivery and percentage of time zone dry bulb temperatures were 

maintained at and above 19.5oC. 

 

Figure 6.50: Heating system comparison – Living room dry bulb temperature. – latent heat 

vs sensible heat thermal store in floors. 

As with analysis of previous heating systems, further performance comparisons was also 

done by analysing simulation data for dry bulb temperature of the living room (tree coldest 

days, 7th – 9th only) temperatures of water in domestic hot water tank and number of minutes 

the zone temperatures were below 19.5oC during the week with lowest ambient temperatures 

of the simulation, 3rd to 9th of January, as well as what percentage of heating demand period 
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they equate to. Plots of the data, along with similar plots from base case system, are shown in 

Figures 6.50 and 6.51 while the unmet minutes and percentages are listed in table 6.19. 

Figure 6.50 also show the closeness of performance of the heating systems, with very little 

difference between the temperature profiles, unlike with temperature profile from the base 

case system. They also demonstrate high effectiveness in maintaining zone temperatures 

within desired levels comparative to the base case system.  

Table 6.20: Unmet minutes for the living room (PCM slabs). 

 pcm in floor T-mass in floor 

Time < 19.5 (min) 1046.00 1050.00 

% of occupied period 30.06 30.17 

 

The difference in performance, although small, is apparent in Table 6.19. Here, the unmet 

minutes for both systems are estimated at 1046 min and 1050 min, latent heat system and 

sensible heat system respectively. The percentages of heating demand period these constitute 

are 30.06% and 30.17% for latent heat systems and sensible heat system, respectively. 

 

Figure 6.51: Heating system comparison – Domestic hot water temperature. 
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The difference between their performance is again revealed in profile of temperatures of 

water in domestic hot water tank shown in Figure 6.51. While both systems were able to keep 

hot water temperatures above the 43.5oC levels for virtually all the occupied periods, as 

shown in Figure 6.51, the heating system with sensible heat thermal storage show greater 

performance. Also, both systems’ performances fall short of performance of the base case 

system.  

 

6.4 Summary 

The thermal store models were employed assessing and analysing load shifting potential, cost 

and energy saving benefits of using the PCM based thermal energy storage systems after their 

successful installation and implementation into ESP-r. Procedures and methodologies for the 

test were discussed in details with discussions of the results and findings throughout the 

chapter. The chapter also discussed potential application of the PCM thermal store for CO2 

emission reduction, as well as a comparative analysis of the PCM thermal storage battery 

with conventional hot water storage (buffer) tank heating system and the fabric integrated 

PCM thermal store with similar fabric integrated thermal mass heat storage system. 

Observations from comparison test show consistency with established findings regarding 

application of PCM heat storage systems and comparisons between them and sensible heat 

thermal storage systems. As stated earlier, the primary objective of the tests and case studies 

was not to re-prove or re-validate proven fact about performance of latent heat storage 

systems, their application in energy load shifting or advantages over sensible heat storage 

systems. Rather the objective is to further validate the thermal storage models and show that 

results obtained, as well as conclusions reached, from deploying them in building energy 
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simulation systems such as ESP-r, conform to established findings from similar systems, and 

to demonstrate their usefulness for the intended purpose. 

The proceeding chapter will chronicle and summarise the various observations and 

determinations from all the previous chanters. It will also make attempts at suggestions for 

further and additional work/research resulting from the one just undertaken.  
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Chapter 7 

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR 

FUTURE RESEARCH 

7.0 Introduction 

This chapter discusses what was done and accomplished through the research considering the 

stated aim and objectives. Attempt is made at brief review of the research process with 

highlights of the summary of discussions from different chapters, as well as findings from 

case studies, highlighting usefulness and benefits of deploying phase change materials for 

thermal energy storage in domestic applications. It also discusses the main contributions and 

the benefits for building energy analysis and predictions and proffers some suggestion for 

further work. 

 

7.1 Research Justification 

The stated aim of the research is the development of models of active PCM based 

heat/thermal energy storage plant systems for integration/incorporation into ESP-r building 

energy modelling system This was proposed to be accomplished through the following 

objectives: 

1. Development of numerical models of a heat/thermal storage battery and an active 

building fabric integrated heat/thermal store for implementation in ESP-r using PCM as 

heat storage medium. 
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2. verification and validation of the developed models 

3. integration/implementation of the models in(to) ESP-r’s plant system/database, and 

4. demonstration of the models with case studies and assessing for possible areas of 

application and effectiveness in building energy management with regards to energy 

cost and CO2 emission and system volume reduction and carrying out comparative 

analysis of the plant systems with conventional sensible heat thermal energy storage 

systems employed in similar manner and for similar purpose.  

The work was predicated on review of modelling and representation methods for phase 

change material in ESP-r, as well as review of the types of PCM based building and plant 

systems in its arsenal. The review was discussed in chapter 2, beginning with an appraisal of 

the software’s functionality regarding problem definition, processing, analysis and solution. 

The methods and approaches employed for modelling phase change materials were examined 

and discussed based on a categorisation of the existing PCM systems as active and passive 

systems and/or as building fabric integrated and non-fabric integrated systems (plants). The 

review also examined and discussed the modelling methods/approaches with a view to 

highlighting shortcomings and inadequacies of the existing methods/approaches. 

Inadequacies of the apparent heat capacity method employed for modelling the passive fabric 

integrated PCM system in the software with regards to accurate determination of thermal 

properties during phase change were noted as being due to the non-linear nature of specific 

heat capacities of substances during change of phase, as well as the cumbersome 

requirements for mitigating errors due to this non-linearity, which have propensity for 

producing more errors. It was also emphasised that the method's reliance on the assumption 

(or expectation) that specific heat capacities of PCMs are different for different phases 

(liquid, solid, etc) is faulty for many organic PCMs. 
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The analysis also indicated that while the enthalpy method was employed for modelling an 

add on active PCM code/model for existing hot water storage tank model in the software, this 

is a tool used for determining temperature of PCMs embedded (or inserted) within the tank 

when required during processing of the tank’s code. Although combined with the hot water 

storage tank model the tool is useful for assessing thermal storage, it cannot be employed for 

assessing PCMs alone and for making comparisons with hot water storage systems due to 

impact/influence of water contained in the storage tank. This reduces the software's ability to 

be employed for building assessments and analysis of under scenarios that include 

deployment of PCM based heat/thermal stores. 

7.2 Methodology 

7.2.1 Numerical Model 

In line with stated objectives, mathematical/numerical models of two (2) PCM based thermal 

storage plant systems were developed. One was a thermal storage battery composed of a shell 

containing PCM, through which rows of tubes/pipes run lengthwise and the second a building 

fabric integrated thermal storage slab made up of alternating columns of rectangular PCM 

blocks and water tubes/pipes. The models and the modelling method and procedure were 

discussed in chapter 3, beginning with analysis of heat conduction through phase change 

materials. The energy conservation equations were formulated for discrete volumes of 

material and employed for developing enthalpy formulae which was used for modelling the 

energy change and phase transformations experienced by the PCM due to heat input and 

extraction.  

It has been established that expressions of the enthalpy formula are valid for both the liquid 

and solid phases of the material. So, use of the method for modelling the PCM in the fabric 

integrated thermal store is an improvement over the method employed for modelling existing 
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fabric integrated PCM in ESP-r which employs the apparent heat capacity method. As 

emphasised in chapters 1 and 2, the apparent heat capacity method relies on variations of 

specific heat capacity of materials with temperature. This is a non-linear relationship that is 

not easy to determine during phase change, particularly for substances that changes phase 

over a single, or fixed, temperature, and requires the introduction of a fictitious melting 

temperature range for the PCM (AL-Saadi & Zhai, 2013; Madad, Mouhib, & Mouhsen, 

2018). The method also presupposes that the substance would have different heat capacities 

for each of the phases, which is not always the case with the paraffins whose solid phase 

specific heat capacity is the same for the liquid phase.  

Also, the existing fabric integrated thermal store in ESP-r is passive and functions, in 

combination with traditional building materials, to increase thermal capacity of constructions 

(Heim & Clarke, 2004). Passive systems do not require a dedicated/specific heat transfer or 

delivery system to deliver or extract heat energy into/from them. They passively absorb or 

reject heat on account of temperature difference between them and their surroundings. Their 

effectiveness is dependent on difference between their temperatures and that of their 

surrounding and movement of air around them. 

Given detailed description of each physical model, the discretised energy equations and 

expressions employed for representing and describing the energy change and phase 

transformation processes, and interaction between the heat transfer fluid and PCM, were 

solved using a numerical algorithm that employs the Gauss-Seidel iterative scheme. 

7.2.2 Model Verification and Validation 

Having developed models of the thermal storage plant components, their numerical codes 

were subjected to verification and validation tests to assess robustness and correctness of the 

computer programs and their implementation, and to ascertain that their range of accuracies 

are satisfactory and consistent with intended applications. Discussed in chapter 5, the 
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methods and procedures include structured walk throughs, debugging and consistency tests, 

for verification, while they were validated by comparing results from simulating/executing 

their codes with results reported by Hosseini et al., (2012), Hosseini, Rahimi, & 

Bahrampoury (2014) and Seddegh, Wang, & Henderson (2016) for models of similar thermal 

storage systems using the same phase change material. 

The models were also subjected to sensitivity analysis, looking at impact of 

changes/variations in values of some parameter constants within the numerical codes, as well 

choice of model configuration (for the fabric integrated PCM thermal store only) on the 

performance of the systems. Impact of choice of model configuration, as well as some of the 

consistency tests, were done after models were installed into ESP-r. 

7.2.3 Model Integration into ESP-r 

After verification and validation, the models’ numerical source codes were integrated, i.e., 

registered, into ESP-r’s plant database. The procedure entails writing the source codes with 

parameters and variables whose names and/or codes are recognisable by the software, as well 

as building up plant data for each of the plant models for the software’s plant database.  

Implementation is complete when all necessary codes and subroutines within ESP-r are 

edited to contain links and call up instructions for the PCM thermal storage plant models, as 

well as compilations instructions for the plant models followed by re-installation of the 

software. Verification tests after installation showed proper integration and implementation 

of the PCM thermal store models. 

7.2.4 Model Demonstration 

Each of the models were subsequently deployed within plant networks for a building model 

which was simulated and assessed for impact of the thermal storage plants on energy 

performance, cost saving and CO2 emission reduction of heat pump space and water heating 

systems. Also, their application for demand side manipulation of the heating system was 
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assessed, as well as a comparison with similar thermal storage systems that employ- sensible 

heat thermal storage materials. 

According to Critoph & Metcalf (2019), heat pumps are expected to play a pivotal role in the 

UK government's energy systems effort to achieving its goal of 80% reduction in CO2 

emissions by year 2050, which is centred around electrification of the nation's energy system 

(Department of Energy and Climate Change, 2010; Wilson, et al., 2013). With potential 

problems associated with deployment of large number of heat pumps on the electrical grid 

(Love, et al., 2017; Arnold, 2016), storage of energy, waste or supplemental, is seen as viable 

mitigant, capable of helping with load management, load profiles flattening and smoothening 

out of energy demand peaks and fluctuations (Münster & Lund, 2007). These are achievable 

by effectively manipulating heat pumps operation to shift away from peak energy demand 

periods to off-peak energy demand periods (Muruganantham et al,, 2010). 

7.2.4.1 Case study 1 – Back shifting heat pump operations. 

Application of PCM thermal storage for shifting heat pump operation away from the peak 

energy demand period to the off-peak energy demand period was investigated by comparing 

results from simulating a building model equipped with two types of heating systems and two 

different heat pump operation settings. One of the heating systems had no thermal storage 

and the heat pump was operated to supply heating to dwelling on demand, working during 

both the peak and off-peak energy demand periods, while the other had thermal storage and 

the heat pump was operated only during the off-peak energy demand period of the economy 

10 energy tariff. 

The fabric integrated thermal store model was deployed in two different configurations of 

heating systems with thermal storage. It was installed in walls in one configuration and 
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installed in floors in the second configuration. Together with the thermal storage battery, 

three types of thermal storage systems were studied and analysed. 

The results show reductions in both energy cost and emissions as heating systems with the 

PCM thermal storage performed suitable well, comparative to heating system with no thermal 

storage, and effect shifting of heat pump operating away from peak to the off-peak energy 

demand period. Although results show slightly lower average zone dry bub temperatures and 

higher number of unmet heating minutes in comparison with no thermal storage system, all 

the systems with PCM thermal storage were able to maintain individual zone temperatures 

within desired levels during the occupied periods and keep hot water temperatures above 

desired levels for most of the occupied periods.  

7.2.4.2 Case study 2 – Comparison with sensible heat thermal storage systems. 

In this case study, comparisons were made between thermal storage systems employing latent 

heat thermal storage materials and sensible heat thermal storage materials. The heating 

systems were operated only during the off-peak energy demand periods of the economy 10 

energy tariff with a view to assessing comparative effectiveness of the types of thermal 

storage in effecting heating systems operation shift away from the peak energy demand 

periods. The thermal storage battery was compared with conventional hot water storage tank 

while the fabric integrated thermal stores were compared with fabric integrated thermal 

storage systems that employ thermal mass such as concrete for thermal storage. 

Results from the study show that, although performances were close in terms of maintaining 

zonal dry bulb temperatures and temperatures of hot water within desired levels, and unmet 

heating minutes, systems deploying PCM (latent heat systems) were cheaper to run and 

produced the least amount of emission when compared to systems employing sensible heat 

material as thermal storage. 
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7.3 Contributions 

7.3.1 Improved Capability for PCM Simulation 

One of the objectives of the demonstration process was stated as showing comparability of 

the thermal storage models with existing similar systems. These systems are not contained in 

ESP-r’s plant system and cannot be deployed when employing the software for building 

energy simulation and analysis. These factors were emphasised in chapter 1 and discussed as 

part of the observations from analysing the building modelling tool in chapter 2. The software 

does not have, as at time of writing up this thesis, a dedicated PCM thermal energy storage 

plant system with capabilities for substituting conventional hot water storage tank systems in 

the software.  

The developed systems have capacities for applications in modelling and representing some 

the physical systems advertised as available for deployment for both domestic and industrial 

applications and are germane to efforts and research into ways of reducing energy demand 

and consumption, as well as CO2 emissions, from buildings. Additionally, the models 

represent improvements on the present PCM modelling methods employed in EnergyPlus. As 

explained in chapters 1 and 2, the method requires loading an enthalpy-temperature (h-T) 

curve or data for the PCM before commencement or continuous successive inputting of the 

enthalpy and corresponding temperature values into the program during execution. Whereas 

the modelling method adopted in this work eliminates these requirements. 

7.3.2 Novelty of the Active Fabric Integrated PCM Thermal Storage Slab 

Also, the existing building fabric integrated PCM model in the ESP-r is the passive type. The 

concept of active fabric integrated PCM heat storage system, like that reported by (Kong, 

Wang, Li, Yuan, & Yao, 2020), although gradually gaining attraction, is still relatively new. 
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This type of system has applications in both direct and indirect space heating, as well as in 

water heating. The model is novel and has not been implemented in ESP-r or any building 

energy analysis software package. 

The model can also be employed to analyse non-PCM based active fabric integrated thermal 

storage systems like underfloor heating system that employ concrete, or other high density 

thermal mass substances as thermal storage materials. By simply replacing properties of the 

PCM in the model with those of the chosen thermal mass substance, an active fabric 

integrated sensible heating thermal mass plant model can be made available for deployment 

in building model for assessment.  

7.3.3 Conclusions from Case Studies 

The case studies were able to demonstrate and show ability and effectiveness of employing 

the thermal store models for assessing performance of thermal storage system and for 

employing such for energy and load shifting applications. 

Results from case study 1 show that heating systems employing PCM thermal storage can be 

effectively operated during the off-peak energy demand periods with little or no compromise 

to heat supply and provision of hot water to meet demand of dwellings, leading to reductions 

in energy cost and emissions, while results from case study 2 show the superior performance 

of latent heat thermal energy storage systems over sensible heat systems in terms of 

effectiveness and reduction in size.  

7.4 Recommendations 

7.4.1 Comparison with Actual Systems 

The models were validated by making comparisons with reported work and showed very 

good agreement. However, the advantage and benefits of employing experimental data for 

possible tweaking and adjusting the final model were not taken. This was due, primarily, to 
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lack of funds to procure necessary equipment and material for experimentation. A more 

pointed experimental validation for a multi-tube PCM thermal store, such as the thermal 

storage battery and for a PCM thermal storage slab would help to establish the models' 

validity or identify areas that require modifications. 

7.4.2 Considerations of other PCM characteristics and phenomenon 

The effect of liquid flow within the PCM block, driven by buoyancy effect, was neglected 

while developing energy equations for the PCM models. While the effect is small for narrow 

PCM channels/containers, it is none the less present and the models could be improved by 

factoring the phenomenon. Also, some PCM undergo some processes like phase segregation 

as well as hysteresis and nucleation, which were also not considered. The models could be 

modified to take some of these factors into consideration as it would widen their application 

for a variety of phase change materials and enable them to better capture energy changes if 

the PCMs experience the phenomena. 
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Appendices 

Appendix A – ESP-r Modules/Solvers and Description 

Table A1: ESP-r Modules 

Solver Description 

aco Conducts acoustic assessment of the constituents of a building/model (occupants and 

furniture) and post-processing. 

bps The integrated (all domain) simulation engine. This is the module responsible for 

carrying out integrated simulation of the building model by running pre-defined 

assessment based on a specific model configuration file. It initialises the graphic user 

interface through which user can develop models, specify boundary conditions and 

initiate simulation. It is also responsible for coordinating all aspects of the simulation 

process, including inter-connection between other modules, and display of results. It 

does this by generating separate domain performance files based on number of domains 

implied by the model. 

c2e  This module performs pressure coefficients estimation in the surrounding of a building. 

cfg  *Surface adjacency is established by this module after a geometric scan of models. 

clm Weather display, analysis, and conversion tool. It performs climate and weather data 

processing, analysis and display, and enables user to create, modify and analyse climate 

data sets in a compatible manner. It is also used for weather file conversions and for 

exploring weather patterns, as well as identifying representative periods of seasons. 

dbm The database manager. Responsible for managing database items and creating ascii 

generic database which can be read and converted to binary database files. 

dfs A stand-alone CFD flow solver (module). It assesses whether a CFD domain can be 

solved and solves where static boundary conditions are applicable. It has facilities for 

reviewing domain gridding and for presenting results of assessment. 

e2r The radiance models manager, exporter, controller, and viewer. It is responsible for 

translating and controlling building/model radiance and visual assessment/processing, 

and for daylight and glare calculations. 

ecnv The model import and export facility. This is responsible for converting ESP-r data to 

other programming languages and vice versa. 
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eco This performs life cycle and environmental impacts assessments of building models 

grd 2D and 3D grid specification tool. It is responsible for applying multi-dimensional grids 

to building models. It creates control volumes and nodes for all elements and 

defines/controls points of intersection and connections between them. It is also 

responsible for graphical display of multi-dimensional gridding and connections. 

ish Shading and insolation pre-processor and display module. It performs predictions and 

viewing of direct and diffuse shading on opaque and transparent surfaces and insolation 

of internal surfaces. It deals with zones of arbitrary complexity within the limits of 

current ESP-r version for surfaces-per-zone, including those with explicit internal mass 

surfaces. 

mfs Stand-alone fluid mass flow modelling module that simulates fluid flow in buildings and 

plant configurations. This entails calculating fluid flow through branches and nodes in a 

network that represents a building or plant configuration. It uses iterative mass balance 

approach wherein the nodal pressures (of unknown pressure nodes) are adjusted until the 

mass residual of each internal node satisfies some criterion. 

mld Stand-alone micro-toxin display and reporting module. It analyses micro-toxins in 

models using temperature and humidity patterns and compares against database. It is also 

responsible for graphical display of results. 

mrt *Calculates surface to surface view factors and sensor view factors 

net *Creates icon-based network descriptions 

pdb Plant component template (database) management module. This maintains plant 

component description files, where data used by esrubps for plant operation/simulation 

are kept. It enables exploration of plant components details (nodal scheme and 

attributes) and conversion between the ASCII and binary representations. 

prj Project Manager: This is the module responsible for commissioning technical 

assessments and analysis of models, defining form and composition of zones and events 

within, defining environmental controls and setting up parameters for simulation 

assessment. It is also responsible for invoking the simulator (bps) and results extractor 

(res), as well as other modules, as required for model resolution improvements. It is 

equipped for checking models and displaying related images at beginning of or at 

specific points during simulation. It has capabilities for building multiple variants of a 

base case model. 

pro *Responsible for event profiles management. 
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res Graphical results display and reporting module. Responsible for processing and 

developing results libraries and databases for presentation as specified by user. It 

initialises user terminal and user-specified results database and displays the main menu.  

tdf Responsible for temporal (short timestep data) files management. 

vew Hidden line and wireframe model display tool. It renders file as hidden line wireframe 

images. 

* - Copied from (ESRU, 2016) 
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Appendix B – ESP-r Common Variables Block 

Common variables are parameters/variables that ESP-r uses for identifying or specifying 

properties, characteristics and nature of all the constituents/components of a building model 

earmarked for simulation. These range from thermophysical and flow properties, type of 

phase, dimensional properties/characteristics, inter-relationship between systems, type and 

nature/size of data, Connection or pointers to relevant components and parameters of 

modules are parameters represented by variables contained in the system’s common block 

file/database. These ‘common’ variables are contained in a file named ‘common_list’. They 

are mostly array type parameters/variables whose array size is determined by a number of 

factor like number and type components that make up the building model (plants and zones), 

the component to be processed, number of plant connections, etc. They identify all the 

variables/parameter that the machine uses for its analysis. 

Some of the variables are databases containing miscellaneous plant or zone data while others 

are single variables that define or mark nodes for iteration or indicate node connection 

numbers, or properties of working fluids, like water temperature and flow rates. Some of the 

variables point directly to model components, with one of their array elements identifying the 

component, while others point to nodes within or representing components, with an array 

element identifying the component node. 

Table A.1 contains some sample plant specific common variables. The array elements 

represented by numbers 1, 2 and 9 in the table indicate miscellaneous data contained in the 

database relating to components. They range from specific properties or state of working 

fluids to number of non-zero matrix coefficients associated with the component. 
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Table B1: Some common variables in ESP-r 

Variable Description 

ICONDX(i, j, k) Defines connection number for plant in a network 

NPCDAT(i, 9) Defines components’ node numbers within plant network 

ICSV(x, mpvar) Indicates node flagged for iteration 

CSVI(x, mpvar) Present time variable for plant 

CSVF(x, mpvar) Future time variable for plant 

PCNTMP(i) Present time temperature of plant surrounding 

PCNTMF(i) Future time temperature of plant surrounding 

CONVAR(y, 1) Temperature of water entering plant component  

CONVAR(y, 2) Mass flow rate of water through plant component 

PCONDR(y) Fraction of mass flow through component 

ADATA(i, 1) Holds input variable data for component algorithm 

i = ipcomp ‘ipcomp’ is the database identification, code or number of plant 

component 

j = mnodec ‘mnodec’ is the number of nodes per plant component. It also 

denotes specific node number for the plant. 

k = mpconc ‘mpconc’ is the maximum allowable connections to a plant node 

and specific node connection number 

x = mpnode Plant node identification number 

y = mpcon index of component's connection in plant network 

mpvar Number of state variables 

1, 2 and 9 indicate what type, or nature, of data contained in those portions of the database. In the 

case of ADATA, the number represents a specific input variable number, the amount of which is 

unique to individual components. 
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Appendix C – Components of Plant Database 

As mentioned in the sections above, database codes, or numbers, are required for recognition 

and identification of models/components in the ESP-r machine. The numbers are part of 

database items stored in the machines database folder, ‘ESP-rDatabases’. The database 

contains all the data and information that ESP-r utilises for analysing building performances. 

They include climate data, construction materials data, optics and plant components data, 

which holds information about every plant component. Information about component 

description, its nodal scheme description, number of ADATA, BDATA and CDATA items 

and variables, number of additional output items and variables and mass flow component 

data. 

C1 – Component Description 

Component Description contains information about what generic type component belongs, a 

brief description, the date it was inserted in the database, its type (single or multiple) and 

component code number. 

C2 – Nodal Scheme 

Nodal scheme description lists information about number of nodes in the component, the 

number of non-zero matrix elements and their matrix positions, node connections and 

variable type. 

C3 – A-, B- and CDATA 

ADATA and BDATA variables are thermo-physical properties of the component/model. 

There is a pre-set value for each property and a minimum and maximum value. The pre-set 

values are adjustable by user at interface, but the minimum and maximum values depict 

limits that user may not exceed. CDATA items/values serve as some base, or control, 

parameter that determine the component’s function and operation. It is also adjustable at user 

interface. 
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C4 – Additional Outputs 

These represent outputs from component other than its nodal temperature and flow properties 

that may be of interest in assessing its impact on the building performance analysis.  

C5 – Mass Flow Component Data 

These are information or data about the heat transfer fluid, like representative flow equation, 

type of fluid and dimensional properties of the fluid flow path/channel, and other flow 

properties. 

Appendix D – Sample Temperature-Enthalpy data input for 

melting and solidifying curves in EnergyPlus 

Table D1: Temperature-Enthalpy data (Zastawna-Rumin, Kisilewicz, & Berardi, 2020) 

Material Property: Phase Change, 

PCM plate, !- Name 

-40, !- Temperature 1 {C}-temperature beyond phase change range 

0, !- Enthalpy-m 1 {J/kg} – melting enthalpy 

0, !- Enthalpy-s 1 {J/kg} – solidification enthalpy 

23, !- Temperature 2 {C} 

2005, !- Enthalpy-m 2 {J/kg} 

3005, !- Enthalpy-s 2 {J/kg} 

25, !- Temperature 3 {C} 

6570, !- Enthalpy-m 3 {J/kg} 

12714, !- Enthalpy-s 3 {J/kg} 

27, !- Temperature 4 {C}-temperature within phase change range 

12714, !- Enthalpy-m 4 {J/kg} – melting enthalpy 

29200, !- Enthalpy-s 4 {J/kg} – solidification enthalpy 

28, !- Temperature 5 {C} 

25300, !- Enthalpy-m 5 {J/kg} 

29300, !- Enthalpy-s 5 {J/kg} 

29, !- Temperature 6 {C} 
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30000, !- Enthalpy-m 6 {J/kg} 

30300, !- Enthalpy-s 6 {J/kg} 

30, !- Temperature 7 {C} 

33000, !- Enthalpy-m 7 {J/kg} 

31300; !- Enthalpy-s 7 {J/kg} 
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Appendix E – ASHP Energy Consumption Profiles over Coldest 

week of Simulation 

 

Figure E1: Heating system with no thermal storage 

 

Figure E2: Heating system with PCM battery 
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Figure E3: Heating system with hot water storage tank 

 

 

Figure E4: Heating system with PCM in walls 

 

 

Figure E5: Heating system with PCM in floors 
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Figure E6: Heating system with thermal mass in walls 

 

 

Figure E7: Heating system with thermal mass in floors 

 


